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1. Introduction

Objective of the Survey

From January to March 1974 the ~sian Regional Team for Employment

Promotion (ARTEP) undertook a country survey in Nepal witr the aim of

indicating a development strategy which would lead to higher income while

avoiding high income inequality and frictions in the labour market.

ARTEP is a multidisciplinary team of experts financed by UNDP. The team's

assignment is to assist Governments in the region in the formulation and

implementation of national employ~ent policies and programmes in their

countries and in building up the technical and administrative serv{ces·
<.' .[

required for the eff~ctive implementation of short and long term employment

promotion projects.

In Nepal data on the rural economy at household level .are limited.

A farm manage/llent study (FMS)Y was undertaken ·in 1968-69 by the Economic

Analysis and Planning Division of the llinistry of Food and p.griculture.

The study yielded a lot of valuable data on crop production and agricultural

inputs at household level in 14 selected districts. However, it did not cover

income data .from livestocY. enterprise, nor from sources other than the

agricultural household enterprise. Landless households were also not included

in the study. Moreover, the data on net results of crop production had been

compiled at dis·trict. level or crop-"Jise while for the assessment of income

distribution .household level computations '·,ere required. It was however·"

imposstble to get bacY. to the raw· data.'

During the fiscal years of 1~69/70and 1970/71 an ~gricultural

Credit Survey (A~S)~I was undertaken bY·~he Nepal Rashtra Bank under
. ," . · '1' r:

direction of a Board representing various government and semi-government. ; .

agencies. The main objectives of this survey were to assess the extent

and nature of the need for credit among farmers and custom-service operators,

the productivity of such credit and how the Bank could contribute in the

field of financing agriculture. The information On household income> resulting

from this study could not be made available at a sufficient level of break-down

to allow a detailed analysis. The classification of holdings according t~ size

rev.eals surprisingly wide low brackets of fa~ size both for the Terai and

the Hills compared with the frequency distribution of farm size in the Farm

lanagement Survey. Data on landless households have not been included in the

~gricultural Credit Survey.

11

21

His t'ajesty's Government of i'lepRl,I'inistry of Food and i1griculture,
Economic pnalysis and Planning ~ivision, Kathnandu, 1971.

Nepal Rashtra Bank, l.gricultural Credit Survey Nepal, The Survey Report
"01. 1- ~.. '.athme du, 1972.
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A third known investigation into rural income patterns is contained
1/in a study of the village and household economy in far Western Nepal~

The coverage of this study was limited but gave in depth information on,
aspects of social structure and temporary migration related to income

generation. In a Special Household Survey detailed data were collected from

two clusters of households in the Hills and two clusters in the Terai.

It is a pity that in this survey no information has become available on

in-kind income and also that the livestock income has reportedly been

underrated very much.

The studies above have been bripfly mentioned to indicate the need

for comprehensive rural income data. The survey on which we report here

has been set up specifically to measure

(i)

(i~)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

total income of all strata of rural households in Nepal;

income distribution in villages in Nepal;

the contribution of different sources of income to the total

income of rural households in Nepal;

the influence of some indicators on total household income

and on crop income of rural houspholds in Nepal;

some income characteristics of recently migrated households

to be compared "ith settled households in the same area.

From the analysis of the survey data we would subsequently try to

derive some tentative policy elements for a rural development strategy in

Nepal. Apart from being useful in detecting certain structural elements in

the rural economy, elements which could be usedin.formulating general

policies surveys like this one can be very helpful as a benchmark in

localities where more comprehensive rural development efforts are undertaken.

At the local level results of a survey like the one reported on here can be

made use of in programming for rural development.

From the following chapters it will be clear that the survey as it

has been undertaken can not be taken as representative of rural Nepal.

That is why only tentative conclusions can be derived from the results

obtained. This survey should therefore be considered as a pilot exercise

and it does, for that purpose, cover a sufficiently wide ran~e of socio-economic

conditions to bring out the problems likely to be encountered in carrying out

a more large-scale survey of a similar nature.

As far as the factors influencing' the level of household income are

concerned, these may bp revealed in a limited study and be valid in wide reg·ions.

The extent of influence may differ with local conditions and depending on the

!/ Charles Mc. Dougal, Village and Household Economy in far Western Nepal,
Tribhuvan University, Kirtipur, Nepal, 1968.



need for such information and the resources available surveys may be carried

out in the relevant areas. It should be realized,however, that comprehensive

income data are difficult to gather and that local surveys cannot be much simpler

than the survey presented here.

As the problems related to the significant mi~ratory movements in Nepal

constituted 'a major ,part of the PFTEP mission's, study package an attempt was

made to incorporate some data collection on this into the survey.

The importance of household level information in designing rural and

agricultural development policies is certainly recornized~1 The attempt

embodied in this report aimed at an inprovet1 framework for surveying household

incomes.

Selection of Villages

For purposes of development planning ,Nepal has been divided into four

development regions. They are the far Western, Western, Central and Eastern

,regions. Within these regions three geographically distinct areas can be found.

They are the mountain rangE of ti,e Himalayas, the iIills and the Terai and Inner

Terai. The Hills and Terai and Inner Terai are most populous. Table 1.1

gives a picture of the distribution of the rural population region-wise.

Table 1.1 Regional distribution of rural population and size of panchayats.

I
distribution of populatiC'nRegion Average panchayat Percentaee

I population,,

1110un- Hills Terai & l'oun- Hills Terai ~ Total Poun- Hills Terai & Total
! tain Inner tains Inner tains Inner,
I Terai Terai Terai,

Far West 1381 2824 3311 5.8 32.0 12.4 21.7 2.3 74.0 23.7 100

West 2146 2595 2716 24.5 29.0 12.3 21. 7 9.6 66.9 23.5 100

Centre 2661 3059 2911 37.4 21.2 44.4 32.2 9.9 33.1 57.0 100

East 2341 2753 3243 32.2 17:7 30.9 '24. -4 1.2 36.4 -52.4- 100

Total 2300 2785 3027 100 100 100 100 8.5 50.1 /.1. 3 100

·Source~: S~e annex 1

See e. g. the repcrt of the \Jori-shop on Pesr'arch l'ethodolol\Y of the
Green revolution, l~nila, Feb. 1~-23, 1973, p.2. ~his wor'shon was
held as a preparation for the first general meeting of the ~sian

Association cf Development Research and Training Institutes, Bangkok,
Thailand, 30 July.- t,uf;Ul't, 1~73.
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In the far Western and Western development regions the Hill population

predominates while the other t~o development regions are characterized by

a majority of the people living in the Terai.

The districts in which the survey villages were to be selected have been

chosen from the Western and Central region as these regions are logistically

most conveniently located and still represent a great deal of variation. The

mountainous areas were excluded as these are rather inaccessible within the

time limits that were set for the survey operations. These areas moreover show a

high degree of variety in conditions and lodge only a small number of Nepal's

population.

In the Western region Villages were selected from Syangja and Rupandehi as

these districts show a relative per capita income representativa for this region

and they are also easily accessible from the road Pokhara - Bhairawa. In the

Central region Kabhre and Mahottari were selected.

Kabhre is accessible from the road Kathmandu - Kodar! and Mahottari can be

reached from the road to Biratnagar. The relative per capita income in Mahottari

comes out low but that may be because there are no urban centres there. This

district replaced the initial choice of Parsa in which Birganj is located. As

in Bir~anj' we find an important railhead for trade from India Parsa was considered

not to be sufficiently representative for the Western Terai region. For the

location of the districts selected see the map on p.5 For data on

economic base and relative per capita income see table 1.2

Table 1.2 Percentage GDP from agriculture and relative per capita
income (Nepal = 100) in districts from which survey

villages were selected (1970)

-

Items
Central Region Western Region

% GDP from agriculture

Relative per capita income

Kabhre

86

51.0

Nahottari

72

96.8

Syangja

85

46.4

Rupsod&bi

70

151.9

Source: ARTEP-tab1e derived from Reconnaissance Survey - Economic
Appendix, December 1970 - CO~TEC in collaboration with ALPINA and
lIACCHI. Tables 8.1 - 8.4

.•
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!'AP CODES

A. : Far Western MountaJns 1 : Mathurapathi , eills

B. : l"ar Western Hills 2 : Sarsiyukhark , Hills

C. : Far Western Terai 3 : Bijalpura Terai

D. : \;estern ~ountains 4 : Itaharat<a Terai

E. : Western Hills 5 : Semlar , Terai

F. : \;estern Terai 6 : Paybapur , Terai

G. Central Mountains 7 : Tulsi Bhanjyang, Hills

H. Central Hills 8 : PU>Taygaude

1. : Central Terai Pauwaygaude, Hills.

J. : Eastern M.ountains

K. : Eastern Hills

L. : Eastern Terai
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" (. '. .
The se1ection'of,tl\e'villag~srwith'in' the districts mentioned was done

b.LP.':'.r.:p0:,~ve samp linJ?::., , Th~ __?i~".,trict he"douarters were visited and information

or conditions in dj,fferent parts,. 01' _t~e., district were collected from all types

ofknowledBea~~~!~formants. The most knowledgable people are not necessarily

district officials as-they may have been transferred recently but one generally

finds a· numb~r of· occasional visitors Bround the ~istrict headquarters'
,

premises who 'come from different parts of the district and who are keen on

parting'with:their knowledge to art interested sttanger. A number of villages were
I ,'",

pointed out ~t random on the district map and available information about these,
villages <1118 'collecteiL' thus' 'per district two villages were selected so t--hat in

all eight villages "',,:re iricluded in the survey i' . 'The criteria ,adopted in_

selecting the survey vill~ges are thefollowing~
I

a., There should not be a c·onC'entrated. development effort ,:in the
"

for~ of any special, exceptionally big project.

b. The "village-'shc)\ild not have been surveyed recently.

c. The Village should be reasonably accessible. It should not be ,

more than a day's walk from a motorabl", road and the communication

between parts of'the Village should not be too difficult.

d. In each district one Village from where or to which considerable

migration had ta~en place should be included.

e. Villages with an exceptional cropping pattern should be avoided.

f. No natural calamities should have effected the Village recently

,nor should the village b~ subject to exceptionally freouently

occurr!nA naturaL (alamities.
"

g.- The caste composition of the ,vi;tlap,e, should roughly reflect

,the general conditior.s in the district in, this respect.

,h." In terms '.of population and, number of .households in each district

a relatively big and a relatively small village should be

selected •

•!hat is referred to here as a village is in fact an administrative

unit called village panchayat. It may consist of just one cluster of houses

with fields around it or it may be a number of such clusters located quite
'-'far apart,up to even four hours walking; 'Data on-population and number of

households in the selected villages are prese.nted irt table 1. 3
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Table 1.3 Population and number of households in selected villages

Region District Village
selected

Population
Census 1971

Number of households

•
Census 1971 Survey enumera-

tion

Centre Rabhre V,athurapathi 2194 413 429

(Hills) Sarsiyukhark 4429 738 744
(3059)

Centre Mahottari Bijalpura 4294 870 887

(Terai)
Itaharawa 1483 252 263

(2911)

\-les t Syangja Tulsi Bhanjyang 2886 538 539

(Hills) Paut<aygaude 2158 426 450
(2595)

West 4873 I 896 1082
(Terai) Rupandehi Semlar 2728 I 457 450

F.aybapur (2716) !

In brackets: average population in a village panchayat in the region
indicated; from table 1.1.

Some general village data have been collected "ith help of a separately

designed questionnaire. These data have not been used in the analysis

however. The survey was primarily designed to focus on household level

information. The number of Villages was too small to come to conclusions on

village differentials. The village data for two villages were moreover not

collected in the prescribed format. At the stage of elaboration of the raw

data, some use of village data has been made. As a reference which could be

useful in subsequent similar surveys the Village schedule is attached as annex 2.

Sampling

The sample of households interviewed was stratified on the basis of crop

production potential. This has been measured by the sum of the area cultivated

and the irrigated area because the area that could be irrigated was considered to

yield on the average two times as much as unirrigated land. Initially

stratification on the basis of land tenure was attempted but the differentiation

on this characteristic appeared to be too small. The overwhelming majority of

holdings appeared to be cultivated by the owners.



To facilitate stratified sampling of households a complete enumeration

of households in the selected villages was undertaken. The format used for

th~s purpose can be found in annex 3. ~s no agreement had been reached on

the kind of stratification to be used the schedule is quite extensive.

A question on migratory movements was included to make sure that sufficient

recently migrated families would be in the sample. In general a much more

concise enumeration schedule can be used. From table 1.3 it can be seen

that the number of households enumerated in the selected villages did

generally "tally very well with the 1971 Census data. The high increase in

number of households in Semlar is due to in-migration in that village.

The chief of the village ("pradhan panch") told us that its population "had

tripled "during the last decade •

..:.. r,
The strata limits used are given in table 1.4. They differ for"the

Hills'and the Terai as the average size of holding is much larger "in

the "Terai. The strata limits have been fixed taking into account data
1/from F1!S- on the size distribution of holdings. The sample taken from

the different strata per Village has been determined by practical requirements

concerning the workload of the investigation teams and by the requirement

to have a minimum number of five households

.' ...
Table 1.4 Strata limits - Cultivated area + irrigated area (ares*).

I.
I

,

Stratum code Strata limits " "

Rills Terai
•

0 - -
1 1-20 1-34

2 21-4-1 35-68

3 42-61 69-169

4 62-above" l70-above

* 1 are = 100 m2 = 0.01 ha.

in any Village stratum. In the case of "the landress households the last

requirement could not be met in three of the four "Hill villages where less

than five households were found in this stratum. Some correction in

household classification had to be made on the basis of the detailed

information from the survey itself so that in Itaharawa village, stratum"

four, the sample consists of 'only four households. The case has nevertheless

been incorporated in the final analysis. The samples are given in annex 4.

1/ See 1'.1. I'



Out of a total of 4844 households 496 have been interviewed putting the sample

at just over 10%. Within the stratum the procedure of systematic sampling!1

has been adopted.

Development of the Questionnaire

A draft questionnaire has been formulated and subsequently tested

in the field. The test was undertaken with the help of an interpreter.

The final version of the questionnaire has been translated into Nepali

and after a check by translation back into English was finally printed

for use in the field. The questions have been made as detailed as possible

and ample space has been provided to avoid the need for extensive additional

instructions. On a number of items, especially the non-agricultural parts,

still it was felt that more extensive precoding could have yielded better

results. Whether this should be done by providing to the enumerators

separate item check-lists or by precoding in the questionnaire itself is

a matter that could be tested out.

The text of the questionnaire as it has been used in Nepal is available

separately from this report. Taking into account the experience gained

by its use in Nepal the questionnaire could be improved and developed into

a more generalized income questionnaire with indication of alternative

formats for some items that could be approached in different ways. In

revising the questionnaire it should be attempted to reduce the tine needed

to complete an interview.

Operations

The idea to conduct a household level income survey developed After

a preliminary mission to Nepal in which the state of micro-data was

found to be as briefly described on pages 1 and 2 of this report.

Discussions on the usefulness of the survey for the employment mission to

Nepal resulted in an agreement to embark on it and to prepare a questionnaire

in which the necessary items on income and migration were included. Contents

of the questionnaire were frequently discussed and ultimately in November

1973 a number of copies were taken along to Nepal on a brief (2 weeks) mission

in which the experts on statistics and a~ricultural e~ployment promotion

prepared the ground" for the operations in Nepal. Through the Department of

Labour cooperation was solicited from the Planning Commission and the Rashtra

Bank. Representatives of these bodies formed the Rural Household Survey

Board. It was considered of great importance to get more substantial

11 If e.g. one out of 13 households had to be selected, the first household
selected would be the one with the serial number corresponding to the
first number under 14 on the two digit random table. The other sample
households would be each thirteenth on the list starting from the household
following the selected one.
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,cooperation from the Ministry of t~riculture, Economic P~alysis and Planning

Division in the Marketin? Services, as this division had gained considerable

experience along with the Rashtra Bank in conducting rural household

surveys., However, their survey program was already worked out for the

year a,head "and the, support of the division had to be limited to participation

in discussions on the set-up of the survey, some translation work and

miscellaneous problems on various details of the agricultural part of the

survey. The questionnaire that had been developed by ~TEP was in principle

adopted and agreement was ,reached on the districts from where the villages

would be selected. ,
.. ;

c" ,During the November 19.73 vi~~t ,s, ,draft contrac~ between ARTEP

and the newly created Rural Household Survey Board was prepared. At

the same 'time all the four headquarters of the selected districts had

been visited where information about potential survey villages was collected.

This trip was used at the same time to interview a number of different

kinds of respondente using the draft questionnaire.

After the necessary revisions to the questionnaire were made the
"

field phase of the',survey started in January 1974. 16 enumerators were ,"

recruited. They were of graduate level in economics or commerce.

Three supervisors were appointed on deputation from their'de'Yartments

i.e. Labour Department, Planning Commission ane C~?tral ftureau of Statistics.

A fpurth supervisor was recruited separately. The operations in each district

were carried out by a team of four enumerators and a supervisor. After brief

instructions the teams undertook t~e enumeration of all ,households in the

selected villages. Including instructions and preparation the enumerati9n took

3 weeks. The 16 enumerators had list~d a total number of 4844 households

by ,that t;ime.

" 'In the meantime translation and printing of the questionnaire

was finalized. 'To this end as well as for training of entitnerators and

other central activities ARTEP was assisted by a counterpart from the

Nepal Rashtra Bank. Towards the end of the enumeration stage each,
team was visited from Kathmandu to cont;rol field operations and to sound

any difficulties that were encountered.

Upon arrival in Kathmandu the enumerators listed the households from

the "Household Listing and Stratification Schedules". For each household

the figure indicating its crop production potential (see p.B )

calculated in local ~rea units. On the basis of strata limits~~

in local area units the households were subsequently stratified.

1/ See table 1.4, p. 9

was

as expressed

(see for
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area units annex 5). A four days preparation course was conducted in Nepali

to make the enumerators familiar with the questionnaire to be used on the

selected households. Problems on all aspects of the field work like housing,

extensive walking, internal organisation of the team's work, conduct with

the village population in general and the respondents in particular etc.

were discussed simultaneously. One day was devoted to a try-out in a

village in the surroundings of Kathmandu.

In the meantime stratification had been completed and the sample

was dra~~. From completion of enumeration till departure of the

enumerators for the actual interview work l~ week elapsed. 60-70% of

the time was spent on listin~ for stratification and the rest for training.

Immediately after departure of the e~umerators a supervising visit

was paid by ARTEP-members and their counterparts-cum-interpreters.

This was done to review the results of the first interviews and to

provide some practical guidance on special cases and also on operational

matters. A similar visit was paid to all four teams towards the end of

~ne inves~iga~ionwhen the teams had moved to tee second village in their

district. At that time one of the ARTEP-meMbers was accompanied by one

of the Household Survey Board members. Three teams completed the interviews

in one month while the fourth team needed l~ month.

1/In Kathmandu the preparation of the coding catalogue- and other

arrangements for coding were taken up. It vas decided to code in separate

codin~ sheets from which punChing could be done easily. A orogrammer

assisted in the whole process and wrote some Al~OCODER-orcgrammes for

initial listing, sortin~ and summarizing of the results. Coding ,scrutiny

and a preliminary print-out of the data took altogether two months and

a week. Two types of print-out were prepared, one .,ith data per household

and one with data per subject. For the crop data a crop-wise tabulation

was prepared. For the main conversion rates used in the elaboration of

the data see annex 6.

Elaboration anc coding of the data were carried out by 11 enumerators

and one additional staff. The supervisors were maintained in service

till they had completed the scrutiny of the questionnaires. This took

roughly one month.

Tabulation and other analysis has been carried out on desk calculator

from the initial print-outs of the data. Only for some reQression analysis

computer services have been hired.

1/ The coding catalogue is separately available with ARTEP.
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Summary on Set-up and Time-table of Survey

Activity

Questionnaire design

Selection of 4 districts

Selection of 8 villages (2 per district)

Enumeration of all households (4844)

Stratification of households and
Training of interviewers

Sampling of households (496) from
5 strata

Interview of Sarrple households

Elaboration, coding and data
sununary

Sunnllary tabu·la tion and det·ailed
report

When and where

Sept./Oct. 1973, Bangkok

r.10V. 1973, Banr,kok and Kathmandu

Nov. 1973, district headquarters

Jan. 1974 (3 weeks), villages

Feb. 1974 (l~ week), Kathmandu

Feb. 1974, Kathmandu

Feb/!'arch 1974 (l-l!~ month), village!

~arch/}lay 1974 (2l, months) , Kathmand .

June 1974/July 1976, Bangkok
(with interruptions)
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2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Concept and LirnitRtions

As measure~ent of inC03€ in this stuay, use is being made of the

concept of ho'"sehold inco",s. It ·c··,fers to the remuneration of household

resources which COIlGist of one or !:lO:'~ of the usual trio of labour, land

and capital ,,,ith ulnnag€r.1e:lt inc.!.·..lll;:~d in labour. Cost incurred for outside

services and materials ur COfJ'~I,:;ditie5 p'J.rchased are subtracted.

In agriculture use is being made of "net farm output or social
11

income from farming li
- 'Hhich refers to the remuneration of all resources

used in the production Frocess, G remuneration that may be shared by the'

government, landlords) investors or. credit agencies? hired labourers and

the operator and his foCGUy. !lousehold income in this c0ntext should then

be perceived as that part of "net farm output" which initially falls due to

the operator and h' family i.e. the household which is the focal subj ect of~, ..._s

investigation. It is s::'ated l'initial1y 1; he~·e because no allowance has been

made for direct taxes.

Thus ~ hOUS~~lOld irrcr,~e

21gross incor.e from crops- + (plDS) gross income from livestock~1 +

i.ncome from. 1;>J'ages + iIlCOLii:: t::om othe:L sources

- (minus) coot . . 3/ I' k21en c"':'0iJ pyo<.Jtlct.l.on - - cost on lvestoc - -

cost on bu·~~t.U.'ll.g:') - cost O~l tools - cost on hired labour 

cost on aui:l'll labou':." _. ot!,~~t· cost on agricultural and non

agricultural. ('ntn::prisel"" (incl1Jtl-{ne int0rest and rents paid)

'. in chaptel .3. Thl"ot.J_E;~1.CJu;: in-kind ):r~CGr.vJ. .:lnd cost-itE.ffis have been included.

Income generated by b1.iiJding the Cvffi res:i.d~nce has been excluded in the

calculations. I!l a separct2 ealculation on the assumption that 50% of the

depreciation on a~l the residences represents the rental value earned by

the households' OF,1 labo,,~' illl'uts it "laS found that hcusehold income on the

whole would have been high2r by 2.8%.

11 Yang, H.Y. Nethods of Farm t~nag€:ment Investigations, FAO, 1965,
Agricultural Development Paper No. 80.

vf
y Except hy-produc~s produced and used cr. own farm.

~I Except farm ro8.:1U:"8 p,-nluc('d and used on own farm.



It has been assumed that buildings used for economic activities have

been constructed by the family itself. Therefore no depreciation has been deducted

on these.

Another complication at the time of composition of the household income

was the question of manure produced and used. As reporting on the use of

manure was better than on the production of it the livestock proceeds have

been augmented with the value of the manure used thereby assuming that only

manure from the own farm was used. However, this again creates a ,bias towards

higher manure proceeds in the Hill villages as relatively more manure is

processed into dung cakes in the 'Terai, something that has not been accounted

for in the survey. On the basis of an estimate of the proceeds of livestock in

the Terai that had been omitted in this way we may assume that on an average

household incomes will have been underestimated by N Rs. 25 or 1% (see annex 7).

It has been found that income estimates from non-agricultural household

enterprises as well as from property are difficult to gather in a rather

extensive survey like this one. The general feeling is that more income should IV'

have been reported from these sources as well as possibly out of trade.

Comparison of the income as it is defined here, with national income

figures is possible. The national income for that purpose should be calculated

on the basis of aggregation of received personal incomes. In this process

income due to certain households but received by other ones (remittances) or

collective bodies (village voluntary labour) is added to the total of personal

incomes whereas transfars are subtracted. We have not taken into account any

unpaid labour contributions to village projects as we did not know of existence of

any in the survey villages. Unpaid mutual labour was supposed to cancel out.

In the case of remittances, those received have been added to the income while

those paid have been subtracted.

The period over which the information was gathered is one year.

That means that for all non-seasonal items 1973 has been taken as the

ref~rence year whereas for the gross income of and direct cost on crop

production the last wet and dry season had to be reported on.

On the income concept, see also chapter 7.

Levels of Income per Stratum (household and per capita)

In table 2.1 we find a summary of the data on income levels. It can be

seen that there is a regular increase in average income per household as the

household belongs to a higher stratum. However, the relationship between

crop production potential, on which the stratification is based, and levels

of income is not very evident as "ill be demonstrated below. The trend is



already less marked in the case of per capita income levels because of bigger

families in the upper strata. See annex 8. Family size and household income

level are apparently positively related. It is significant to note that there is

no marked relationship between family size and per capita income (see table 2.2)

On the whole per capita income appears to be low, N Rs. 308 on an average in

the Hill villages and N Rs. 420 in the Terai villages. Households in the Terai

villages are on an average somewhat better off than those in the Hill village

but the lower strata in both regions seem to have the same low level of income

which is just somewhat below N Rs. 300 per capita per annum. For that matter the

three lower strata represent 85% of the population in the Hill villages surveyed.

Table 2.1

Household income per stratum (N Rs/year)

*Strata
Location 0 1 2 3 4 Average

Per Household

Hill ~iilages 872 1,258 1,987 2,538. 3,309 1,681

Terai villages 1,316 1,377 1,418 2,171 4,416 2,393

Per Capita

Hill Villages 276 293 30e 293 388 308

Terai villages 289 296 292 377 594 420

* See p. 9

whereas they represent only 48% in the Terai Villages. Income distribution on the basis

of income per household reveals that especially in the Hills still a considerable

Table 2.2 Income ver capita and family size

,

Size class TERAI

Family sizes Number of
families
(;7eighted)

Income per
capita (N Rs)

HILLS

•
Family sizes Number of

families
(weighted)

Income pe
capita
(N Rs)

1,2, 3 547 1,2 250·I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

All

4

5

6

7,8

9,10,11,12
13,14,19

480

433

372

476

379

"

,
I 2,687

420

527

406

394

394

415

420

3

4

5

6

7,8

9,10,11,12,13.
4,15,16,20,21,24

341

335

357

370

253

258

2,164

499

312

391

288

291

361

236

308



proportion of high income families can be found in the lower strata.

Com,ered with the cistributi~n af all households amen? the different

strate low income households in the Hills are concentrated in stratum 1

·whereas those in the Terai are not sip,nificantly conc"ntrated. In the Terai

the higher income households are relatively frequent in stratu~ 4. ~~so in

the Hills there is a tendency for high income households to be found relatively

more often in higher strata but it is not very outspoken (see table 2.3 a).

The importance of including per capita income measurement in the analysis

comes out in table 2.3 b. Here we see that for the Hills any concentration of

income classes disappears almost completely if income levels per capita are being

ranked. For the Terai also the high incomes per capita remain relatively

concentrated in stratum 4.

A tentative conclusion from these findings may be that only for high

income groups in the Terai viIleges relative endowment with land and water reseurces

i.e. crop production potential, has played an important role. The structure in

the Hills may be such that almost for everybody it is a matter of bare subsistance

by which those who cannot get access to this level of income either have to leave

or do not survive. The case of low income households and persons in the Terai

among the well endowed strata could be explained from high risk and inefficient

farming whereas also underrating of incomes could have been more important

among this group.

Table 2.3a Percentage distribution of households with low and high
incomes according to stratum

Stratum

Hills Three lowest

deci:es ?/

Three highest

deciles

All households

Tend Three lowest

deciles

Three highest

deciles

All households

o

1

o

1

21

3

23

1

82

34

59

15

4

10

2

7

38

26

17

7

14

3

6

13

8

28

26

25

4

3

14

7

20

58

27

1/
all

strata

99

99

101

101

98

99

average house

hold income (NI'.s.)

465

3390

1681

508

5518

2393

1/ Percentages do not add up to lOO due to roundin!!

2/ A decile is ten per cent of the households represented in the sample.
To identify each decile households are ranked according to income
level as found in the sample households.
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Table 2.3b Percentage distribution of persons with low and high
incomes according to stratum

Stratum 0 1 2 3 4 all average per
strata capita income

!I (N Rs)
Hills Three lowest decHes 1 53 32 10 4 100 102

Three highest decHes 0 43 28 13 16 100 592

All households 0 47 30 12 11 100 308

Terai Three lowest deciles 20 10 15 31 24 100 102

Three highest decHes 9 3 4 24 60 100 885

All households 19 9 12 26 35 IDlY 420

1)

2)

For explanation on

PercentageS ao not

deciles see note3/ table 2.3 a.

add up to 100 due to rounding.

Income Distribution (household and per capita)

The rural income distribution is a point of concern as it has b~en often

found that introduction of the new agricultural technology sparked off by the

high yielding cereal varieties has led to increased inequality such that the

rural rich have become richer and the rural poor not. The evidence does not
1/

seem to be" unanimous though. A study in Allgarh district in India - where

a concentrated programme for a green revolution was launched in 1961, suggested

that from 1963 to 1968 income distribution had become less skewed while,

witbin the district, areas

equal distribution of it.

with a higher average income tended
2/Kuznets - came in fact to similar

to have a more

tentative

conclusions on the basis of national data for several countries and regional data

for some countries. In a summary article based on more extensive data (56 countries)

Paukert ~/ illustrates that in the initial stage of development inequality~enerally

goes up while it declines steadily after passing a point in the range of

$201-$500 of GOP per capita as measured around 1965.

!/ Singh, Katar, The impact of new agricultural technology on farm income
distribution in the Aligarh district of Uttar Pradesh, Pant Nagar
Agricultural University, Indian Journal of Agricultural Economics Vol. XXVIII
No. 2 April/June 1973.

2/ _ Kuznets, Simon, Distribution of Income by Size, Harvard University, Economic
- Development and Cultural Change Journal, Vol. XI, 2, part II, Jan. 1963.

~/ Paukert, Felix, Income Distribution at Different Levels of Development: a
Survey of Evidence, ILO, International Labour Review Vol. 198, ~os.2-3.

August-September 1973.



Table 2.4

Income Distribution, per Household and Per Capita Income

,

Per Household Per Capita

DECILE5
,

HI L5

~verage % of Total Cumulative Average % of Total Cumulative %
I.l-ncome (NRs) % of total income(N Rs) of total

1 133 0.8 0.8 37 1.2 1.2

2 502 3.0 3.8 119 - 3.9 5.1

3 757 4.5 8.3 150 4.9 10.0

4 972 5.6 13.9 187 6.1 16.1

5 1).39 6.8 20.7 224 7.3 23.4

6 ·1396 8.1 28.8 264 8.6 32.0

7 1706 10.2 39.0 326 10.6 42.6

8 2025 12.0 51.0 404 13.1 55.7

9 2772 16.9 67.9 510 16.5 72 .2

10 5380 32.1 100.0 860 27.8 100.0

All 1681 Gini Ratio = 0.43 308 Gini Ratio = 0.38

Comparisons of villages in the survey regarding size distribution of income would not

be meaningful here as the samples of Villages and households per village are not big enoug

to justify any significant conclusions. We have computed a measure for size distribution

of household incomes and per capita incomes, the Giniratio, taking the households in the

Hills together and separately those in the Terai. The results are presented in table 2.4.

See for calculation of Giniratio annex 9.
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For this computation negative incomes have been taken as zero.

Inequality in the Terai is clearly higher than in the Hills. The average

income level in the Terai as we have seen in the para above is also higher.

As most of the agricultural development activities have so far been

concentrated ·in the Terai while Government suppert will be solicited mostly

by the relatively big farmers this may be the result of the process of

development itself. As indicated above it may be expected that in the

initial stage of development income distribution deteriorates.

In rural areas developmental activities in the field of agriculture are

naturally most pronounc;ed. That means' that "other circumstances being eqr.al

'a more skewed distribution'of land holdings leads to a more skewed distribution

of income. This seems to be the case in the Terai. On the basis of the survey

data on area cultivated per household a Gini concentration ratio of land per

cultivating family was computed. The ratio in the Hills appeared to be 0.47

while in the Terai villages 0.55 was found. As an illustration percentage

distribution of land among cultivators ranked according to area cultivated per

household is shown in table 2.5.

Table 2.5

Percentage Distribution of Total Area Cultivated According to Area
Cultivated per Household

Deciles Hills Terai

Average Percentage Idem, Average Percentage ~ Idem,
area cul- of total accumu- Area cul- of total Accumu-
tivated area cul- lated tivated urea cul- lated
per hou~e- tivated per house- tivated
hold (£\/illS ') hold(ares')

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)' (6) (7)

1 2.7 1.2 1.2 13.8 0.8 0.8

2 5.3 2.4 3.6 33.2 2.0 2.8

3 7.8 3.5 7.1 47.8 2.9 5.7

4 10.4 4.7 U.8 66.6 4.0 9.7

5 13.2 6.0 17.8 79.3 4.8 14.5

6 15.9 7.2 25.0 94.6 5.7 20.2

7 21. 7 9.9 34.9 120.2 7.2 27.4

8 .27.9 12.7 47.6 180.3 10.8 38.2

9 38.6 17.5 65.1 274.7 16.5 54.7

10 n.l 34.9 100 754.8 45.3 100

* 1 are 0.01 ha. 2
= 100 m •
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Although the material is already quite old for comparison we give the

Gini concentration ratios for rural areas in a number of other countries in

Asia (see table 2.6).

Table 2.6 Concentration ratios of income distribution in rural areas.

Bangladesh

Philippines

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Country

Nepal Hills

Terai

Year Ratio

1973 0.43

1973 0.51

1963/64 0.33

1966/67 0.31

19'68/69 0.27

1961/62 0.34

1965 0.43

1952/53 0.45

1962/63 0.44

Sources: Nepal - table 2.4

Other countries - The Bangladesh Development Studies, Vol II, Oct.,

.1974, Number 4, p.775. Mohi"ddin Alamgir , Some Analysis of

Distribution of Income, Consumption, Saving and Poverty in Bangladesh.

N.B. In Nepal, Bangladesh, and Thailand data pertain to households as

recipient units while for the other countries it is not known.

The impression is that in the Nepalese rural areas income distribution

is of the most skewed especially in the Terai.

Income per Family Worker

To estimate income per worker the supply of family labour for each

household was computed on aQ adult equivalent basis.!/ Income per worker

indicates the sum of the value of the household's economic activities,

1/ Details in Chapter 7.
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the balance of transfers and income from property per adult equivalent worker in

that household. If we assume that an adult worker works 300 full days per year

then the income per worker divided by 300 represents the averaBe wage rate

equivalent received per worker.

(see table 2.6)

Table 2.6

lncome, Eguivalent Wage Rate and Land Cultivated per Adult

Eguivalent Family Worker

-

I

Strata
" ,

o 1 2 3 4 All

Income

(NRs)

Hills

Terai

656 593

793 810

573 614

731 1034

755

1879

607

1197

Equivalent Hills 2.18 1.98 1.91 2.05 2.52 2.02

Wage rate Terai 2.65 2.70 2.44 3.45 6.27 3.99
(NRs)

Land Hills 4.3 7.8 10.8 20.7 7.9

Cultivated Terai - ' ' 10.5 24.8 44.2 150.6 63.9
(ares)

,

.. '
,

The equivalent wage rate is 10'1 both in the Hills and in the Terai but

that could be expected from the generally low income level. It is relatively

higher in the group with the biggest land holdings. This may not reflect

a higher labour productivity of family lacour in these strata. The proportion

of hired labour is higher in that group. Only on the casis of actual participation

in the activities of the household enterprise and other economic pursuits could

labour productivity be assessed. On the income side allowance should first

be made for the remuneration of the household's 'capital assets brought in. Although

accurate looking estimates could be developed to

not been attempted because of its arbitrariness.

adjust for these elements it has

Ort balance it is the total

remuneration to the household's assets that counts within a certain social

and economic structure. The main family asset is usually land and it will be

clear that in the higher strata the value of it per family worker will be

relatively higher so that the equivalent' wav,e as presented in table 2.6 would

have to be relatively more reduced there to arrive at a realistic measure

stick for family labour preductivity. By how much, that depends on the imputed

rate of interest which is arbitrary to a preat extent. ~~at is also arbitrary
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On an average an adult equivalent family worker in the Hills avails of 8 ares

of land "hiIe in the Terai we find 64 ares of land per family worker (see table 2.6).

As there is a big difference in price of land per area unit in the two regions the valu

is the judgement on what should be called labour especially on the larger farms

where so-callee management activities are significant. Presence at the farm

has in fact been taken as contributing to the household's economic activities

regardless of the family member's actual pursuits during such presence.

about NRs 6,000

rougply be worththe Terai family worker would

To just indicate",the dynamics of the income structure we could

ares available to

piece of land available to the'Hill family worker isthe

while the 64
11NRs 4,800.-

!I From appendix (table-22) on p.125 of the BIS report it was computed
that the average investment in land per are ranged from NRs 84 to NRs154
in the Hills and from NRs 32 to NRs 59 in the Terai according to size class
of farms. This suggests a much lower price of land in the Rills in 1968-69,
than was reported at the time of the'survey, 1974. The reported prices of NRs 750
and NRs 75 per are respectively would mean an increase of roughly 600% in the Hills
since then ~nd about 60% in the Terai. Prices recorded in 1971 can be found in
Table 20 of "fill evaluation of Land Reforre in Nepal, Volume - II" by H.A. Zaman.
For Eastern and Western Hills, average sales prices mentioned are NRs 9,024 and
NRs. 10,506 per hectare respectively. Purchase prices there were found to be
NRs. 16,384 and NFs. 21.593 per hectare on an average. In tha Eastern and Western
Tera! sale and purchase price; recorded were NRs. 3,504: NRs 1,497; NRs 3,438 and
NRs. 2,037 respectively. In the FMS the investment in land ranged from 43% to 74%
of total farm business investment in the Hills and 60 to 84% of total farm business
investment in the Terai depending on size class of farms. Land as reported in the
survey for which money was borrowed and for which consequently interest was
accounted for as a cost item is negligible in area. On a total estimated value in
the Hills of NPB. 5 million worth of land in the survey and NRs.l.6 million in the
Terai only NRs. 2119 and NRs. 350 of interest paid was recorded.

of

,
even above the equivalent wage level from table 2.6. Household enterprises beget

an equivalent wage of about NRs.2 in the Hills and NRs.4 in the Terai. Although

only a small part of non-wage income originates fro~ transfers and property

income (11% in the Hill villages and 7% in the Terai villages) this re-inforces

the indication of a relatively low family labour productivity as this type of

income is not related to labour inputs.

In the computation of the number of adult equivalent workers a day of

labour of children, females and males has been taken as equal. The income

per worker therefore can be compared "ith the average wage tate for,family

members earning wages in and outside agriculture also taking the ~bove

categories with equal weight. The averar.e in the Hill households appeared

to be NRs.2.74 while in the Terai the amount was NRs.4.38 per day. This is
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value the cost of this investment at a 10% imputed interest and find out that in

the Hills for that matter the calculated remuneration to the family worker disappears

altogether. Furthermore the equivalent wage rate per family worker ranges

between NRs. 1.91 and NRs.2.52 in the Hill villages and between NRs.2.44 and

NRs.6.27 in the Terai villages according to size class of farms ,.,hile the rate

for landless is NRs. 2.18 and NRs. 2.65 for Hill and Terai villages respectively.

The fluctuation in cultivated area per adult equivalent family worker is much

higher (see table 2.6). That means for Terai farms that in the small size class

very little investn~nt in land is made whereas in the biggest size class the higher

than average investment is duly offset by a higher equivalenr wage rate. If we account

for imputed interest on investement in land only the Terai family worker is left

with a remuneration for his labour input (from NRs.l.80 to NRs.2.50). Size classes

3 and 4 in the Hills would have a significantly negative labour productivity for

family labour if interest on investment in land is similarly accounted for !I

Remuneration for labour taken as described atove means that the landless

family labour in the Hill as well as in the Terai villages earn more than the

landed family labour. In the Terai where most of the landless wage earners get

their income from agricultural wages it means that, if they are employed, they

earn slightly more than own-account workers in the same occupation. The landless

Hill workers on the other hand generate most of their income out of non-agricultural

wages and enterpri~es. Labour productivity in this multifarious sector cannot

be estimated from the survey and may very well be considerably above the same in the

agricultural sector.

The difference between equivalent wage rate for the landless and the

wage rate calculated for the reported wa~e incomes (NRs. 2.18 versus

NRs. 2.74 in the Hills and NRs. 2.65 versus NRs.4.38 in the Terai) shows that'

the landless workers have on the average not been able to secure an income which

corresponds to full time employment at the prevailing average wage rate.

Full time employment taken at 250 days instead of 300 days as has so far been

assumed still shows underemp~oyment (or rather "under-productivity') in the

Terai while in the Hills, on this criterion, we could speak of full time

employment (or rather "full productivity") but of course at a very low level

of income.

From point of view of remuneration of·labour one could conceive of the

argument wherety an average minimum wage level per adult equivalent worker

is fixed in the computations and whereby the thus calculated imputed wage

bill for family labour is deducted from the household's enterprise's income.

II We found some farm families that rent land but for this overall picture
these cases can be neglected as the rent paid does not add up to more than 0.5%
of the equivalent wage.



In the situation as i~ has been depicted so far we then have to conclude that even at

the 1m. current "nalCkct" ''lege rate there is a very small return to capital

especially in the Rills. The possibility of acquiring additional land out of

farm income to acco~odate a growing family has become negligible there. It

means indirectly that the price of food in the Hills has become prohibitively

high. The reported market price for food(e.g. NBs. 1.46 for maize in the Hills,

see annex 15)pertains to only a very small part of the food produced as very few

farmers sell anything ane those who have to buy have no purchasing power. Even

the urban population may because of patterns of land-ownership to a great extent

avail of their 0:'" food either out of rents, through family ties or as the result

of farming by a caretaker. In the Terai the position is somewhat better but also

there it is clear that at a reasonable wage rate returns to capital are very low.

With the current food balance nationally still in a reasonable position

the above situation suggests very strongly a reallocation of production as well

as to some extent human reSO'lrces. In so far as this means a considerable shift

to non-agricultural enterprises in the Hills, although considerable increase

in urbenisntion ror chat purpose in the Terai should of course not be ruled out,

an adequate food distribution system should pull money out of investment in land and

channel into likely more remunerative pursuits in the non-agricultural sector.

The economics of ths agricu~tural production in the Hills and in the Terai as

revealed b7 the surve:' "'ill be discussed in Chapter 4.

Regression analysis on h~u3ehol~ ipcome

In an attempt to identify the elements responsible for variations in household

income a regression analysis was carried out with household income of the families

as dependent vULisble. Toe following independent variables were considered as

possible explanaro~y factocs on income variations:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv)

cropp~g pot2ntial (= cultivated area + irrigated area)

cultivated area

irrigated area

direct cost on crop production per area unit harvested

gross income out of crop production per area unit harvested

average va~ue of livestock (= ~ (opening stock value + end stock value) )

nuwber of adult equivalent workers

operating cost on crop production per area unit harvested

number of hO'ls<?r.a1 d members

location (district)

sex of head of the household

caste (see a~~ex l:)

propm:ricn of acult equivalent workers '·available" for household

enterprise activities. (see p. 67)

t!et incoale out of household enterprises per adult equivalent worker "available"
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Three sets of regressions have been carried out. One each for landed households

in the Terai and in the Hills, a third one for landless households.

equations showed the best fit with all

(In brackets t-value of coefficient estimates are

After a number of runs the following

coefficients significantly differing from zero at a 95% probability

given).

level.

Landed households in the Terai

Y = 1616 + 198Xl + 496X2 + l.18X3 + 321X4 - 26X5 + 974X6 + 1329'7

(2.275) (3.429) (6.426) (2.970) (-6.538) (3.935) (3.380)

R2
= 0.6508

F· 47.65

n = 187

Y = household income in Rs.

X
I
= cultivated area in Ha.

X2= irrigated area in Ha.

X3= . average value of livestock in Rs.

X
4
= number of adult equivalent workers in the household

X = proportion of adult equivalent workes "available" for household
5

enterprise activities in percentages (see p.67 of this report)

X
6
= belonging to caste group (1); see annex 10 of this report

X7~ belonging to caste group (8); see annex 10 of this report.

Landed households in the Hills,

Y = -71 + 1083Xl + 0.6lX2 + 226X3 + 62X4

(4.378) (5.064) (3.466) (2.090)

R2= 0.4554

F = 43.69

n 214

Y = household income in Es.

X = cropping potential (cultivated area + irrigated area) in lIn
1

X = average value of livestock in Rs.2

X3= number of adult equivalent workers in the household

x = gross income out of crop production per area unit harvested in
4

Rs. 1,000/Ha.
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Landless households

Y = 782 - 0.86Xl + 388X2 + 57X
3

- 8.5X
4

+ 842X
5

(-2.072) (4.628) (3.278)(-3.676) (2.771)

R2 = 0.3642

F = 9.51

n = 89

Y household income in Rs.

Xl = average value of livestock in Rs.

X2 = number of adult equivalent workers in the household

X3 = net income out,of household enterprises per adult equivalent worker
"available" in Rs.lOO/worker (see p. 67 of this report)

X4 = proportion of adult equivalent workers "available" for household

enterprise activities (see p.67 of this report) in percentages

X5 = head of the household male.

f~l F's are significant meaning that R differs from zero with a probability

of at least 99%. The extent to which the independent variables explain the
2total variance of Y, the household income is given by R In the case of landed

households in the Terai it is 65%. For landed households in the Hills it does not

reach higher than 46% whereas the equation for landless households explains only

36%.

, The magnitude of the coefficients in the equation is still beset with

uncertainties. Taking the landed Terai households the given coefficients point to

a 95% probability range within which the actual coefficient falls, as follows:

variable given coefficient 95% probability range

Xl 198 26 - 370

X2 496 209 - 782

X3 1.18 p.82 - 1.55

X4 321 107 - 536

X5 26 18 - 34

X6
974 484 - 1464

X7
1329 550 - 2107

Taking into account the statistical limitations outlined above we may now

elaborate on the meaning of the resulting equations.
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Landed households in the Terai could increase their household income

with NRs. 198 for each additional hectare of land available. If this land

would be irrigated it would yield another NRs.496 on the average. The

coefficients suggest that making irrigation available yields more than just

increase the cultivated area. For landed Hill households the combination

variable cultivated area + irrigated area showed a significant relation

with household income. l.s productivity of land is higher in the Hills (see

also chapter 4) we find here also that additional area for cultivation and

additional irrigated area yield higher returns than in the Terai.

Livestock appears to be a rrofitable investment for landed households

although twice as much in the Terai as in the Hills i.e. NRs. 1.18 for one

rupee invested as against NRs. 0.61 for one rupee invested.

An additional adult equivalent worker in the household adds on NRs.226

in the Hills and NRs.321 in the TeraL It is clear that this is below the price

to hire an additional worker. It is also well below average labour productivity

(see table 7.5). As expected on the basis of the,high land pressure in the Hills

the increment in net income for a worker there is lower than in the Terai.

Under present conditions, howev~r, even in the Terai simply adding labour to the

existing production machinery does not yield a return sufficiently high enough

to consider the additional worker productively employed (see also p. 92).

In the Hills it was found that a premium was to be obtained on

intensive cultivation, that means on raising the gross income per Ha

of cultivated land. Per Rs.l,OOO increase on a He of land income could rise

by NRs. 62. This is very low though and it suggests that within present practices

not much gain can be obtained from intensifying cropping patterns or increasing

yields. Surprisingly such indication was similar in the Terai where variables

related to the intensity of cultivation were not found to relate significantly

to household incon~ at all.

An interesting relationship for Terai household~ is the one between

household income and the proportion of family labour dependent on househeld

enterprises. This rclGtienship is inverse,es expected. As household enterprises tend

to show a labour productivity below wage rates it could be expected that

household income would be lower' the more households depend on such activities

for a living. Per percentage increase of dependence on household enterprises

NRs.26 of household income is forfeited.
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!mother specific Terai feature is the outcome of a caste factor

determining income levels. The caste group consisting of Brahmins, Bhumihars,

Chhetris, Rajputs and Thakuris comes out at a NRs.974 higher level of

household income. !{agars, Tamangs, Gurungs and Rais, migrated from the

Hills to the Terai seem to be doing even better with an additional NFs.1329

on the average. In the Hills, among landed households no such pure caste

influence on household income was found. It is not clear what the underlying

reasons for the caste group influence in the Terai is. It is not the cultivated

area, nor the irrigated area and also not the livestock inventory that could be

in favour of these caste groups because these factors have been accounted for

separately in the equation.

Landless households incur losses on livestock i.e. per invested

NRs. as much as 86 paisa. This should partly be explained by feed cost

allocation in the income calculations out of livestock which are given in

detail in chapter 4. It is significant to note that among landless workers

an additional household member could increase the income by NRs 388 which is

higher than in the case of landed households. The third independent variable

explaining variation in landless household income shows that increased (net)

productivity of non-wage labour can influence income levels positively to the

extent that a NRs 100 increase in productivity results in NRs 57 additional

household income. As with Terai landed households the proportion of adult

equivalent family workers dependent on household enterprises is negatively

related to household income. Here each percentage in addition means a decrease

of NRs. 8.50 in household income. For the fact that male headed households on the

average can avail of an additional NRs 842 the underlying logic is not clear.

Of course, discrimination of women headed households on all sorts of opportunities

could be mentioned and also a possibly lower female labour efficiency. Women

wages are found to be lower than male wages, that is at least a fact.



3. Sources of Income21
Concepts

Households included in the survey derive their income from a variety
of sources. For purposes of this study, the analysis has been done in terms
of the following eight sources cr components of income, taking into account
only the net contribution of each source:-,

(i) crop production,

(ii) animal husbandry,

(iii) agricultural wages and salaries,
(iv) non-agricultural wages and "salaries,

(v) -non-agricultural household enterprise,
(vi) pensions,

(vii) remittances,

(viii) other sources

In animal husbandry keeping of draught animals has been included.
Where the source of wages and salaries was not mentioned they have been
classified as from non-agricultural sources. The amount of wages and
salaries for which a source was not mentioned Came to 8.8 per cent of
the total amount reported in the survey.

For the sources mentioned household income was ~omputed as follows:

Source

Crop production

Income elements

(1) Value of ma~n products

(2) Value of ,by-products

Cost elements

(1) Value of. own and
purchased seed used

(2 ) Value of manure used

(3) Value of fertilizer
used

(4) Value of pesticides
used

(5 ) \'iater charges

(6) Expenditure on hired
casual labour

(7) Part of permanent
hired all"O"C'Irt ed
to crop production

(8) Expenditure on hired
animal labour

(9) Value of use of 0""0
traction

11
For concepts see also para. "Concepts and limitations" on p. 14-15.
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Source Income elements Cost elements

(10) Expenditure on tools

(11) Repair and maintenance
on buildings allocated
to crop production

(12) Rents

(13) Interest on loans for
crop production'

Cost on land improvement

Value of by-prod¥7ts of
crop production -

Cost of feed other than
by-products

Part of permanent labou~

allocated to animal
husbandry

(4) Repair and maintenance on
buildings allocated to
animal . husband~y

(14)

(1)

(4) Value of receipts on
draught animals hired out

(1) Value of livestock pro
ducts including the value
of own manure used.

(2) Value increase of livestock (2)
inventory

(3) Value of use of own (3)
draught animals

Animal husbandry

Cash remitted

Value of remittances in
kind

Cost on repair and main~

tenance of buildings
allocated to non-agricul~

tural household enterprise

(2) Interest on loans for non
agricultural household
enterprise

(3) Miscellaneous non-direct
cost.

(5) Interest on loans for
animal husbandry

(6) Other cost on livestock
(stud fee, veterinary
services, medicines)

Expenditure on toolsWages and salaries (1) Cash receipts

(2) Value of receipts in kind

Pensions Receipts

Remittances (1) Cash rec~ived (1)

(2) Value of receipts in (2)
kind

Non-agricultural Net receipts (1)
household
enterprise

Other sources Net receipts

1/ Only where cattle, goats, sheep, horses or pigs'.lwere kept.,
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Cost on buildings for maintenance and repairs was broken down

in the raw dQta according to use for agricultural and non-agricultural

purposes. Wher. use of buildings for non-agricultural purposes was

reporte~ but no indication was given on the existence of a non-agri

cultural enterpris~ cost on use of buildings was-fully allocated· to. the

agricultural enterprice. Cost on use of building" in "griculturaI enter-

priBe was distribut8d over crop productionnndanimal husbandry on a

fifty-fifty ba.sis. If 8nly _p~ultry or .no livestock ''It all was kopt

such cost was allocated to crop production only.

Cost on permanent labour was equally distributed 0ver animel

husbandry and crop prQduction, if other livestock than poultry was kept.

Some items are int"rmediate bebleen animal husbandry and cro??

production. These do not effect di~ectly the.level of output of the

agricultural household enterprise as a whol~ but should be considered

while measuring the contributions of the two sub-sectors. The items

are: own animal labour, own manure and own feed~ In these cases the

same value was applied where the item was included in the output as

where it was included in the input. The price level was taken as

if the item were sold or hired out.

Tool cost deducted from wages refers to some landless labourers

who have to bring in certain tools while hiring themselves out for

agricultural jobs. In the case of landed labourers the tool cost

has been allotted to own crop production.

For non-agricultural household enterprises and "other" income .

sources net receipts have generally been computed immediately from the

raw' data or sometimes only net receipts were reported.

Income source in the Hills and the Terai

In the survey it was found that 'iti R vast majority of the cases,

the total net income of the household is derived from more than one of

the above-mentioned sourcos. This is particularly true of the hills.

where it appeared that only 0.2 per cent of the households get all

of their income from a single source. In the Terai the perce~tage or

households depending on a single source is 9.8 and most of these

households are landless.
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The contribution of each source of income is summarized in

Table 3.1 which shows the components of household income as well as

per capita income in the survey villages for the two distinct ter

ritorial divisions.

Crop production constitutes the single most important source

of income, both in the Hills and the Terai, and more particularly in

the latter where it contributes more than all the other sources

put together.

The most significant difference between the Hills and the

Terai is noticed in the case of animal husbandry, which is the second

most important source of income in the Hills but makes only a minor

contribution in the Terai. Similarly, there is a significant difference

in the relative importance of agricultural wages and, salaries in the

two areas; they constitute the second most important source of

:income in the Terai but are relatively less important in· the Hills.

Non-agricultural wages and salaries make a sizeable contribu

tion both in the Hills and the Terai, and more particularly the former.

In either case, this is the third most important source of household

income.

The contribution of non-agricultural household enterprise is

relatively greater in the Terai,~hereas pensions, remittances and

other sources contribute relatively more in the Hills.



Table 3.1

Distribution by Source of Average Household Income and Per Capita Income in the

Hills and the Terai

Hills Terai

S. No. Source of Household income Per capita Household income I Per capita
income income income

I I

Rs. Per cent of Rs. Per cent of Rs. Per cent of Rs. Per cent of
total total total total

(1 )
.

(2) 0) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
-

1• Crop production 759.5 45.2 139.0 Lf5.2 1366.6 57.0 240.1 57.0

2. Animal husbandry 309.6 18.4 56.6 18.4 1+9.4 2.1 8.7 ?. 1

3. Agricultural wages
& salaries 163. 1 9.7 29.8 9.7 479.9 20.1 84.3 20.1

4. Non-agricultural
wages &: sa.ln.ries 297.7 17.7 54.5 17.7 306.4 12.8 53.8 12.8

5. Non-agricultural
household enter-
prise 19.7 1.2 3.6 1.2 85.5 3.6 15.0 3.6

6. Pensions 67.6 4.0 12.4 4.0 59.5 2·5 10.5 2.5

7. Remittances 44.3 2.6 8.1 2.6 45.7 1.9 8.0 1.9

8. Other sources 19.7 1.2 3.6 1.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

All sources 1681.2 100.0 307.6 100.0 2393.3 100.0 1420•4 100.0
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As is shown in greater detail in annex 11 and 12 income

structure varies widely from village to village and probably from
I

district to district. As only two village panchayats per district

were surveyed out of an average of 52 it cannot be assumed that the

summary of results in the two villages reflects the district con

ditions. It should be noted that peculiarities in the income structure

do not necessarily follow administrative boundaries and will be rather

subject to local climatic, social, and economic conditions. Develop

ment regions may be divided into reasonably homogeneous-income

structure-areas that could be identified on the basis of data as

presented here for a small sample only. Developmental activities

can then be better adapted to the local scene.

Sources of income per strata

Table 3.2 and 3.3 summarize the data on the contribution

that each source of income makes to household income of each of

the five strata, in the hills and the Terai, respectively. Similar

details relating to per capita income are presented in annex 13

and 14.

Landless households (belonging to stratum 0) naturally derive

the bulk of their income from wages and salaries. However, there

is a significant difference between the two areas,

and salaries being the most important in the Terai

tural wages and salaries relatively more important

agricultural wages

and non-agricul

in the Hills.2I
Non-agricultural household enterprise also makes a contribution

to the income of the landless, the more so in the Hills than in the

Terai.

21 Some caution has to be taken in comparing the results from
the Hill landless with the Terai landless and other strata in the
survey. The Hill landless were interviewed completely (only 12
households in the 4 Hill villages belonged to that category) while
in the Terai a sample (of 77 households) has been interviewed out
of a total of 621 enumerated households in the landless category.



Table 3.2

Distribution by source of Income within each stratum in the hills

Stratum

------- All strataS. No. Source of
income 0 1 2 3 4

,----------
NRs. %of NRs. %of NRs. %of NRs. %of NRs. %of NRs. %of

total total total total total total

( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) ( 10) (11 ) (12) (13) (14)

1 Crop production 0.0 0.0 381.0 30.2 1011.2 5 1.0 1677.7 66.2 2126.2 64.3 759.5 45.2
'f)

'" NY2 Animal hushandry ·-73.3 264.1 21.0 3/+2.3 17.2 357·3 1It. 1 560~5 16.9 309.6 18.4

3 Agrioultural wages
& Salaries 100.0 10.6 165.4 13.2 197.6 9.9 122.8 4.8 64,'7 2.0 163.1 9.7

If Non-agricultural
\1/ages & salaries !+36.7 46.2 351.8 28.0 200.8 10.1 175.8 6.9 319.2 9.6 297.7 17.7

5 Non-agricultural
household enter-
prise 209.1 22.1 13.9 1 . 1 19.2 1.0 51.8 2.0 19.6 0.6 19.7 1.2

6 Pensions 0.0 0.0 If0.7 3·2 111.7 5.6 16.9 0.7 200';'0 6.0 67.6 4.0

7 Remittances ' 200.0 21.1 37.3 3.0 45.5 2·3 112.9 4.4 9.6 0.3 44.3 2.6

8 Other sources 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.3 58.4 2.9 23.5 0.9 9;'9 0.3 19.7 1.2

All sources 872.5 100.0 1258.0 100.0 1986.7 100.0 2538.7 100.0 330917 100.0 1681.2 100.0

.21 N = Negative
The net contribution of source No.2, which is negative for stratum 0, is shown ,in 'col. 3 but is omitted
while calculating thR percentage distribution in col. 4.



Table 3.3

Distribution by Source of Income within each stratum in the Terai

) Stratum
All strata

S. No. Source of
income

NRs. %of NRs. %of NRs. %of NRs. %of NRs. %of NRs. %of
total total total total total total

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) ( 10) (11) (12) ( 13) (14 )

1 Crop production 0.0 0.0 167.7 12.1 442.2 3 1 .2 1192.4 54.9 3635.8 82.3 1366.6 57.0

-80.2 NY NY •
49.42 Animal husbandry -16.4 32.9 2.3 8.2 0.4 232.4 5.3 2.1

3 Agricultural wages
and salaries 997.2 71.4 880.2 63.1 472.8 33.4 308.1 14.2 48.2 1.1 479.9 20.1

4 Non-agricultural

"- wages and salaries 265.4 19.0 152.2 11.0 242.7 17.1 345.9 15·9 397.0 9.0 306.4 12.8

" 5 Non-agricultural
household enterprise 134.3 9.6 180.6 12.9 171.6 12.1 43.8 2.0 1.5 0.0 85.5 3.6

6 Pensions 0.0 0.0 9.9 0.7 55.7 3·9 177.5 8.2 21.3 0.5 59.5 2·5

7 Remittances 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 95.4 4.4 79.6 1.8 45.7 1.9

8 Other sources 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0

All sources 1316.7 100.0 1376.9 100.0 1417.9 100.0 2171.3 100.0 4415.8 100.0 2393.3 100.0

Y N = Negative

The net contribution of source No. Z, which is negative for strata 0 and 1 , is shown in eols. 3 and 5
but is omitted while ~aleulating the percentage distributions in eols. If and 6.
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A notable feature of the landless households is that, although a

considerab10 percentage of them, vizo 3303 per cent in the Hills and

4205 per cent in the Terai, try to supplement their income from enimal

husb2ndry, the net contribution of this source is negative for this

group of hous,,,holds, both in the Hill s ,md in the Terei 0 This feature

could be clarified to some extent if we look at thE allocation of feed

casto Very big· quantities of by-products from crop production have

been reported as feed given to livestockQ To remain within reasonable

limits enly the value of the by-products produced on: the own farm has

been deducted. For the landless households this was not possible.

Another point is tGat manure produced hus not always been indicated.

Whereas in the case of landed households data on the use of manure

could fill in this gap this could not be done '-lith the landless.

These considerations about the quality of the data may explain part

of the very negative results with animal husbandry among the landless.

But it does definitely not explein ell as stratum 1 in the Terai also

shows a negative contribution from livestock (see below). A detailed

study on the possibilities of the landless to increase their income

with animal husbandry may throw more light on this matter.

Households belonging to stratum 1 in the Terai 2/arc rather

similar to the 12ndless since they too d~rive the bulk of their income

from agricultural wages and salaries, the contribution from crop

production being only 1201 per cEnt of their total net incomeo However,

in the Hills, there is a significant differ~nce b0tween stratum 1 1/
and stratum 00

2/Each household owning upto 0.34 hc>ctare' of gross cuI tivable land,
2jassuming irrigated area to have a double production potential.
~ Each household owning upto 0020 hectare of gross cultivable land,

assuming irrigated area to have a double production ~otentialo
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For one thing, households belonging to stratum 1 in the Hills derive

more income from crop production than from non-agricultural wages and

salaries which is the most important source for the landless households

in the Hills. Secondly, animal husbandry becomes an important source

of net positive income for the households belonging to stratum 1 in the

Hills. This is significant since the net income from animal husbandry

continues to be negative for the households belonging to stratum 1 in

the Terai. Thirdly, there is a change in the relative importance of

non-agricultural household enterprise. In the Hills, this source of

income is important only for the landless, its contribution for

stratum 1 being only 1.1 per cent of the total net income. However,

in the case of the Terai, it is in stratum 1 that the non-agricultural

household enterprise contributed more to household income than in any

other stratum.

Households belonging to strata 2,3 and 4 llin the Hills have

incomes above the average of all tho Hills strata. The relative

importance of the various sources of income is also similar in these

three strata. Crop production contributes more than 50 per cent of

the tetal net income of each of these strata. Animal husbandry is the

second most important source, followed by non-agricultural wages and

salarieso

In regard to the order of importance of the three most important

sources, viz. crop production, animal husbandry and non-agricultural

wages and salaries, strata 2,3 and 4 in the Hills resemble the average

for all the Hills strata, the situation in strata a and 1 being different

as already noted.

liThe area available to the household for cultivation increases from
~tratum 2 to stratum 4, each household belonging to stratum 4 having
0.62 hectare or more in the Hills and 1.70 hectares or more in the
Terui~
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In the Terai, the relative importance of the various sources of

income shows a greater degree of variation from stratum to stratum than

in the Hills. For example, the order of importance of the three most

important sources of income is different in each stratum~ Furthermore,

none of the strata is, in this respect, similar to the averagG of all

the Terai strata.

In the Terai, the relative position of stra~um 2 vis-a-vis the

other strata is in sharp contrast to that in the Hills, Households

belonging to stratum 2 in the Terai have an income much below the

average for all the Terai strata. In fact, their per capita income is

practically the same as that of households belonging to the Terai

strata 0 and 1. They too derive a large part of their income from

agricultural wages and salaries, which contribute more than crop production.

Non-agricultural wages and salaEies constitute the third most important

source of their income" Animal husbandry, a158 starts making a net

positive contribution in the Terai stratum 2, but its share is only

2.3 per cent of the total net income of this stratum.

In the Hills, the average income of all the strata is crossed as

soon as we move from stratum 1 to stratum 2. This does not happen in the

Nevertheless, the two most important

Terai even upto stratum 3 which

average of all the Terai strata

continues

1/
to have an income below the

sources of income are the same in the Terai strata 3 and 40 The

contribution of crop production is as high as 54.9 per cent of the total

net income in stratum 3 and it rises still further to 82.3 per cent in

stratum 4. Non-agricultural wages and salaries constitute the second

most ~mportant source, contributing 15,,9 per cent of the income in

stratum 3 and 9.0 per cent in stratum 4; In £.act, since the average

household income from all sources in stratum 4 is more than twice the

correspondi·ng average in stratum 3, the contribution of non-agricultural

wages and salaries to household income, in terms of absolute figures,

is higher in stratum 4 than in stratum 3.

1/strata 0 and 1 in the Hills represent 59.9% of the population while
strata 0-3 in the Terai encompass 73.0% of the population. It should
be noted that part of the phenomenon revealfd is due to an unequal
size of strata. \
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A major difference between these two Terai strata is that agricultural

wages and salaries constitute the third most important source of

income in stratum 3 while animal husbandry assumes this role in stratum 4.

One aspect of the variety in ihcome sources is the·possibility for

farmers to supplement lo~ incomes caused by shortage of land available

for cultivation. We may examine the elements in the household income

that playa compensating role in this respect. Table 3.4 and 3.5 show

the relative ·level of income of the landed strata for different sources

o~.~ooling of sources of household income.

Table 3.4

.. ,
stratuiT\. indices .pf net, ..income per household for different sources,

Stratum 1 = 100, HILLS.

, .
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Table 3.5

Stratum indices of net income per household for different

sources, stratum 1 = 100, TERAI

Strata 1 2 3 4

Crop production 100 263 710 2,164

Animal Husbandry NY 100 24 703

Agricultural wages and salaries 100 54 35 5
Non-agr. wages and salaries 100 159 227 261

Other sources 100 118 164 53
Household 100 104 159 323

Y N = negative. Here stratum 2 is taken as 100.

In the Hill households compensating effects are most promineat

from salaries and wages. Also animal husbandry contributes somewhat

to a more favorable income distribution over the strata as its indices

are lower than those for crop production. This factor is particularly

prominent in the villages of Syangja district. "Other sources" are

rather insignificant and clearly do not contribute much to alleviate

the drawback of a small land-holding.

Crop production in the Terai households causes a very wide range

of income levels as a result of bigger differences in size of land

holdings. Animal Husbandry has an additional reverse effect as its

contribution in stratum 1 is even negative. Agricultural wages and

salaries contribute most to compensate for a small landholding.

Also "other sources" where non-agricultural household enterprise

plays an important role do help to compensate for otherwise low incomes.

Non-agricultural wages and salaries make also a minor contribution

although there is a tendency for the bigger farm families to earn

more of them.
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Sources of income, top and bottom deciles

Th~ surveyed households have been· arranged in an ascending order

of income, in the Hills and the Terai separately, according to two

different measures, viz. (i) household income a~d (ii) per capita

incomeo The two orderings are different because of variations in

the size of the household. Special attention is focussed here on the

bottom 30 per cent and the top 30 per cent of the households, and

within these on the poorest 10 per cent and the richest 10 per cent.

Table 3.6 and 3.7 summarize the data on the contribution that each

. source of income makes to household income o~ these groups of

households, in the Hills and the Terai, respectively. Similar details

relating to per capita income are presented in annex 15 and 16.



Table 3.6

Distribution by Source of Income of the Bottom 10% and 30% and the

top 10% and 30% of Households in the Hills

Bottom 10% Bottom 30% Top 30% Top 10% All households
S. No. Source of income

NRs. Per cent NRs. Per cent NRs. Per cent NRs. Per cent NRs. Per cent
of total of total of total of total of total

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6 ) (7) (8) (9) (10) ( 11 ) (12)

1 Crop production 59.9 35.2 246.3 54.4 1399.7 41.~ 1815.5 33.8 759;5 45,2

2 'Animal husbandry -74.3 NY 15.5 3.4 760.9 22.4 979.6 18.2 309.6 18.4

3 Agricultural wages
and salaries 82.4 48.3 128.1 28.3 121.2 3.6 135.8 2·5 163.1 9.7

..c;- 4 Non-'agricul tural

..c;- wages and salaries 17.2 10.1 36.2 8.0 736.2 21.7 1595.2 29.6 297.7 17.7

5 Non-agricultural
household enter- " '. ,

prise 10.8 6.4 8.8 1.9 27.3 0.8 34.2 0.6 19.7 1.2

6 Pensions ( 0.0 0.0 13.9 3.1 155.2 4.6 439.6 8.2 67.6 4.0

7 Remittances 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 133.2 3.9 359. 1 6.7 44.3 2.6

8 Other sources 0.0 0.0 3.9 0.9 56.5 1.7 21.2 0.4 19.7 1.2

All sources 96.0 100.0 452.7Y 100.0 3390.2 100.0 5380.2 100.0 1681. 2 100.0

Y N = Negative
y The difference with table 2.3.a arises because in that table negative total incomes have been set at zero.

The net contribution of source No. 2, which is negative for the bottom 10% of households, is shown in col. 3
but is omitted while calculating the percentage distribution in col. 4.



Table 3.7

Distribution by Source of Income of the Bottom 10% and 30% and the

Top 10% and 30% of Households in the Hills

Bottom 10% Bottom 30% Top 30% Top 10% All households

S. No.

( 1 )

Source of income NBs. Per cent NRs.
of total

Per cent NRs.
of total

(6) (7)

Per cent
of total

(8)

NRs. Per cent NBs.
of total

(9) (10) (11)

Per cent
of total

(12)

1 Crop production

2 Animal husbandry

3 Agricultural wages
and salaries

-338.3

-179.5

73.7

166.9

-115.3

44.0 7.0

6893.1

99.0

177.6

73.9

1 • 1

1.9

1366.6

49.4

479.9

57.0

2.1

20.1

4

5.4 3.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 G.O

0.0 0.0

Non-agricul~al

wages and salaries

5 Non agricultural
household enter
prise

6 Pensions

7 :Remittances

8 Other sources

41.4 23.3 76.6

13.4

4.6

0.0

0.0

16.4

2.9

1.0

0.0

0.0

661.0

177.8

181.7

121.5

0.0

12.0

3·2

3.3

0.0

1450.1

242.7 2.6

120.4 1.3

332.7 3.6

0.0 0.0

306.4 12.8

3.6

2.5

1.9

0.0

All sources -340.1 100.0 352.# 100.0 5518.4 100.0 9315.6 100.0 2393.3 100.0

Y N = Negative
~ The difference with table 2.3.a. arises because in that table negative total incomes have been set at zero.

The net contributions of sources 1 and 2 which are negative for the bottom 10% of households, are shown in
col. 3 but are omitted whiie calculating the percentage distribution in col. 4. Similarly, for the net
contribution of Source 2 in cols. 5 and 6.
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In the Qrdering based on per capita income, the households belonging

to most of the deciles have rankings that differ significantly l/from

those based on household income. However, with one exception such a

re-arrangement has no major impact on the relative importance of the

sources of income of the households belonging to the top and bottom

groups on which attention has been focussed in the present discussion.

The exception is the case of the bottom 10% households in the Hills.

If the group is taken according to level of household income the major

source of income is agricultural wages and salaries while crop production

comes in the second place. This is exactly the reverse if the group is

taken according to per capita income (see table 3.8)

Table 3.8

Sources of income of bottom 10% Hill households according to household

income (H) and to per capita income (C) (%)

Sources

H

C

Crop
prod.

35.2

70.1

Animal
Husb.

N"

N"

Agricult.
~lages and
Sal.

48.3

16.1

Non
agri.
Wages
and
Sal.

10.1

7.9

Non
agri.
HH.
enterpr.

6.4

5.1

Pen
sions

Remit
tances

others

0.8

Total

100

100

N" Negative, see footnotes to table 3.6 and 3.7 and annex 15 and 16

The coefficient of rank correlation, between the rankings of households
in t~e two o,derings, one based on per capita income and the other
bas~d-on household -income, is very small in most of the deciles.

(
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Such a significant difference between the two orderings arises

from a variation in the size of the households that depend mainly on

two sources, viz. (iJ crop production and (iiJ agricultural wages and

salarieso

Hill households deriving the bulk of their income from agricultural

wages·~nd salaries are generully among the poorest according to household

income, but their relatively small size improves, to a certain e~tent,

their position in terms of per capita income and moves several of them

upwards from the bottom decile based on per capita income. Their place

in the bottom decile in the Hills is taken by households that depend

mainly on crop production from small farms and who possess the ·following

two characteristics, viz. (i) their household income is higher than

that of the poorest 10 per cent and (iiJ they have a relatively large

size which pushes their per capita income down to the level of the

poorest 10 per cent according to per capita income. In a separate

calcuLation we found that in the Hill as well as in the Terai villages

there was no marked difference in relative contributions of the sources

o~ .income as the size of the family changes. That is why it was not

surprising that the shift in income sources did not appear with the

bottom 30% of the households. We must therefore conclude that the above

situation is rather accidental. If family size has no impact on income

structure, ranking of households on the basis of household income and

on the basis of per capita j.ncome yields the same results on relative

contribution of income sources. What the above analysis does illustrate

is that if we focus· uttention on a small target group like the 10%

poorest in a community it matters very much how it is defined.

So, in the Hills, the principal source of income of the poorest

households depends on where the line is drawn to identify such households.

For the bottom 10 per cent of the households in an ordering based on

household income, the principal source of income is agricultural wages

and salaries, supplemented by crop production. However, for the bottom

30 per cent taken together, crop production is the main source of income

and agricultural wages and salaries come next in importance.

(
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The net contribution of animal husbandry is negative for the

poorest 10 per cent; this becomes positive, but is still small,

for the poorest 30 per cent. Non-agricultural wages and salaries

also ma~e a contribution to the income of the poorest households in

the Hills, but this is less than the corresponding contribution in

the Terai.

In the Terai, the poorest of the households derive their

income largely from agricultural wages and salaries. This is

particularly true of the bottom 10 per cent. More than three-fourths

of the poorest households, considering either the bottom 10% or the

bottom 30%, are engaged in crop production and animal husbandry also.

However, animal husbandry fails to yield n net positive income to

the poorest 10 per cent as well as to the poorest 30 per cent. The

net income from crop ~roduction is negative for the poorest 10 per

cent but becomes positive for the poorest 30 per cent. Non-agricul

tural wages and salaries also make n sizeable contribution to the

income of the poorest households in the Terai.

The richest of the households, in the Hills as well as in

the Terai derive their income largely from crop production and to

a lesser extent from non-agricultural wages and salaries. Crop

production is particularly important in the Terai where it accounts

for 73.9 per cent of the income of the top 10 per cent of the house

holds. In the Hills, non-agricultural wages and salaries contribute

only a little less than crop production, the two sources taken

together accounting for 63.4 per cent of the income of the top 10

per cent of the households. Animal husbandry and pensions are

also important to these Hill households, but the role of these

two sources for the richest of the Terai households is insignificant.
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4. Household Income from f,griculturnl Enterprise

Families !/that cultivate land or keep'livestock whethe~ owned or rented

from other families and do this on own account, engage by defin~tion in

agricultural aconomic activities as a household enterprise. These activities

can be classified in two categories: 1. Crop production, and 2. Animal

Husbandry. In Nepalese families "here ngricultural production is still

largely trad:Lt'ional arid geared to self-sufficiency, crop pr9duction and animal

husbandry are generally undertaken simultaneously. In fact, where only one of

the two is practiced it is not because of advantage of specialisation but

because of lack of assets required. Under prevailing Nepalese conditions a

farmer will strive for a~ixed farming system to acquire self-sufficiency for. '-
the whole of his family's diet. From table 4.1 it appears that the-large

majority of farming families actually engages in mixed farming. 0.3% of the

Hill households and 11.9% of the Terai households are not engaged in agricultural

household enterprise at all. They may however earn wages out of agriculture.

Table 4.1 Incidence of agricultural household enterprise.

Households with agricultural enterprise (,·,eighted percentar,e of total)

engaged in:

'. Hills Terai

Crop production and 95.5 71.6
ani~al husbandry

Crop production only 3.9 5.2

Animal husbandry only 0.3' 11. 2 '[ .
No agr. hh. enterprise 0 •.3 11.9

Total 100 10,0

11 "Family" and "household" are used interchang!.<ably.



Crop Production and Livestock

The relative contribution of crop production and animal husbandry to

income from the agricultural household enterprise differs considerably according to

location. (see table 4.2)

Table 4.2 Relative contribution from cr~p production and animal husbandry

to household income from the agricultural household enterprise

according to location (%)

* 7+8* Hills 3+4* 5+6* TeraiLocation 1+2

Crop Production 85.4 56.2 71.1 97.5 96.3 , ' , 96.5

Animal Husbandry 14.6 43.8 28.9 2.5 3.7 3.5

Total loe 100 100 : ,100 100 100

* see for codes of location p.6

In the survey villages of Syangja district almost half of the agricultural

enterprise net income is derived from livestock whereas in the Terai Villages

the income from livestock is negligible. The general observation that returns

from animal husbandry constitute an important ancillary income in the Hills is

confirmed here. It does not mean that the livestock inventory in the Terai

is much smaller. It is in fact almost equal in value to that of the Hill

villages, NRs 915 to NRs 964 per household (see table 4.3). However the

productivity of livestock in the Terai is much lower than in the Hills.

From a ranking of households according to per capita family income it

appears that the higher brackets derive relatively more of their agricultural

enterprise income from livestock.

Table 4.3 Value of per household livestock inventory at the time of the

survey, weighted average (NRs)

Location

o 1 2 3

Strata

4 All

Hills 51 640 1184'1730 2165 964

Tenli 119 267 405 740 2270 915
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Conversely we find nere"that the poorer sections of the village population

depend alIT-ost entirely en crop production as far as inceme from the

agriculturel household enterprise goes. (see table 4.4)

Table 4.4 Relative contribution of crop production and animal husbandry

to income from agricultural household enterprise accordin~ to

decile of per capita household incoQe (%)

Deciles 1 2", 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Hill Villages

Crop production 100.0 95.1 81.1 74.7 77.3 80.7 69.4 67.5 61.5 62.5

.\nimal Husbandry 4.9 18.9 25.3 22.7 19.3 30.6 32.5 38.5 37.5

Terai villages
;,

100.0 84.4 89.2 90.8 80.8 91. 4 100.0
Crop Production 100.0 100.0

,', 15.£ 10.8 9.2 19.2 8.6
Animal Husbandry

* The lowest 10% per capita income households in the Terai villaees did not derive
any income from agricultural enterprise.

Cost and Return of Crop Production

The gross inca"'" from crop production is the total value of ooin- and

by-products of crops gro<m during the reference period i.e. the last wet

season and the last dry season for \vhich results \.J'ere available at the timl3 of

enquiry. The main products ~enerally consist of seeds in the case of cereals and

pulses. They may be tubers, cane, f:i.bers, etc. The main by-product is straw.

Annex 17 gives the IJ.st of crops found in the survey.' The value of the products

from crop production is composed of twe elements, the physical output in weight

or other units and the price per such unit. To k'10''l the gross income from crop

production informetion on both elements has to be collected for both types of

products. l.s the by-products contribute only 11 min',)r part to cr"p income

physical output figures were not retained. Moreover, the units in which this

information was given varied considerably with locetion and was difficult to

convert into unifoTIl units of measurement. Hm"ever It for the main products

physical output per aree unit cultivated could be more easily co@puted in

uniform units and it represents an important yardstick of productivity in crop

production. The larger p"rt of the cropped area is under single crops. I,here

two crops are gro\olIl simultaneously ~ generally interple.nted So these have been

treated as one crop as it would be impossible to allocate direct cost like

manure, fertilizer or water charges appropriately. One such wixed crop has been

reported on a considerabl", scale particularly in the villages of Kabhre district. It

is a maize crop interplaIltec1 with soyabeans. It has therefore been included in

tab12s 4.5 on yields.
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Table 4.5 shows that yields in the Hills are much higher than those in

the Terai. Wheat is an exception with low yields in both locations. 1\n

interesting aspect is the higher yield of ~ize if grown· with soyabeans. This

is presumably caused by the nitrogen generating capacity of soyabeans from which

the maize crop has benefited.

Table 4.5 Average yiel.d and percentage distribution of selected crops, Hills

and Teral.

Crops Paddy Wheat Haize M~HR Hillet Other TotalSoya

Hills Average yield (kg/are) (a) 25.8 7.6 21.0 26.9/6.3 27.7

Percentage distribution (a) 23.7 18.0 25.6 16.2 8.1 8.3 100

(b) 24.9 19.0 28.7 16.2 9.9 1.2 ·100

Terai Average yields(kg/are) (a) 10.7 6.1 4.3 4.1

Percentage distribution (a) 52.9 13.8 9.9 2.8 20.6 100

(b) 55.3 14.3 9.9 2.8 17.7 100

(a) Excluding plots where other crops were intcrplanted

(b) Including plots where other crops were interplanted

The major crop in the Hill villages appeared to be maize. In the Terai it

was found to be paddy. The cropped area in the Hills was relatively evenly

distributed over paddy, wheat, maize, maize with soyabeans and millet with or

without an interplanted crop. In the Terai. villages the cropping pattern as a

whole appeared to be more dominated by the major crop of paddy while a big

number of other crops (pulses, tubers, etc.) occupying 18 percent of the

harvested area were grown apart from the crops mentioned here. It was found

that the cropping pattern observed in the survey did not tally with the broad

pattern as found in the agricultural census so that the selection of households

in the eight villages could not be taken as representative in this respect for

the whole of the Western and Central development regions (see table 4.6)



Table 4.6 Cropping pattern in Survey and in the whole of the Western and
Central development regions. (% of total cropped area)

52.9

21.0

10.9

6.0

9.1

100

1/
Census-

Survey Central and Westerr. r€gion'. :1ncludir.g plots excluding ploto
"J with with

"'inter;>lanted crops

Paddy 51.5 49.2
Maize 14.3 11.9
Wheat 14.9 14.3
~:illets 3.7 3.5
Others 15.6 21.1
Total 100 .100

1/ Computed from Agricultural Statistics, Ministry 'of Food and Agriculture,
Kathmandu. Geographical coverage of regions as on 1'.18 of this publication.

The cropping pattern does not influence Hill-Terai differentials very
much as these are highly dominated by the gap in yields. Within these broad
regions it may very well play a role and also particularly from farm to farm.

Crop yields vary not much straturn.ise. Only in the Hills a considerable
drop in praductivity per area unit in the highest stratum is suggested by the
figures. In the Tera! there is even a slight tendency of lower yields among
smaller landholders (see table 4.7).

Table 4'.7 StratUllJ'",ise averap,e yields (kg/are)

x
**Crop Location Stratum, 1 0 3 4 1\11 strata~

Paddy Hilla 24.1 28.0 28.5 23.5 25.,8
\/heat Hills 10.7 8.4 6.9 5.8 7.6
Maize Hills 25.1 27.2 22.7 13.3 22.0
Maize/ soyabeans Bills 33.2/8.9 28.4/6.3 31.4/$.3 15.6/4.2 26.9/6.3
Paddy Terai 10.1 10.4 11.4 10.5 10.7
\/heat Tcrai 4.9 5.8 5.9 6.2 6.1

* Only crops covering more than 10% of cropped area in this location.
** See for stratum boundaries table 1.4.
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It is rather futile to elaborate on differences in yields among

sizes of landholdings while the majority of the holdings is Atill very·

small especially in the Hills where the variation in yields appears to be

somewhat Iilore significant. The attention with respect to yields should

rather be focussed on tr,e marked difference between Hill and Terai crop

production. The differ~nc.e. is..: so big that th:l;s canoQt. be accounted for by

differences in soil fertility only. Wheat is Grown' in the winter season and

as in many cases wa~er supply is uncertain at that time then this may lead

to minililum investment on labour and other inputs in this crop so that after a

hazardous growth its yield cannot be expected to be high. It is conceivable

that this risk factor operates the same way in both the Terai and Hill conditions

and may explain the similar low yield of' wheat in these locations. However,'the

other crops are largely grown in the wet summer season when water supply is more

assured. A considerable part of the difference in yield will be due to a

difference in farm practices like use of manure, leveling of land, weeding,

planting pattern erc. Hill agriculture to a great extent proves that Terai

cropping can be much more prpductive. '. In the remaining part of this para we

will examine various aspects of cost and returns in crop production to

investigate the structural differences of this activity between the Hills

and the TeraL

Table 4.8 Returns from crop production per area unit harvested (Rs/ha)

Stratum 1 2 3 4 All strata

Hills 11 4335 3919 3713 2581 3664Gross income - .
21 2764 2686 2j9l 1647 2402Household income-

Terai Gross income 1231 1170 1270 1186 1201

Household income 761 652 893 7/.8 771

11 Value of main Hnd by~products from crop production.

~I Gross income minus all cost on crop production except for family labour
and family capital

The results of crop production per area unit harvested in terms of

money show differentials similar to those found on yields (see table 4.8).

Price differentials do not exert a great influence. In annex 18 average
,

prices are presented on maize in the Hills and paddy in the Teral'as reported

in the survey. The somewhat more marked variations iri'price according to

location will reflect the relative scarcity of the grains in these different

areas. Gross income in the Hills per ha of cropped area is about three times
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as high as in the Terai while the ratio is even higher if we consider household

income. There is some indication that for smaller landholdings the gap between

returns from crop production per area unit harvested in the Hills and the

Terai is even higher than for the average. In the Hilly areas farmers with

the lowest production potential, land combined with irrigation facilities,

squeeze out relatively more per area unit harvested using more labour and

particularly using more manure and fertilizer. Hill farmers in the survey

used six to seven times more manure and fertilizer per area unit than Terai

farmers. Their operating cost including the use of own draught animals but

not their family labour is almost three times as high. This is largely hired

labour cost which means that in addition to an already higher family labour input

(see table 4.8a) the Hill farmer hires more labour days for his cropping operations.

(see table 4.9 and 4.10).

Table 4.8a Number of adult equivalent family workers per ha harvested

in households with agriculture as their sole enterprise.

Strata

Hills

Tarai

1

11.8

4.1

2

8.4

2.1

3

5.9

1.3

4

3.3

C.5

all

7.5

0.8
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Table 4.9 Cost structure on crop production (Rs/ha harvested)

: :',

Cost item Location' Strat'um 1 '2' 3 4 all
. ,. " ," ~ J .:.

r j , .1

Manure and fertilizer Hills 400 339 226 154 286
.' .[, '. j '"Il .

Terai 33 50 n 47 43
II : .- ..

Seed and other direct c.ost - Hills 119 123 108 86 109
. I ~ .; , . ; .~ I

Terai 81 97 82 92 90
i ' ..~' ., ,.' ,

: ; ,, I, .!j

Total dir.eot. cas·t .. - Hil.,lls 519 462 334. 240 "'; , '395, , . ! .;-:,. ,.

, '! " , " : . I Teral 114 147 105 139 133

21Operating cost

Other non-direct· cost ~I

Total non-direct cost

Hills 904 737 705 630 745
,j , .

Terai' '. 337 .J' 240 26'6' . f 4'" •, 318 .. 264

. Hillii 148 34
.,

83 64 122

Terai 19 53 32 33 33

Hills 1052 771 788 694 867

Terai 356 371 272 299 ~ 21l-7

Total cost Hills

Terai

1571

470

1233

518

1122

377

934

438

1262

430

II Other direct cost includes cost on pesticides, water charges and the value of
rents paid.

tl Operating cost includes cost on hired animal and human labour, value of the use
of own animal labour, cost on tools and equipment used.

~I Other non-direct cost includes cost on land inprovement, interest on crop
production loans paid and cost on buildings used for crop production.
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From table 4.10 we can see also that the Terai casual labourer in agriculture

gets Rs 1 more than his Hills counterpart.

For the Terai there is no marked difference in cost structure according

to stratum. In the Hills howev~r the lower strata clearly tend to use more

manure, fertilizer snd hired labour than the higher strata of households. Thus,

in stratum 1 in the Hills the value of nutrients added is even nine times as

much as the average value of nutrients applied in the Terai.

The high level of "other Don-direct cost" in the Hills (table 4.9) will be

due to a hiBh expenditure on land improvemont as terraces have to be put up

regularly. The high operating cost in the Hills has several other possible

causes. They are: more time consuming tilling of the land on smaller and

sloping plots, obviously additional labour used on application of manure and

fertilizer, farmers may do more weeding than in the Terai and additional lab0ur

needed for bigger harvest per area unit.

Table 4.10 Hired casual labour for crop production

ha harvest, Terai

Stratum

Days per Hills

1

104

27

2

101

29

3

93

23

4

114

32

all

104

30

NRs per Hills 392 382 346 381 379

ha harvest, Terai 120 137 III 148 140

NRs per Hills 3.77 3.78 3.72 3.34 3.64

day Terai 4.44 4.72 4.83 4.63 4.67

As analysed here the cost structure in Hills and Terai looks pretty ,

much the same taken all strata together. Direct cost constitutes just over

ten percent of gross income while non-direct cost remains just below 25% of

gross income. The result is that out of the gross value of crop production

roughly 65% remains as a remuneration to farmers and their households, not only

for their labour but also for the capital they brought into the enterprise.

(see table 4.11)

_.
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In th~ data there is little evidence on economies of scale which would

mean that non-direct cost as defined here would be lower in hi~her strata of the

sample. An exception is stratum 1 in the Hills where it seems that the

disadvantage of a very small landholdin~ leads to relatively high non-direct

costs of NRs 1052 per ha. harvested. The household income from crop production

in this stratum is however still higher than for ther other Hill.strata as these

higher costs are easily offset by a higher gross income; This lack of economies

of scale points to the situation where the non-direct cost consisting largely

of hired casual labour can in fact be adjusted to a great extent to the production

level.· However if an' imputed cost for family labour 'would have been included

the economies of scale would come out as family labour isa less flexible non

direct cost item. ~lso keeping a pair of bullocks is an inflexible cost·item

but in our analysis this will burden the animal husbandry results as the cost

and returns on the use of own draught animals were imputed,· on the basis ot..a

hiring rate per time period of use. As n6'bigger farms draught animals can be'

more fully utilised and the returns to the animal husbandry sector' at the farm will

be higher than on small farms.

Table 4.11 Crop production cost and returns per ha harvested, Hills and Terai

"(NRs and perc)

Strata ,

~ost and returns 1 2 3 .4 all

Hills
i.H~s perc tiPs p"rc NRs ocre NRs· perc T~Rs perc

1/ 4335 100 3919 100 3713 100 2581 100 3664 100~oss income -

Lrect cost y 519 12.0 462 11.8 334 9.0 240 9.3 395 10.8

m-direct cost 2/ 1052 24.3 771 19.7 788 21.2 694 26.9 867 23.7

lusehold income
1/

2764 63.8 2686 68.5 2591 69.8 1647 63.8 2402 65.6

!/
'ass income 'lo/
Lrect cost

In-direct cost ~/

ousehold income ~/

1231

111.

356

761

100

9.3

28.9

61.8

Terai

1170 100

147 12.6

371 31,.7

652 55.7

1270 100

105 8.3

n2 21.4

893 70.3

1186 100

139 11. 7

299 25.2

748 63.1

1201

133

297

771

100

11.1

24.7

64.2

11 See footnotes table 4.8

21 See footnotes table 4.9

\
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So far, all cost and returns have been looked at per area unit harvested.

This means that double cropping has been eliminated as single factor influencing

the returns from n given area of land> which is generally taken as farm size or

cllitivatec area. Also in stratifyin[' thi' survey sample according to "farm size"

we have taken out the influence of irrigation facilities being available

reasoning that such facilities in fact double the size of the farm over the area

concerned. Size of farm as we have defined it refers rather to a production

potential. Grade of land has not been taken into account as it was difficult

to assess differences in production potential as a result of differences in land

quality. It is felt that within a limited area the price of different grades

of land may he a suitable weight for its production potential and thus may be

used in subsequent surveys. In table 4.12 we can find fi~ures on production

potential (cultivated area + irrigable area) ~ (cultivated area) as well as on

actual cropping intensity (harvested area + cultivated area). While the Ilill

farms apparently

11
Table 4.12 Potential cropping intensity (I) and actual cropping intensity (11).-

Strata 1 2 3 4 all

Hills ( I) 1.07 1.11 1.12 1.24 1.14

(II) 1.50 1.39 1. 46 1.43 1.44

Terai (I) 1.07 1.18 1. 30 1.37 1.34

(II) 1.24 1.41 1.44 1.3€ 1.39

!I (I) = (cultivated araa + irrigable area) { cultivated area

(II) = harvested area 1 cultivated area

avail of irrigation facilities on a smaller area than Tarai farms in the

survey the incidence of actual double cropping in the Hills appears to be higher.

As we have seen that the average returns per ha harvested in the Hills are still

much higher than those in the Terai we can say that rlouble cropping without

irrigation faciliti~s in the Hills appears to yield reasonably satisfactorily.
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While there is a tendency for the farms with ~ bigger production

potential to have a relatively bigger area under irrigation facilities both in the

Hills and in the Tera! the actual cropping intensity does not seem to be

consistently related to farm size. Small farms apparently try to increase their

production by double cropping under conditions of non-assured water supply.

Regression analysis on crop income

A linear multiple regr;,ssion was carried out to find the facters influencing

the level of net crop income for Terai and Iiill households with crop income

separately. The following explanatory variables were considered:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

direct cost on crop production per area unit harvested

ratio of area harvested over area cultivated

area cultivated

index of croppinf, pattern (see annex l8a)

operating cost per area unit harvested

other cost per area unit harvested (see table 4.9)

percentage of net household enterprise income out of the crop production

cropping intensity ( ; harvested area T cultivated area)

irrigated aree.

number of adult equivalent workers available for household enterprises

The resulting beet fitting equations wcre~

Terai

Y = Net crop income in NRs.

Xl; Direct cost on crop production per Ha harvested in NRs.

X
2
; Index of cropping pattern

X
3
; Cropping intensity in percentages

X
4

; Cultivated area in Ha.

y ; - 1808

R
2

0.743

F; 131.57

n ; 187

- 1.17Xl + 9.29X2
(-1. 710) (3.417)

+ 8.l1X3
(4.000)

+ 949Y.
4

(22.481)



Hills

y 24 + 1971Xl - O.075X2 + l82X3

(10.939) (-1.947) (5.501)

R
2

~ 0.588

F = 99.41

n = 213

. (" .

Operating cost per lIa harvested in tIRs.

Number of adult equivalent workers available for household enterprises

Cultivated area in Ha

Net crop income in NEs.y =

Xl =

X2
X

3
=

Under the coefficients in the equations t-values are given. The coefficient

of Xl in the Terai equation is significant at 90% level of probability

whereas all other coefficients are 'significantly different from zero at a
- : - 2 y

95% probability level. The R 's ind~cate that for the Terai the variables

~~iain 74% of the variation whereas for the Hills they explain only 59%. R2 ,s

are clearly different f;om zero as indjcated by significant values of F.~I
• i

In both equations the area cultivated explains of course a part of

the variation in net crop income. It is, however, clear that an additional

Terai Ha delivers much less income than an additional Hill area of similar

size, Le. NRs. 949 as against llRs. 1971. As the average net crop income per

Ha is NRs.77l and ~.s. 2402 respectively it means that marginal return in the

Terai is larger than average returns whEreas the opposite is true in the

Hills. This suggests that impact of land reform on total production in the

Hills 'dll be positive whereas it will be negative in the Terai.

It is striking that both equations show a negative impact of cost

components on-net income. In the Terai·a one ~TRs. increase in direct cost

per Ha harvested brings net income dOl~ by llRs. 1.17 whereas in the Hills

operating costs being increased by NRs. 1,000 would lead to a NPs_ 75 drop

in net income. Other cost components in the respective areas did not show

any relationship. The results here point at a high level of inefficiency

in crop production which may be caused by invalidity of input recommendations

II For a brief explanation on the range over which coefficients could still
vary at a certain probability level see p.27 •.
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or at least their faultiness. If Terai crop farmers tend to loose NRs. 1.17

per each additionally spend NRs. on inputs and additional labour (human and

animal) and equipment utilization in the Hills leads to losses in net crop

income rather than to gains there is something basically wrong with the

management of these farms. Additional adult equivalent workers in the

household available for work in household enterprises yield an additional

NRs.182 of net crop income per unit. This is very low taking into account a

daily agricultural wage of JRs.2-3 with food in addition. In fact hired

labour and other operational inputs purchased and applied in crop production

on the farm payoff relatively well.

'"The factors X2 and X
3

in the Tcrai equation point to possibilities for

improvement of the crop income situation through changes in the cropping

pattern and increase in double cropping. A HB. extra of double cropping may

yield NRs.8ll in the Terai whereas the cultivation of relatively more rice

and ,maybe , wheat there, can also augment the net crop income.

Cost and returns to livestock

It has been reported so far that Hill farmers supplement ~heir household

income from crop production with a considerable contribution from animal

husbandry. In the Terai the importance of animal husbandry as an additional

income for farmers is almost negligible. In both areas it '7as found that a

relatively higher income was related to a higher percentage contribution to the

agricultural household income from keeping livestock. To give an impression on

the livestock inventory in the surveyed villages we computed the average number

of animals per household in the Hills and in the Terai. To be able to compare

the overall inventory in the two regions we converted the inventories of the

*different kinds of animals into livestock units (see table 4.13).

* The ratio's used were as follows: cows and horses = 1.00; buffaloes = 1.25.

goats, sheep and pigs = 0.25' chickens = 0.05. We did not have a proper

criterium at hand to base these ratio's on but they .~ll do for purposes of

comparison.

c
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1/Nunbcr of animals and livestock units per household

Stratum Buffaloes Cows Gcats Poultry Livestock Units

Rills 0 0.17 0.08 0.75 0.37

1 1.21 1.26 0.89 2.10 3.11

2 1.49 2.66 1. 74 1. 73 5.11

3 1.72 3.03 3.06 5.20 6.29

4 2.45 3.46 3.85 2.91 7.66

all 1.40 1.99 1.47 2.29 4.25

Livestock Units 1. 75 1.99 0.37 0.11

%of total L.U's 41 47 9 3

Terai a 0.09 0.56 0.49 0.81 0.90

1 0.19 0.81 0.48 0.57 1.20

2 0.50 1.59 1.41· 1. 79 2.66

3 0.70 3.00 0.84 1.56 4.00

4 2.11 6.28 1.46 0.88 9.36

all 0.86 2.90 0.97 1.13 4.29

Livestock Units 1.06 2.90 0.24 0.06

%of total L. U.• s 25 f8 6 1

1/ h negligable nunber of horses, pigs and sheep has been omitted, but included in the
livestock units.

The number of livestock units increases by stratum as expected. About ninety percent

of the livestock units consists of buffaloes and cows. The overall average number of units

is roughly the same in both territorial divisions as marke::\ in table 4.13 .. I,s was shown

In table 4.1 in the Teral 83;; of the ~lOuseholds keep some livestock while this percentage

came to 96 in the Hills .

....
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The gross income fran animal husbandry c~mprises a number of livestock

proGucts and two more special elements. These eleTh~nts are the increase

in livestock inv",ntory for which the formula "value of present inventory minus

value of inventory twe.lva months 2g0 minus purchases plus sales" is appliec and'

the own use and hiring out of draufht animals. O.m use of draught aninals is

valued at the hirine rate for which similar draught aninals ceuld be hired

locally. In table 4.14 we can find the pross incone from different elements cf

animal husbandry p"r survey hous~hold in the Tarai'and in the Hills.

Table 4.14 GrOSG income from ani~al husbandry per household

Hills Terai
NRs Perc of total NRs Perc of total

Total 503 laO 401 100

Increase in 58 11. 2 25 6.2
Inventory

Uanure 85 16.9 79 19.7

Buff. milk 161 32.1 139 34.7

Cattle milk 15 3.a 30 7.4

Ghee 130 25.9 21 5.2

Draught 42 8.4 102 25.4
1/ 12 2.4 5 1.3Others -

1/ "Others" comprise eggs end meat ill the Hills and meat, fish and curd in
th£ TeraL

Buffalo milk is the most inportant livestock earner in both areas.

In the Hills ghce is the next important item while in the Terai this is the

use and hiring out of draught animals. Gross returns are 20% lower in the

Terai as compared to the Hills. In both areas manure comprises also an

important gross livestock income item.

The milk production per producing buffalo comes to 498 kg on an average

in the Terai and to 374 kg on an average in the Hills. Per cow milk production

is equally low in the Rills ane in the Terai (144kg). The per buffalo milk

production in the two villages of Kabhre district is higher than in the Terai,

677 and 840 kg respectively in Mathurnpathi and Sarsiyukhark. Especially

in the case of buffaloes thore is a tendency for the milk yield to increase by

stratum. (see annex 19).
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Another aspect effecting prC'ductivity of the buffaloes is the number of

animals yielding milk out of the total number in productive age. Bad feeding

conditions causes this ratio to be low. For cows it is 24% in the Hills and

17% in the Terai while buffaloes yielding milk account for 63% of total stock

in the Hills and 60% in the Terai.

The productivity in milk of cows is so low that we could almost conclude

that chances of bringing their productivity within a reasonable range could be

written off. In the case of buffaloes,however, the perfor~nce is reasonable.

Both yield and percentage of animals in productive age actually producing could

still be considerably improved. Hore detailed study of feed condition as we'll

as occurrence of diseases could give clues to how to achieve this.

The higher livestock returns area, the Hills, receives more from ghee and the

increase of the livestock inventory.

Table 4.15 Gross income from animal husbandry per livestock unit (NRs)

Strata 0 1 2 3 4 all

Hills 52. 107 120 141 155 118

Terai ::,1 54 73 75 111 94

If we look at the returns per livestock unit (see note on p. 62)

it is striking that these increase by stratum. (Table 4.15). The bigger

farmers obviously have more productive livestock. This may indicate a

position of outright competition for food among people and animals in the

small farmers and landle"s groups. The high cost on animal husbandry per

livestock,unit in (see table 4.16) the landless groups is caused by the

high estimated-value of fodder obtained. By imputing the value of by-products

from crop production as fodder cost in case of the other strata a more realistic

estimate was obtained for these groups. Table 4.17 shows that in stratum 0 a

relatively low amount of "other feed" is given. This may be compensatec to some

extent by somewhat higher fodder procurement but the extremely high levels as

observed here are unrealistic.

Table 4.16

Strate

Hills

Terai

Cost on animal husbandry per livestock unit (NRs)

0 1 2 3 4 all

216 36 52 86 82 52

139 57 45 63 78 73

\



Table 4.17 Cost on animal husbandry according to items

1/ 2/ 3/
Fodder Other feed Lodging Other cost Total

Hills

All strata (NRs/L. U.) 20 27 2 ':3 52

Percentage of 38.8 51.6 3.9 5.7 100

total

Stratum 0 (NPs/L.U.) 165 8 42 1 216

Percentage of 76.0 3.9 19.6 0.5 100

total

T",rai

All strata (NRs/L. U.) 19 43 2 9 73

Ferc~ntage. of 26.3 58.7 2.5 12.5 100

total

Stratum a (NRs/L. U.) 134 4 1 139

Percentage of %.4 3.0 0.4 0.2 100

total

1/ Fodder is all kinds of straw and maize stalks.

~/ Other feed is all kinds of feed except straw and maize stalks as indicated in
annex 20.

3/ Veterinary services, stud fee, medicines and some permanent labour cost.

On the average, cost on animal husbandry per livestock unit is higher

in the Terai while the gross incerne is lower th~re. It results in a small

gross margin on this activity and combined with the higher incomes from crop

production and wages in that region gives the livestock section a relatively

small share in the total income per household.

In the Hills farmers manage to keep up a relatively productive

livestock inventory on a comparatively soall area of land. Feeding of

grass cut along the edges of own fields or frem non-cultivable areas has

not been included as ccst since it was supposed not to represent a value

apart from the labour involved in gathering it. This may have contributed

relatively more in the Hills which would ~an that labour inputs will have

been higher in the Hills. This pertains mainly to family labour, however,

and will be reflected by an upward push on the labour productivity in this

region.
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Agricultural income per worker

Growing crops and keeping livestock are activities undertaken as a

household enterprise. To differentiate we called these activities the

"agricultural househo t1 enterprise" and all other similarly own account

undertakings "non-agricultural household enterprise."

It is a sone"hat fruitless exercise to neasure exactly the time family

labour spent on household enterprises. It may be interesting for comparison

of different techniques of operation with the airr, to improve on operative

efficiency but for economic evaluation time worked is a less important item in

the analysis than the potential time that could be spent on household enterprises

and the renuneration fran such enterprises in relation to that potential time

spent. Working habits differ widely. Hard and long-time workers may still earn

less because of lack of proper management decisions. So, what we try to measure

is the family time available for the ai'ricultural household enterprise and the

result of th"'t enterprise in terms of the value of the net earnings. Taken into

account the wages paid to and the time spent by the wage labourers in each

household we may attempt to estimate the agricultural income per worker.

~e have three different ratio's to look at. They are:

(1) net income from agriculture

famHy labour available

(2) agricultural wages paid

time spent by wage labourers

(3) net income from agriculture + agricultural wages paid

family labour available + time spent by wage labourers.

For farRers bringing in some assets on the farm it will be clear

(also explained in chapter 2) that (1) should be higher than (2). If we forget

about the itlputed returns to the self-owned assets (3) is a reasonable overall

labour productivity measurement in agriculture.
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To embark on th~ above mentioned analysis we examined the results in the

families with a household enterprise in apriculture only. They represent ··92% of

the tot"l numb"r of households in the survey villaees.

Table 4.18 Agricultural income per adult equivalent family worker (I) and

wages paid per adult equivalent waf'e labourer (II) (for households

with an agricultural enterprise only)

Strata .<) . ., .
1 2 3 4 all

Hills <r1 -451 396 436 507 652 453

(II) 1132 1142 1115 1008 1095

Terai (I) -218, 170 ·348 652 1726 1008
" :

(II) 1110 1427 1231 1312 1304

From taole 4.18 a comparison'between wages paid in agriculture and

family'worRer's income from the same enterprise can be made. The negative .;

resuits in stratum,b (the landless) ar" due to the adverse results in the

livestock sector. In other strata there is a clear deficit in earninp,s by

family labour engaged in the agricultural household enterprise. Only in the

highest farm size class in the Terai th"re was a more favourable relationship

between the earnings of family workers and those of labourers. It should

always be born in mind here that household workers also put in their assets

for which they may re3sonably expect some remuneration as they have been

working hard to save enough to acquire these assets.' The,ccmparison as

presented here is not entirely correct because wa~e labourers will not be able

to find >Tork throughout the year. In table 4.19 figures on ware receipts for

households whose workers are only eneared in wage labour are given. In the Hill

survey villages such households were hardly found so that a comparison here has

to be treated cautiously' ·(eee·annex 21)..

Table 4.19 A~ricultural income per adult equivalent family worker in

households with an agricultural enterprise only (I) and wages

received per adult equivalent worker in purely wage labour

households (II)

I II

Strata 0 1 2 3 4 all 0

Hills -451 396 436 507 652 453 678

Terai -218 170 348 652 1726 1008 851
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From annex 21 we can derive that for the Terai where a reasonable number of

observations in this category is available the result as presented here is

attained at a 37% "un-cum-under-pmployment ,. level. It illustrates that even

taken into account a rather high unemployment among wage earners the remuneration

per adult equivalent family worker out of agricultural own-account activities

remains comparatively low except for the highest stratum in the Terai.

From the above finding we may argue that the big difference between

overall labour productivity in the lower Terai strata (see table 2.6) and the

agricultural labour productivity (shown in table 4.19) can be explained by the

importance of wage receipts in these groups.

What the comparison of agricultural enterprise earnings and wages paid per

adult equivalent worker does very well indic3te is the profitability of replacing

wage labourers by family labourers. As we can sec from table 4.20 the use of

wage labour in all strata except the Terai stratum 4 where wage labour "is

relatively cheap" is very limited. This situation doea not Mean

Table 4.20 Percent3ge of adult equivalent workers from family labour in

households with an enterprise in agriculture only.

Stratum

Hills

Terai

o
100

100

1

97

2

96

95

3

94

93

4

89

73

all

95

84

that a family takes care of its farm alone and independently in most of the

cases. There is a considerable amount of mutual help at peak seasons. However,

as by definition in such cases labour provided and labour received cancels out

this has not been recorded in the survey. By this fact operations carried out by

others have been considered as carried out by the family itself while labour

supplied outside the household under a mutual help arrangement has been neglected.

The findings summarily point to a tendency of very limited use of wage

labourers on small farms. It will, be it economically justifiable, be limited

to the bigger Terai farms (1.7 ha and above). In this survey we find on these

farms 75% of the acreage in the Terai while this stratum's households provide

work for 50% of the adult equivalent workers in the Terai considering only the

households depending on agriculture as their sole household enterprise.
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The overall productivity me~sure shows us a picture of moderate tendency

of increase by stratun in the Hill villaf,~s ane a >dde variance in the Terai.

(see table 4.21). The negative results in the landless class have

Table 4.21 1/Income per >rorkf'r in a<;riculture (N?s)

; -r, .'
2

~

3 4 allStratum 0 ---I
-,

4i7 465 54i 690 483Hills -451

Terai --218 204 399 690 1616 1055

1/ Definee as sho>m on p. 67 under (3)- .'

already been explained as relatcu to the unsucc~ssful livestock enterprise.

It is note->lOrthy that labour productivity in the two sroaller size classes of

landed households is higher in the Hills than in the Terai. Then, in size
'.' .'

classes 3 and 4 the productivity b~c()mes much higher ,and overall the Terai

agricultural labour procuctivity comes out to be more than t"ice as hiSh as

the productivity in the Hills.

; I:

The harvested area per adult equivalent ,"orker in strata 1 and 2 in
• I' ,

the

Hills is 8.3 and 11.4 on an average respectively while it is 23.5 and 44.6 in

the same strata in the Terai (see table 4.22). Sa, the agricultural worker on

small farms in the Hills produces mora from a much smaller area than his

counterpart in the Terai. For stratum 3 and 4 the harvested are:> per

agricultural worker in the Terai becomes so bir; as compared to the harvested

area per worker in the Hills that labour productivity is higher in the Terai

for these strata.

TablE 4.22 Harvested aren. (ares) per adult equivalent w~rker for

households with agriculture as sole ~nterprise.

Strata 1 2 '3 4 all
Hills 8.3 11.4 16.1 '27.2 12.7

Terai. 23.5 44.6 70.0 160.3 106.9

Distribution of agricultural_ -; nceme

In chapter three we examined the contributions of other parts of the household

income in compensating for the income differentials in agriCulture on account of

availability of land. We found that salaries and wn~es generally have a compensatory

effect and in the TQrniHoth~r Sources' comprisin~' mainly non-agriclJltur~l household

enterprise were also foun~ to have such an eff~ct. There we compared inccme l~vels

per survey str"tum. In annex 22 nne', 23 w ill ustrat" that for the Hills 59% and for the

Terai SIr. of the househclds ranked accor,_~ing to al;ricultural income roughly have the

same rank on totcl household inccJIDt.=. HOlo1ever, the \o7ithin stratum variation especially

in the Hills will be high because th~ difference in income distribution among

househole's if we compare agricultural income a~d tot31 income is not high. In table

4.23 we find (;i"i r?tic' s of agricultural income distribution amr,nr. households



Table 4.23 Income distribution, agricultural net income per household, Hills and Terai

I I ..
j I Hills -- Terai
DECHES I

,
Averc.ge income %of total cumulative % average. income % of total cumulative %

(NRs) of total (NRs) ",f total

, 172 1.0 1.0 137 0.4 0.4L

2 415 2.5 3.5 420 1.3 1.7

3 (,71 4.0 7.5 771 - 2.5 4.2

4 ~02 5.4 12.9 1111 3.4 7.6

5 lC 71 6.3 19.2 1503 4.7 12.3

6 1378 8.2 27.4 2025 6.3 18.6

7 1747 10.4 37.8 2706 8.9 27.5

8 2275 13.7 51.5 4005 11.6 39.1

9 2976 17.5 69.0 5680 18.0 57.1

10 5285 31.0 I 100.0 14103 42.9 100.0i,

Total 16f7 Gini/ratio = 0.44 3213 Gini/ratio = 0.57

I

I
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of 0.44 for the Hills and 0.57 fer th" Ter"i. This against 0.43 and 0.51 for a

similar distribution of total household income (see table 2.4)

From annexes 22 and 23 we can als~ see that in the highest strata of agricultural and

total household income ~e find tG a great extent the same families which means that

top total household incomes tene to be linked to top agricultural incomes.

For the Terai there is a clearcut tendency for those households not

belonging to similar deciles for both income indicators to mcve up in rank

frcm agricultural income to total household income. These households in the

Hills move both ways with a slight preference to come down in rank. From

chapter 3 we know already that the lowest total household incomes in the

Terai were more significantly associated with earning wages and salaries

than with agricultural income.



5. Household income from waRes and salaries

In all survey panchayats income from wages or salaries was found. Wages

were paid in cash as well as in kind. This kin of income can be traced

relatively easily. Generally only one wage level was reported per worker and

an estimate of the number of months worked could readily be given. The major

stumbling-block was the matter of food recei.pts. Sometimes they were included

in the wage reported. In other instances food was not given while in the

district of Kabhre food was eiven with a l0w cash wage while it was not given

if a higher waee in rupees was paid. The latter case was discovered at a later

stage and has not been taken account of in the overall analysis. We will treat

some of its consequences here. In addition in this chapter we will give the

survey results on the adult equivalent workers involved in wage and salary earning.

The income share, the number of households, number of workers and number of days

will further illustrate aspects of wage and salary earning. The type of wage

employment will be e suhject of discussions. Separate attention will be paid to

wage levels and government salaries. A brief note on the cash and kind component

and receipts in Syangj~ district from jobs taken up outside the district will conclude

this chapter.

Food receipts iII Kabhre district

It was known that in Kabhre district payments to labour working on farms

were low and upon additional enquiry it appeared that at the time of

investigation no account of food receipts had been taken. An adjustment was

made such that males reportedly being paid a daily wage of P~.3 or less were

supposed to have been paid Rs.l.50 worth of food per day in addition and the

same was assumed for females making Rs. 2 or less per day. Only at a late

stage it was discovered that at the wage receipts end a similar under·-estimation

had occurred. That is why in the overall income results in chapter 2 and 3 a

relatively large amount of food received by wage earners in Kabhre district has

been omitted. These facd receipts increase wage and salary income by 10% in

the panchayat of Mathurapathi and by 49% in Sarsiyukhark. As in the other Hill

district little wage and salary income was found these food receipts increase

total wage and salary income in the Hill villages, and ultimately total household

income by 8% in that region. The per capita income in the Hills would increase

from Rs. 308 to Rs. 335 as compared to the per capita Terai income of Rs.420 if

these wage receipts in the form of food were provided for. In a number of items

further on in this chapter we will present the survey results with and without

these receipts.
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Importance of wage and salary earning

The economic factor at work in wage and salary earninF is labour. Apart

from sorne isolate('. cases where tools have tl) be providcc by the labcurcrs there is

no callan capital assets for this type of inco~e. The degree to which this

income item occupies the labour available in the household may be expressed by the
II '

percentage of adult equivalent,workers - represent.ee' by the number of days spent

on wage and salary oarni8S. f~ adult cqavalent worker has been assumed equal to

300 days of work fQr this purpost;!.,

The percentage of adult equivalent workers occupied, in wage and salary

earning was' 16, in the, Hills, and 25 in the Terai with a gra,dual decrease from stratum 0

to stratum 4 from 50 ,to 6 percent in the Hills and from 56 to 4 percent in the Terai.

As illustrated by' annex 24 there is a vide variation a~so according to location.

The rest,of tho adult eqUivalent workers was available for household enterprises.

(See table 5.1). Households in the landed strata used remaining labour on crop

production in the' first place. Landless households, however, could make use "of the

residual labour force only if an animal ,husbandry enterprise or any non-agricultural

enterprise was taken up. For a number of landless households wage and salary earning

was the only economic activity. ~I There the percentage of the labour force not

engaged in wage and salary earnine became automatically'the rate of underemployment.~1

As mentioned already in chapter 4 (p.69) and ~s depicted in annex 21 this rate was

37 in the Terai where in total 33 households were found to depend solely on wages
"and salaries for their income. In the Hills only four such households W8re found

and on the basis of cetermination of adult equivalent workers we used (see chapte'r 7)

these households were overemployed by llr..

Table 5.1 Proporti0n of adult equivalent workers in wage and salary

earning

HILLS

A

B

TERAI

A

B

a
50

50

56

44

1

22

73

45

55

2

13

87

25

75

J

'6

94

21

79

4

6

94

4

96

all

16

84

25

75

A Perc. of heW's working for wages and salaries

B = Perc. of fJW]'s available for household enterprisas

0-4: strata

V
21

31

See chapter 7

Which does not stri..ctly mean that it is the only source of income because
transfers to the household arc independent of any economic activity.

Households with transfers have also been left out as for them the
drawback of being unemployed is at least partly compensated for.
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Another indicator for the importance of wage and salary earning in the

income generation of rural households is receipts involved as a proportion of

total household income. In the Hills this was found to be 27.4~ and taken into

account extra food handed out in the Kebhre district 41.6%. In the Terai we

found this proportion to be 32.9%. While in the Hills this indicates a much

higher productivity of labour in wage and salary occupations (16% of the labour

force earning over 40% of the household income) also in the Terai there is an

indication that returns from »ages and salaries exceed the returns from
1/

household enterprises per adult enuivalent worker engaged. -

Number of households, workers and days

In tables 5.28 and 5. 2b some more aspects of wage and salary earning

are given. In the Hills 54% of the householns earn wages or salaries

while in the Terai this comes to 70%. This rercentage decreases from stratum 0

to stratum 4 as expected. The lower percentage in the Hills is due to the

small proportion of the households in the Syangja villages earning wages or

salaries, ~ and 1/3 in Tulsi Bhanjyang and Pauway Geude respectively. Opportunities

for wage and salary earning seem to be low there.

The number of workers per household involved in wage or salary earning

is higher in the Hills than in the Terai. The number in the Hills increases

by stratum. In stratum 4 in the Terai less than one person on an average per

household is engaged in wage or salary earning. One explanation will be that

there are more workers on an average per household in the Hills.

1/ It has not been assessed whether workers that did not have alternative
employment, actually worked on one or more household enterprises. Time
spent on such activities is very difficult to recuperate and from the
point of view of the people involved most impurtant is that they are
dependent on whatever they can manage to earn from household enterprises
while they don't have any other employment. These earnings in relation
to the people's time involved in such periods are the overall relevant
criterium to evaluate such life economically. A low productivity
shown may be due to lack of assets, low efficiency and lack of proper
management, all interrelated and in turn caused by other underlying
factors.



T.:!blc 5.2a Households, workLrs and days involvl;~d in \ol::lf:C and salary

earnir.:.g (stratumwise)

Item Streta 0 1 2 3 4 all

Percentage Hills 58 56 61 ~8 18 54

of households Terai ,94. 90 132 69 36 70

Workers per Hills 1.43 1. 35 1.65 1. 79 2.53 1.50

household T"'rai 1.42 1.41 1.32 1.49 0.72 1.32

Days per Hills 240 190 133 94 167 163

worker Terai 209 183 135 -130 110 163'

Table 5.2 b

Item

Pe.rcentaB'~

of households

Workers per

household

Days pe'r

worker

Households, workers and days involved in wa~e and salary

earning (villagewisc)

Village 1/
all 1 3 2 4 7 5 8 6or or or or

Hills 54 63 79 24 33

Terai 70 73 69 70 63

Hills 1. 50 1.36 1. 76 1.19 1.00

Terai 1.32 1. 2<:' 1.67 1.26 1.34

Hills ,163 137 154 206 256

Terai 163 174 220 172 74

1/ For village codes see p.6

Wage and salary earning households in stratum 4 in the Terai can possibly

not afford to leave a hig~ number of workers engaged in outside jobs as the

family farm "ill be so big that it needs a high proportion of the househo1::l' s

family labour force to look after it. Upper strata Hill farres are considerably

smaller than their counterparts in the Terai. The panchayat of Sarsiyukhark in

Kabhre district contribut"s heavily to the higher numbEr of \lor~ers fip-ure per

household encaged in waEc or salary earnin!; in the Pills. In this panchayat "e

found also the hiphest percentage of households "'ith wage or salC1ry income.

For the fact that waee and salary income is not spread more evenly

over all households two explanations could be riven. Firstly, any household

in which there is one member who manaped to get some wage or salary employment

will be in a relatively favourable position to get more members in this occupation.

Secondly, there may be housebolds from higher social and econonic strata that

consider it to be below th~ir status to work for wages. Tht influence of this

factor, taken wages an~ salaries together, ~~ill be comp~nseted to some exteut

by the relative advantage cf high status f)roups in soliciting government salary

employment. )
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The number of days spent per worker on war,e anG salary employment is equal

for the Hill and Terai regions. It is 161 and in the Terai it comes dOWll from

209 for workers frem landless heuseholds to 110 days for workers in the highest

stratum. In the Hills toe, it comes doWll from 270 while moving from stratum 0

to stratum 3 but stratum 4 shows a relatively high number of 167 days per worker.

Village,.ise the variation of number of days spent on wage or salary earning is

high and runs from 74 days for a worker from Raybapur in the Terai to 256 for a

worker. from Pauway Gaude in the Hills. The high figure for Pauway Gaude will be

caused by the relatively high proportion of full time salary workers among the

wage and salary earners in that villaGe. (See also p.SO).

Type of work

From table 5.3 we can see that while non-agricultural work is predominant

among wage and salary earners in the Hills agricultural activities is their

mainstay in the Terai. Higher strata in the Terai, however, also get most of

their salary and wage earnings out of non-agricultural work. The fact that

the earnings in the Hill villages are mainly non-agricultural is caused by the

situation in Syangja district where almost all earnings are from other than

agricultural jobs. While the village of Bijalpura in Mahottari district shows

a very high percentage of wages and salaries from agricultural work in Itaharawa

village (}bhottari) and Semlar village (Rupandehi) wages and salaries originate

from agricultural and other jobs on about a fifty-fifty basis. In the village

of Raybapur in Rupandehi district the type of work was not mentioned. It has been

classified as non-agricultural but, there too, quite some agricultural jobs are

likely to be found which would bring the percentage of a£ricultural wage and

salary earnings in Terai up even further.

49% out of non-agricultural wage and salary receipts in the Hills and 47% in

the Terai originate from service jobs which include and consist to a great extent of

government service. With 25% of non-agricultural receipts in the Hills porterage

represents an important source of wage.
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Table 5.3 ~Iage and salary earnings according to type of >lark (percentages)

HILLS 0 1 2 3 4 all

t,gricultural 19 31 50 41 17 35

Non-agricultural 81 68 50 59 83 65

TERAI

Agricultural 79 85 66 47 11 61

Non-agricultural 21 15 34 53 89 39
.-

HILL - villages 1 2 7 8 all-
Agricultural 61 55 3 2 35

Non-agricultural 39 45 97 98 65

TERAI - villages 3 4 5 6 all

Agricultural 86 55 50 0 61

Non-agricultural 14 45 50 100 39

0-4 : strata 1-8: village codes as on p.6

and salary income. With 49% of the recnipts in the Terai classified as

£lori-agricultural not specified the bulk of these wafes and salaries have been

accounted fer. In the Hills there are 11% not specified while 6% receipts are

accrued by teachers and anether 6% by a conductor-cum-mechanic.

The more inportant non-agricultural sources of wages and salaries

in the Hills, service jobs anc portnraf:E, can be distin8uished according

to av·erage number of days per worker that income Has drmm from them. For

service jobs this is 295 or almost a full year wllile workers earning from

porterage undertook such activity for on an avera&e 174 days of the year.

Other non-agricultural wage and salary jobs in the Hills "ere almost invariably

full time. ,Agricultural wage and salary earners spent on nn average 270 days

in this region.

Service jobs in the Terai commandeJ 293 Jays per worker. unspecified

jobs, quite numerous in the Terai, came to 127 days per worker on an average.

Agricultural work in this region provided the workers involved with 250 days

of employment per year on an average.

It appears from these Jata that partnrage in the Hills and miscellaneous

jobs in the Terai are part-time jobs while other jobs are or approach closely

full-time occupations.



Wage levels

Wages in Nepali rupees per day have been computed per stratum and per

village. Thereby selary earnings have been discarded. Also a comparison between

certain important types of work as regards the earnings per day of work has

been set up. In this case wages and salaries have been taken together.

As for wage levels excluding salaries table 5.4 gives a picture of

randomly varyinB figures according to stratum. It means that workers from

households with bigger farms do not get higher wages. The average wage level

is somewhat higher in the Terai, Rs. 4.38 per day as against Rs. 3.95 per day

with food and Rs. 2.74 per day without food receipts in Kabhre district. However,

;n ~he Terai villages surveyed close tv the Indian border wages were lower than

the average in the Hills (food in Kabhre included).

If agricultural work is taken only the difference in wage level between

Hills and Terai is bigger. Without the food receipts in Kabhre the Hill

agricultural wage level comes to Rs. 2.65 while the Terai rate for similar

work comes to Rs. 5.19 (see table 5.5). Even if an overall Rs. 1.50 food hand

out for the Hills would be applied the difference would still be at least

NRs. 1 per day. Out of the type of jobs contributing more significantly

Table 5.4 Wages in NRs/day (from annexes 25 and 26)

3 4 all

2.58 3.58 2.74

(3.40) (3.72) (3.95)

3.83 4.39 4.38

7 or 5 8 or 6 all

3.82 3.59 2.74

(3.95)

4.20 3.05 4.38

For codes of villages see p.61/ 1, 2, 7 and 8 arc Hill villages

3,4, 5 and 6 are·Terai villages

,trata 0 1 2

Hills 2.33 2.80 2.55

(2.66) (4.05) (3.91)

Terai 4.55 4.49 4.50

11 .-
Villages 1 or 3 2 or 4

Hills 2.87 2.63

(4.00) (3.95)

Tarai 5.14 3.77

In brackets: wages taken into account food distributed in villages 1 and 2

to wage and salary earnings service jobs in the Hills which include

government salaries show a comparatively high daily rate of remuneration of

Rs.5.73. Portelage jobs pay even less than agricultural jobs, Rs.2.58 largely

without food. In the Tarai fluctuation of wages is not so big. The service jobs

which remain below average combine however government salaries with very low paid

servants kept for household duties mainly.
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Govern~cnt salnrlcs

Cash and kind receipts

II Only important categories of types of jobs; food receipts in Kabhre not
taken into account, see also table 5.4

3.87

6.01

Unknm;l.1tgricultural jobs

2.65

5.19

2.58

Porterap€

5.73

5.10

Servic" jobs

Earnings per day ~I according to type of work (Wages and

salaries)

3.50

5.2/,

Overall

Table 5.5

T~rai

In the Hills 6.5% of the households and in the Terai 5.5% receive income

out of Bovernnent·salaries. In the Rills the village of Pau~ay Gaude counts

most of the p,overnmellt salary earners. They rLpresent 24.2Z·of the households

in this panchayat. In the Terai it is the villape of Semlar where most of

the government employees are found. They represent 13% of the households there.

In the Hills receipts amount to 7.7% of the total household income for that

region in the survey. Terai government salaries amount to 5.5% of total

household incol'li' there. It should b" ncted that 53% of the salary receipts in

the Hill villages originate from foreign service (mainly India). Tne average

salary received in the Hills amounted to NRs 1979 while in the Terai this was

NRs 2394.

Hills

Salaries earne~ abroed are in fact remitta~ccs. It has not been exactly

established ",hether these salaries were Bross or net of expenses by the salary

carner concerned. The level of these salaries do sup;gest that they are in fact

only the part remittee to the household concerned and should have been recordod

as remittances. t;ot sure of this they have been left in this category.

In table 5.6 a summary has b~en piven of the distinction of payment of

wages and salaries in cash and kind. Payments in kind are more co~on in the

Terai villap.es. 577 of wages and salaries are paid in kind there. ~'ot taken

into account the food payments in Kabhre district only 6% cf salaries and

wages are paid in kind in the Hill villages. Including these food payments in

kind wares and sRlaries increase to 34%. Within the Terai in-kind payments are

somewhat less important in strata 3 and 4. In these strata we find almost all

government salari~s and these are paid in cash. The main area of in-kind payments

was found to be !!ahottari district where 81% and 90% of salaries and wages were paid in

kind in Bij alpura and Itaharawa villages respectively. In these villages only one
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Table 5.6 In-kind and c~sh wages and salaries

Strata a 1 2 3 4 all

Hills A a 9 a a a 6

(12) (37) (34) (24) (4) (34)

B 100 91 100 100 100 94

(88) (63) (66) (76) (96) (66)

Terai A 63 66 51 37 32 57

B 37 34 49 63 68 43

Villages 1/ 1 2 7 8 Hills 3 4 5 6 Terai

,A 8 5 a a 6 81 90 20 24 57, ' ,
(33) (37) (34)

B 92 95 100 100 94 19 10 80 76 43

(67) (63) (66)

In brackets: taken into account food receipts in Kabhre district
.../

!I For village codes see p.6

A = Percentage in kind wage and salary 'payments

, B = Percentage cash wage and salary payments "

household with a government salary was found. As for other phenomena in this

survey it is clear that a geographically more elaborate coverage is needed to

come to significant conclusions on cash and kind payments of wages and salaries.

Receipts from outside the district of residence
','

The only district whete salary and wage earners work outside the district

at a significant rate is Syangja. In th~t cistrict wage and salary income on the

whole has already been found relatively low. lie also found already that a major

part of governm=nt salaries in the Hills were earned in India. All the households

concerned '~th this live in Syanr.ja district. Out of total wace and salary

receipts from outside the district 38% were salaries earned in India. Apart from

this phenomenon (see for salaries from abroad also p. 80) Syangja district

shows also the highest amount of remittances as percentage of total'household

income (see annex 11).
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As indicated alreody in the para on government salaries a considerable

amount of de facto remittances have been recorded as salaries and wages.

The persons concerned should not have been recorded as members of the household

in case net receipts have been reported while in the case gross receipts have

been report0d the resulting per capita income has to be evaluated differently

as the cost of living of a worker abroad will be relatively higher than for

a person living in a household in Nepal. The way we processed these data implies

that we assumed these to be gross receipts while the evaluation of results takes

the person living abroad as if he stayed within the household.

From the above observations it emer£es that there is a pressure on

labour in the Syangja villages surveyed which resulted in miR,ratory movements

in search of opportunities to increase household income; This has been

relat'ively successful as the persons involv~d in earning salaries and wa~es

outside the district represent 40% of the total number of wage and salary

earners ano bring in 55% of the receipts on wages and salaries in this Gistrict.

Almost all wages and salaries earned outside the district are generated in

India.

6. Family income from miscellaneous sources

So far, agricultural income and wa2e ~nd salary income have had a separate

treatment in this report. Other income'items are earnings'from non-agricultural

household enterprises, pensions, remittances and receipts from other sources,

mainly property income like rents and interest.

It is a pity that we cannot treat non-agricultural household enter9rises

separately. For one thing, there has been found too few earnings from this

source to justify a separate analysis. Secondly the category is very civersified

so that it is impossible to treat it as an aggregate. Thirdly, collection of

details on this income item appears to be much nemandin?, especially in the

framework of an vver~ll income survey like the one WE rQport on here.

For landless Hill and Terai households as well as stratum 1 and 2

Terai households non-agricultural enterprise has relatively more importance.

Landless households derive 22 and 10 per cent of their income from this s~urce

in Hills and Terai respecti.vely. Terai stratum 1 and 2 get 13 and 12 percent

of their income from these enterprises. This hus to be looked at against an

overall percentage vf 1.2 in the Hills ane 3.6 in the Ter~i for this type ~f

income. In the Hills 5.8 Der cent or lout ef 17 households g~ts seme income

from a non-arricultural housohnlr. ~nt~r9ris~ "hile in the T~rai thiB is 8.9% or lout

of 11 householJs.
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If we consider milling of paddy and millin~ for oil to be services the bulk

of the non-agricultural household enterprise consists of services. Construction of

dwellings, sheds, etc., which is the only non-service activity of significance

is not undertaken on a contract basis but as a wage labour occupation. The

undertaking is effectively the householl\.::~,.0:-'" a_c,t~"ity. On.l,nge 14 we reported

already that household income out of buildinp the QI;ll residence has not been

taken into account and that it would probably constitute a minor part of it.

In the case of builctings for economic use the household's own construction activity

has been remunerated by not allowing for depreciation on these while computing

household enterprise income.

.,. ,
" v·

Table 6.1 Income from miscellaneous 1/
sources percentage of totalas

household income

Strata a 1 2 3 4 all

Hills 43.2 7.6 11.8 8.0 7.2 9.0

Terai ').6 13.8 16.0 14.6 2.3 8:0

.,Y~llage (1) (2) (7) (8) all

Hills 2.1 4.5 10.1 18.8 9.0

Village (3) (4) (5) (6) all

Terai 4.7 2.9 10.6 0.6 8.0

1/ Non-agricultural household enterprise, pensions, remittances and other sources

For village co';es see 1'.6

Table 6,1 gives, a summary of the importance of the overall misc~llaneous

sources of"dnci:!me" Tl1e r~lqtively

stratum 0 of the Hills and 1 and 2

more iml'9.rtant. cont~ibutions npted,.in ",
" .

in the Terei pertains to nen-agricultural .

household enterprise as mentione<:: above. Stratum 2 in the Hills and 3 in the

Terai derive their significance from contributions from pensions. , ,

The importance of this type of income in Fauway Gaude village (18.8 per cent

of the total) has to be att,ributed to contributions from pensions and remittances

both. In this village remittances would.have played an even more important

role if a number Of salaries earned in India would have been classified here

(see p. 82).

Remains to be mentioned that in the Hills 4.0% of total income originated

from pensions, 2.6 from rer.littances and 1. 2 from other sources. In the Terai

thcse figures are 2.5, 1.9 and nf,l respectively.
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7. Househo1e income, labour productivitr and employment

Intro~uction

In sone sections of this report we have focussed on unemployment matters.
It has b",en arf'ued that Fage and salary employment 1enus itself much better
to a physical analysis of emp10ynent than employment in a household enterprise.
In the latter sector W2 will have to confine ourselves to income and productivity
measurements to characterise employment. However, waEe and salary employment
should also ultimately be subjectecJ to the 13bour productivity criterion, as
Ranis and Fei~1 call it, "perhaps the most crucial single index of economic
development".

The a~ricultural waEe level in a labour surplus economy tends to be
determined by instituti,mal factors. It Hill not reach far above thE: bare
minimum of subsistence and will be roughly equal to the averafle labour productiv'ity
in agriculture. The wa~c will be hif,h enough to cover food, clothing and shelter
requirements at this minimum level. There are several forms in which such a wage
can be expressed. It m~y be a full-time agricultural worker who gets a ,raf'e
in money from which he is able to buy his requirements for himself ane his
dependants. It could be e part-time agricultural worker paid in cash who has
sufficient "time left to take care of the nec"ssary shelter and clothinp. for himself
or herself. So this worker buys less, but will also have a lower wage income.
Then there ,is the worker ,who produces everyt~ing himself or herself in a kind of
self-sufficiency enterprise. This will be a rare case and generally there will be
some specialisation in agriculture, textile manufacturing or construction while
requirements are met only after exchenge of commoGities and/or SErvices. However,
on a household basis self-sufficiency may Le almost achieveJ on account of labour
distribution within this social unit.

Labour productivity in a~riculture should incrense in order to provide for
an increasinz a~ricultural surplus which is essential for economic development.
A gradual shift of labour from agricultural to industrial activities is th~

crucial phenomenon in development. The a?ricultural surplus will then be
requirec to feel t~ose workers in industry and to provide raw materials for
industrial enterprises.

II Fei, John C.H. and Ranis, Gustav: Development of the Labour Surplus Economy;The Economic Growtp Centre, Yale Gniversity, GSA, 1964. For this chaptersome of the fr~e of thinkine is derived frum this publication.
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If workers leave agriculture, a surplus is automatically created

productivity is zero, as is often assumed in traditional agriculture.

means that with any agricultural worker departing produce per worker in

agriculture increases. If the remaininl' workers are not going to eat more

then we >Iill find a surplus left which the industrial worker could, as Ranis

and Fei vividly depict, ,carry along on his job. Such a surplus takes the form

of a wages fund, and is most apparent in numerous fooo for work programmes

for rural infrastructure.

Work in agriculture has to be completed with fewer people, which means

that those who re~ain in agriculture will have to increase productivity.

It cannot be assumed that the idle rural labour force, if it exists at all,

is just the group that leaves agriculture first. In fact, it would be rather

desirable and could even be most likely that a relatively productive part of

the agricultural labour force residing in cultivators' households embarks on

non-ap,ricultural 'activities first.

However, if marginal productivity is not zero, then the surplus will not

be sufficient to feed the departing work force. Where agriculture is

traditional and mainly geared tO>lards producing for own consumption, the

need for survival will make labour force entrants strive hard to increase

production. l~though resources in a small area may sometimes be exploited to

the maximum so that more labour indeed yields no additional produce, this cannot

be said of entire countries generally. If we take the example of Nepal, some

hill areas may be at their limit of increase in production with the existing

resource base, but the Terai definitely offers scope for increased production.

The production per area unit is much higher in hill agriculture, so that the

higher population density can be coped with. This is achieved by the application

of a different farming system, with more benefits froD the livestock enterprise

directly and also indirectly through manure applied to crops. Labour requirements

for this more intensive system are relatively hiph, but so is the output per area

unit. It is questionable whether such a celicate farming system can yield

similar results >lith less workers and especially without the more enterprising

part of the agricultural la~our force that may opt for more remunerative

industrial activities and in the past may have been the main ~illar of the improved

farming system. (For a graphical illustration see ~nnex 27).
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The overall conclusion for Nepal agricultural conditions that suggests

itself is that a major labour productivity increase on account of improved

farmin~ systems and/or an increase In other inputs thun labour is urp,ently

needed if sustainec development is to ~e made possible. Applied research in

a number of areas, preferably those in the neir.hb('urhood of which industrialisation

is going to take place first, should com£ up with new farm practices, possibly""

new varieties of crops and othcr systems of ani"'al husbandry. Only an a!?ricult'Ural

sector that is thus preparec' for a jump in lubc'ur productivity can support the

required industrial development.

Household income

Whereas production, productivity and labour inputs as discussed in' the above

paragraph, are elements of the analysis at the macro level, it is the household's

income that determines the ultimate well-being of the workers and their dependants.

For the members of a household it matters just how much of total produce accrues'

to them. The position of an individual household can be very different from that

of the whole economy. Resource base, quantitative and qualitative, and household

composition vary wi~ely. Skill is also a source of variation. To measure the

economic success of these individual households the concept of household income

has been introduced in the beginning of this report. It is similar to the concept

of income a~ produce. !/ wh~re net income becomes identifiable ~lith the net value, '

which the owners of the factors of production receive as remuneration for their

contributions to the productive process. These factors are labour only, or

labour and capital, where land is included in capital. The part which we consider

a remuneration for labour could he called labour income, and the other part

capital income. They are similar in genesis to wages and interest but for business

enterprises they do not appear separated.

Household income is more well known as personal income. f~ mentioned

earlier, the sum of this personal income is equal to the national income.

However, national income accounts do not generally meet this requirement.

Below we give an outline of how in practice national and personal income relates:

[ Final products = gross national procuct (GNP)

GtlP - (allowance for capital consumption) = net national procuct (NN!')

NNP - (indir~ct ~usiness taxes) = national income at factor costs

(national inc0me at factor costs) - (unGistributed earnings +

transf~rs) = personal income.

Under Nepali conditions national income at factor costs and personal

income will be near to identical.

1/
From E. Lindahl' The Concept of Incom~ (1933) in aeadin~s in the
Concept nne! M€ssur'2ment of Incomes c::cit..!.d with an introduction by
R.H. Parker and G. C. Harcourt, 196~, CnC1brif.~e University Press,
Great Britcin.
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If we look at th~ introductory paragraph atove, we should realise

that labour productivity ?os product per unit of labour is built up out of

a contribution from labour itself, and the complementary aid of capital.

In fact, a production function, plotting production against labour, only

holds for a certain level of capital endowment. For each of the presented

strata in the survey there will be a different labour/production function as

labour can be combined with an increasing area of land. Land and livestock

are the major capital items. Capital on livestock, like that on farn buildings,

can however be accumulated by lal'our within the family. Land can only be acquired by

purchase or by renting it. As has been explaineG before, the land price, especially

in the hills, has beco~e very high as compared to the productivity of it. The

interest forfeited because of the capital thus 'locked up' could quite well match

the high level of land rents. As was also shown earlier in this report, interest

imputed en capital for Hill farms wipes out all of the labour income there, whereas

it brings the Terai labour income down considerably. Altogether, this leaves us

with a structural picture that shows us how labour loses out to capital for a large

part of the rural population, that is to say, the small mainly owner-operators in

Nepali agriculture, especially in the Hills.

t~though it seems that there are not yet many Hill families completely
1/landless - , the trend which is far advanced in some pockets of the Terai, where

there are large groups of landless labourers, is apparent in the Hills as well.

It is a slow process of squeezinp the small farmer from his vital resource - land.

As productivity in all size classes of Hill farmers is similarly low there does not

seem to be an alternative to large scale exodus in search for land. The government

can have an important regulating task in this affair, by ensuring that the land

which will become available in the Hills will get into the hands of the most

needy remaining families .~/

!/ On the basis of results of this survey, but there are reports
of about lS% of Hill households being landless. A lot will
depend on what is considered to be landed. In the survey, a
piece of 0.004 ha. (40 1'12) cultivated has still been taken as a farm.

~/ Sec also K.H. Zevering, ~ricultural D&velopment and Agrarian Structure in Nepal
(ARTEP working paper), Bangkok, July 1974, pp.8S-90.
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Adult eguivalent workers

To calculate labour productivity or income per worker, a yard-stick had

to be introduced to measure the input of family workers. Although adult

equivalent workers as a concept has been subject to criticism, we have taken

this. In fact, we could have labelled it differently as time available by any

person belonging to the labour force has teen valued equally and thus a time

unit contribution of labour from children, males and females had equal weight.

Tim(! equivalent workers could have been used to indicate that the only

di~£erentiation on which cate~ories of workers were evaluated was the time

which they were supposeuly and reportedly available for economic activities.

We stuck to the expression 'adult equivalent workers' because of its common

usage.

'fie followin~ criteria have been used to differentiate according to time

available from family workers:

male fet!1ele 1 0.8Y
adult child not attendinc school 1 0.8

adult child attending school 1 0.1

. Children have been considered adult workers from the age of 15 unless

the family status had e>therwise indicated (e.l'. that they still followed education).

Children and males have only been considered if they had been indicated as

economically active. Females in the Hills were treated the same way. In the

Terai there had been surprisinply.few females registered as economically active.

Therefore t females not indicate~ as economically active have been eiven \-leight

as ~dult eqUivalent wodters with a ratio of 0.1 in Mahottari district and a

ratio of 0.3 in P.upandehi district ~I am' those irodicated as economically active

with an additional weight of 0.7 and 0.5 respectively as to come to the "enerally

applied ratio of 0.8 on female versus male tin~ spent on economic activities.

II See p. 60 Rural EJuJ?loyment Problems in the DAR, 11,0, 1969: and tables
with notes on Rural Employment and Unemployment, National Sample survey,
July 1958-June 1959, India, 1965, and similar data from the NSS, 1960-1961
(see also annex 28).

~I These separate ratios have been derivee from N~pal Census data 1971.
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As a summary ratio used for different catcgories of family members are
given in Table 7.1

Table 7.1

Ratios used for computation of supply of
adult ~quivalent workers in different re,ions of the survey

-

Family member categories

Hills

Regions

Hahottari

"

Rupandehi

Males 0-14 years ) 80ing to school 0.1 0.1 0.1Economically' active} not goinB to school 0.8 0.8 0.8

Males 15+ years 1.0 1.0 1.0Economically active

Females 0-14 years ) going to scho"'l 0.08 0.08 0.08Economically active) not going to school 0.64 0.64 0.64 ,
Females 15 - 59 y"ars 0 0.1 0.3
Females 15-59 years 0.8 0.7 0.5

IEconomically active
,

Females 60+ years 0.8 0.8 0.8Economically active

.Others 0 0 0 'j

1/ These separate ratios have ceen derived from Nepal Census data 1971.

Further, Table 7.2 gives the results of the computation of labour
supply per stratum for Hills and Terai as a retia to the total population
recorded. Rates vary irregularly according to stratum.

Table 7.2
Participation rates (adult eqUivalent workers

Hills and Terai
total population)

Stratum 0 1 2 3 4 All (weighted)
Hills (weighted) 0.42 0.49 0.54 0.48 0.51 0.51 .Terai (weip,hte<1) 0.36 0.37 0.40 0.36 0.32 0.35

~
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I's expecteJ we find relatively few workers in the Terai. Th1.s relates to

the lower participation rates of females there. Females in the T2rai may do more

work classified as household work which is nevertheless essenti~l fur the

household. Grsin milling is such an ectivity. In the Hills, this is more often

don" by mills run on water pom,r. In the Terni, processing of dung into dungcakes

for fuel miGht also be consid"rec. househol,' work. 1.pplication of manure in the

field which is very cu~on in the Hills may however be recorded as an economic

activity. Men are more likely to collect fuelwocd because of the hazards involved,

and as men are more likely to be euton,tically r£cordec as economically active,

this activity may be classitie" in the \lills as economic activity, contrary to its

counterpart activity in the Terai. Only "fter clear cut answers can be given to

these statistical details cap a more pertinent explanation of such differences

be given. It should be realised that in the current analysis this difference has

influenced labour pro'luctivity differentials bct,,'e£n Hills and Terai to a great

extent.

As househole] siz,," increasec by stratum (see annex 8), it could be expEcted

that the number of 'lOrkers per householej \lould tlo the same. In table 7.3 tnis is

illustrated. Because of the hieher participation ratio the lower number of (WrSClnS

per household in the Hills yields a high"r numLer cf ault equivalent workers as

compared to the Terai. The composition of th., work force in the two main areas

is depicted in Table 7.4· Females do contribute relatively little in the Terai, but

the above considerations should call for caution in ~aking this conclusion.

Table 7.3

fiCult equiv~lent workers per householE, Hills and Terai

Stratum

Hills (weight~d)

Terai (weighted)

o
1.33

1.66

1

2.12

1. 70

2

3.47

1.94

3

4.13

2.10

4

4.38

2.35

All (wdghtec)

2.77

2.00

Tahle 7.4

Percentage contribution to total labour force from children,

.~dult males anti adult females

Hil1s

Terai

Children

5.9

3.4

Adult males

49.3

77 .6

klult females

41..8

19.1

Total

100

100
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Employment as a level of productivity

In this report, i~portance has been attached to the ratio of household income

over auult equivalent workers, per household, per stratum, per village and for

aegregated results of the survey undertak"n for two recions. Hage earnings and

household enterprise earnings have been lookec at separately. More detailed

analysis of the a~ricultural household enter rise's productivity has been made.

Here we may compare returns to labour (and capital) of three groups of

households already taken apart in the course of this report. These are:

A - households with only an agricultural househJld enterprise

(in addition they have sources of income other than household

enterprises);

B households with wage labour income only, and

C the heterogeneous group of all households included in the
survey. In Table 7.4 we have brought toeether the income for these

groups as related to the number of adult equivalent workers concerned. For the

group with an agricultural household 'enterprise only, it is net agricultural

for the

1/
these honseholds and for all the households tctal net income over total AEW's.-

income.; ~Jult equivalent workers·available for household enterprises,

wage earning group the total \·lage divided by the total number of AE\·n s in

The amounts brought out in Table 7.5 are annual net value added to labour

and own capital. Sai0 differently, it reflects the labour productivity at the

level of capital endowment of the households during 1973. The households in

category B and part of stratum 0 category C cither had no assets or for category B

at least did nt't use thcm. Other Broups of households all did use soroe assets

to achieve the net returns to labour as indicated in this table.

Table 7.4

Labour productivity for different survey groups (see text)
Net income per adult eguivalent family worker (Rs.)

Strata o 1 2 3 4 All (weighted)

Hills

-218 170
(-137) (233)

652 1,726
(736) (1,795)

Group A

Group B

Group C

Terai

Group A

-451
(-451)

678

656

396
(427)

593

436
(471)

573

348
(409)

507
(517)

614

652
(664)

755

453
(482)

607

1,008
(1,071)

Group B

Group C

851

793 810 731 1,034 1,879 1,197

Note.
labour
more ;::

Days of
supply.
1 an.

~~Ee ~arning convertec into LEWis for A were subtracted from the total
Fer ~ach wage earne.r conversion 'Has mac.e ~m the basis of 300 days or

Results given in brackets refer to a basis of 200 days or more.

1/ Note thet for th~ last ratiu income items not related to the household's
labour input lil~c :!<.:Onsions and remit tanees are included.



A pure wage earner in the Hills with Rs.6.T8_,,·as better off than a worker

in any of the strata of ar.riculturnl net inco~a receivers there. Thare were

very little pure wage earning households in the l1ills (only 4) sa~ple, so caution

has to be taken in interpreting this. Except for stratum 4·the Terai results,

however, show the same picturQ; Here th.:~rc ~...ras a· sizable f;rcup of sole wc.ge

earning households (33) in the sample.

If t>le compare th~ t'lOrhers return in the Hills sole ~laei? earninf hOllsnholcs

with the overall net income tJ an acult equivalent worker, we again see that

only stratum 4 can match it. For the Terai str'ltuUl 3 and 4 can do the same.

For the other strata, althoueh they use more assets" the net return is lower.

If WE ~SSuffiC that tspecially for the Terni case with a more numerous

representation the wa"e "Brned by the sroups of sole wage earning house'holds

is the instituti·:ual wage mentioneJ in the intrnduction we coul{~ come to the

following interestin~ assessment.

The !'irs. 851 per adult equivalent worker earlled in sale wage earning

households is related to 189 !/ days of work which comes down to a daily

'18ge of Rs. 4.50. If we put a full year C'f employn,ent at 300 days, then

the Rs.1008 earnee full time in agriculture result in a ,Iaily ,,'age of Rs.3.36.

If instead we put full employment at 200 days we derive a daily wage in

agriculture of 1071 .,. 200 ~ Rs.5.36. It is eenerally expecte" that the

institutional wage rate establishes at the level of the average labour

productivity. (5"e the! introduction to this chapter). If that is true here for

the labour productivity as we defined it full time employment in agriculture

in turn woule' be charact,'rised by ~ number of 224 (kys (1,008,-4.50). With 189

days per ~dult equivalent worker earning wages only, this means 16% un-cum

underemployment. In this catefury of workers this will actually be r~presented

by idle work days. For strata 0 to 3 encompassing 67% of the households another

type of un-cum-under~mploymcnt surfaces. It is a percentage from 35 in stratum

3 to 122 in stratum 0 reflectinc lack of proeuctive employment in these

groups. It marks in fact the extent to which productivity lies below average
I .. 2/

procuct~v~ty.-

Unfortunately results from the Hills do not warrant this analysis with

respect to the group of sole we8~ earning households because they were too few

in the sample, but we coul,~ apply the saGle calculus to thz af,ricultural incomes

to arrive at percenta,\es of from 200 for stratum 0 to 4 for stratum 2, characterising

here the level of lack of productive employment.

1/ Pnnex 21: number of days worked for the Terai (weirhted) divided by the AEW's
for the Terai (weighted).

2/ See for a new apprcach to labour force statistics including allowance for
low productivity la"cur Philip ;<. Hause", "The !leasurement of Labor
Utilization", Pap~r ?rcsente~ at th~ Fourth OD. (Organisation of Demographic
t ssociates) Conferenc.e, fianila, 1974.
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f.t the current level of techno1e'gy it appears that farms below 0.42

ha of cultivable area in the Hills anc' 1. 70 ha in the Terai are operated

below average productivity which means that the capital (mainly land) /

labour ratio on these farms has become toe s"~ll. ~s can be seen from table

7.6 fer the Hill villages there is no si~ that low productivity

Table 7.6

N~t inCLine from crop production per hectate of len(}

cultivate" (Hils)

Stratum

Hills

Terai

1

4146

942

2

3736

925

3

3768

1284

4

2348

1036

all (weighted)

3454

1073

per area unit contributEs to this situation as this productivity as measured

by net income per. cultivated ha. is hi8her on smaller farms. This is not so

for Terai'fa~ms where smaller farms tend to demunstrate a lower per area unit

productivity too. It means that for stratum 1 and 2 in the Terai lack of

productive employment can to some extent be resolved by an increase in productivity

per ha. cultivated using already existing production techniques. The para. on crop

production in chapter 4 goes more into detail on the nature of such improvement.

However, the relatively high per area unit productivity in stratum 3 combined with

this stratum's lew labour productivity shows that this kind of improvement will

have limited results and that unJer existing technology there remains a big

portion of underem"loyment cr under-pro:luctivity which can only be alleviated

by a change in technology (change in farming systems, stepping up of input level)

or a wider capital/output ratio as exists for stratum 4. Such a breakthrough or

reform is even more needed in the Terai than in the Hills because for Terai stratum 3

(almost one third of the households surveyed in the Terai) we find a lack of,
productive employment as defined above of 35% while fur stratum 1 in the Hills

(with three fifths of the survey~d households in the Hills) it is only 13%. Such

a yardstick assumes, however, that lack of productive employment should be viewed

against the local average productivity. From national. point of view the much

higher average productivity in the Terai vf course points to a better situation

there, and identifies the Hills as the main probl"", area. As was pointed out earlier

in this chapter, however, results of the survey do strongly suggest that in

agriculture solution of prublems in the Terai is the key to a way out fer the

Hills.



8. Household incGm", of recently mirratec' households

At the time of enumeration information was collected about ~if.ratory

movements of households (annex 3, item 9). In the villo~e of Semlar in Rupandehi

district in the Western dovelopment region so many recently (durin~ the year of

1969 to 1973) migrated households were recarc'ed thet in the sample for the final

questionnaire there appeared automatically a sufficient number of them to compare

their economic characteristics and to draw so~£ justified p,eneralized conclusions.

Another recently migreteJ household appeared in the sample in Raybapur, also in

Rupandehi district.

The village panchayat of Semlar saw its population tripled during the last

ten years. It is situated just on the foot of the Hill range that stretches North

into the district of Palpa. All kinds of settlement, legal and illegal, take place.

At the time of the survey there were cases that households applied to be interviewed

because they thought they could acquire property rights on the basis of that.

Purnavas deals with the allotment of land on some common land but much also is

just bought by the in-migrants.

Two schedules on out-migration were included in the main questionnaire,

one about former househcld members involved ana one about the transfers taking

place between the household and the out-migrants. TI,e net receipts out of

these transfers fiturec. as remittances ilI!lOnt the sources of income. li.t 8.2%, not

counted some salary apparently carnee on jobs in India, the village of Pauway Gaude

in Syangja district got relatively most income from this source. The village of

Tulsi Bhnnjyang in the same district reported the hiphest number of people that

had oigrated as a percentare ef the current nu~rer of inhabitants. (10.1%). The

impression is that there are bip, Local ~ifferentials in out-migration so that not

much can be sai'~ about its lllagnitudEo on such a small sample. In Syangja certain

villages report~cly beca~e relatively prosperous as a result of remittances.
", J

Semlar migrents

We may further look at the households in Semlar village that repurte~ to

have arrived during the last five years. Information about their place of

origin was £iv~n on the enUID8ration scheJule but has not been retnineJ. It

is possible, however, to compara migrants with nen-migrants to see whether they

ar.c: successful after t"th2 big step. II

"-,irst of e.ll we may identify the populntion of rnieratec households as compared

to the other hc·us"h"l,!a in Semler. (see table 8.1). It appears that the migr!1tet'

households are somewhpt concentrated in stratum 1 which means that they are small

farmers. Landless an~ bigrer farmers are conseouently under-represented. Migrated

households are on the average a bit bi~ger t~an ethers. Particularly the group of

small farmers (stratuill 1) shews a much bif,f,ar siz~ of family among the migrated

households.
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The notable eifference in family size in the major hrouP of migrants (those

in stratum 1) is possitly the explanation fnr the markec difference in household

income between mi£rants :mc non-migrants. (se" table 8.2 and compare stratum .1

for migrants and non-miprnnts). The overall income level is the same for both

sections of the cowmunity in Semlar. However. not only the recently migrated

families in strata 1, 2 and 3 earn more, also the distribution amonz sources

shows differonce between migrants and non-migrants. Migrants earn more from

wages anc salaries and alse· fr""m animal husbandry. Consequently dependence

of tte migrants on crop production is lower.# The aQsolute level of earnings

from crop production in stratum 1 is still higher for the migrants.

The overall picture of the migrant family thus is that they have

less land and consequently try to compensate this disadvantage by engaging

in wage, salary and animal husbandry employment ·in "whIch they seem to be

completely successful.

II It is interesting to note that compensation was found in various ways.

In stratum 2 it was income fro~ non-agricultural household enterprise.

In stratum 1 it was ;Tare income from agriculture and in strata 3 and 4

it appears to be animal husbandry and non-agricultural wages and salaries.



Table 8.1 Recently migrate~ and total sample in Semlar

Stratum

Total sample

Migrated households

Non-migrated households

1/ hh = household

2/ wei;htcd average

f·
i

1 2 3 4 All
° i

....... ! I.... ,
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ll> '" ~ '" tJ '" ........
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Table 8.2 Household income per household, migrateu and ncn-migrated"househo1ds
in Sem1ar, stratumwise and sourcewise (Nr.s)

I n III IV V VI VII VIII all

Higratec 0 10 1267 288 "60 1625

1 290 -50 1350 120 45 251 2C07

2 620 121 258 490 140 1000 2629

3 1935 335 270 1899 167 575 5180

4 2323 778 141 1502 128 100 4573

all 1335 342 533 1041 108 157 208 3725

percent.'lges 35.8 9.2 14.3 28.0 2.9 4.2 5.6 100

Non-migrated 0 -18 908 206 541 1645

1 159 532 1,00 177 37 1304

2 745 131 389 255 85 31 1634

3 1900 165 603 149 497 91 40 3446

4 4977 248 63 78 158 5524

all 2658 160 412 149 158 91 109 1 3739

percentages 71.1 4.3 11.0 4.0 1,.2 2.4 2.9 100

floE. Additions in column ""~1" do not tally exactly due to rounding

I crcp production

II animal husbandry

III wap,es and salaries agriculture

IV wages and salaries non-agriculture

V pensions

VI remittances

VII non-agricultural household enterprise

VIII others
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Tanle 8.3 shows in addition that it is not just the difference in build-up

of the migrant population from the ciffarent strata that caused the difference

in distribution of sources of income. :Ofter weightinf, the micrants income

figures per stratum "ith the stratum populations of the non-migrants we still find

a significantly ,ifferent pattern of source cistribution of income with the

migrants as compared with the non-migrants.

Table 8.3 Distribution of inccme according to source,

migrants anc~ non-mi~rants in Semlar p3nchayat (migrants i

3verage inccmes veight€c with non-migrants strata populations)

Sources Y I II III IV V VI VII VIII ,'Jl

lIigrants 38.2 10.3 9.9 30.7 2.8 5.1 3.0 100

Non-migrants 71.1 4.3 11.0 4.0 4.2 2.4 2.9 100

1/ For explanation of codes, see table 8.2

Investigations into difference in lab cur participation rates and pross

income per area harvested did not yiclL any consistent results.



9. Summary and Conclusions

In the first part of 1974 a village survey was conducted by the Asian

Region.:>l Team for Employment Prometion in eight Nepali villages. For this

purpose a local body, the Rural Household Survey Board, was set up to direct operatic

The survey was supposed to supply data on rural income levels and the economic

activities from which these were derived. Four villages in the Hilly parts of

Nepal and four in the Terai belt were purposively selected. A complete

enumerction of households in these villages followeG and a stratified sample

w~s drawn on the basis of this.Criterium for stratification was the excess to

land for cropping. Irrieated land was therefere given double weight. Out of

a total of 4844 enumerated households thus 4g6 were selec~ed to respond to a

detailed questionnaire on assets, family status and income.

Per capita incomes are low, NRs 308 net in the Hills and llRs 420

net in the Terai.! O1.",r strata of households show levels somewhat belo,", NP.s 300

net per aununl. These strata represent 85% of the survey population in the Hills.

High per capita incomes are found to be concentrateJ in the highest Terai stratum

(1.70 Ha or more of cultivated + irrigated land). Low per capita incomes are not

particularly concentrated.

Distribution of income is more skewed in the Terai than it is in the Hills.

This goes with a li[her concentration of land among cultivators in the Terai.

The (net) non-wapo income per day of an adult eqivalent family worker

depending on non-wage activitias was found to be about NRs 2 in the Hills and

NRs 4 in the Terai, including 111; in the Hills nnd 7% in the Terai of transfers

and property inc~me. Compared with this the average wage earned in the Hills

was NRs. 2.74 per day "nd llRs. 4.38 in the Terai. Thts shows that labour

productivity in the so-celled own-account activiti~s is Extremely low If cost for

own investments is imputect it can be sho~m that cnw-account wnrkers earn less than

wage workers. If inste~d ~ reasonable wage for own-account workers is imputed, we

would find that investments in agriculture are very unproductive in terms of ~oney.

In terms of the product, food, however, it means survival.

In a repression analysis cultivated area end irrigated area of land

appeared to be explanatory variables on level 0f inceme, the coefficient being

higher in the Hills tha" in the Terai. The cc"fficient for "dditional equivalent

workers is too low to c0nsider them fully and productively employed. In the Terai

caste membership explained part of the income differentials. Croppin~ pattern and

yiel<2 levels as these were feund to vary in the surv"y arc rather unrelated to

household income. Throuf.hout, depen,\",nc~ on self-employment has a negative impact

on incomi~. !'.mong lanG-leSS househl..lli.1s nalc he.ade..l cnes are better off.



As for different sources of income animal husbandry and agricultural wa~es

ane salaries are found to be relatively more important in Hills and Terai

respectively. The biggest contribution in Loth areas, however, is still from

crop production. In the Hills almost all households have more than one source

of income whl.le in th" Terai this is the case in 9 out of 10 householc1s. Lower

strate, that is to Sqy landles8 and small farmers, naturally derive relatively

more of their income from other sources than crop proeuction. Non-agricultural

wages and salaries predominate in the Hills <lhereas in the Terai these earnings

are mostly derived from agriculture. In strata 2,3 and 4 (three highest strata

out of five on the b~sis of cropping potential) in the Hills crop production,

animal husbandry and non-agricultural wages and salaries are the order of

importance of income sources. In the Terai the order fluctuates according

to stratum. Overall, compensatory effects from Wfl?eS and salaries for low incomes

from small holdings are greatest. The lowest income households in the Hills

derive most of their income from crop production, so do the highest income

householes. In the Terai the lowest income households earn most in the form

of agricultural wa~es and salaries while the highest are als0 mainly cr~p income

earning. l\. second important incol'le source f'r higher inc0me Hill househole" is

non-af,ricultural wages and salaries.

In the Hills 96% of the farms are mixed, i.e. these grow crops and keep

livestock. In the Terai this group counts for 72% of the farms. Hardly any Hill

households are non-agricultural and only 12% of the Ter"i households eo not farm on

o,.u account. Share of livestock in total farm income differs consicerably per location.

It further' tends to increase <lith potentially cropped area. Large f"rmers have

relatively mor~ livestock.

Croppine pottern i.n the survey .me nct representative for the repions from

where the sample vill"R"s were taken. Yields were significantly higher in the Hills

and the yield of maize interplanted wIth soyebeans was shown to be !'i,gher than

maize gro,m without. It was not clear whether yields dropped as sIze of holding

increased.

On the Hill farms one finds on the average 7.5 adult equivalent family workers

per Ha with 0.8 such workers per Rn for the Terai. In the Hills in addition to

that 104 days per Ha is spent by casual hiree labcur against 30 days in the Terai.

Here, there arc hardly differentials between strata.

Cost structure incrop farming appeared the same for Hills ane ~erai, ten

percent direct cost and 257 indirect cost with the remainder as remuneration for

family labour and capital.



In the Hills ther~ is relatively a sm~ller area irrigable but double

cropping is more common. In beth regions bigger fal"l!lers ho,l relatively

more irrigable area but double crupping was practiced as oft~n by big

farmers as by sn,all farmers.

From a regr~ssion analysis on crop incon:e it was found that

increase in siz\:;;: of hol\-!ing would have a positive effect on avera!:c land

productivity in the Terai but a nef:ative effect in the Hills. Land reform

in the Hills is under present conditions therefore preferable if we look at

the land productivity criterium. Cost factors appeare~ to be negatively

relater to crop income which points at inefficient operations.

Buffaloes anJ cows arc the main livestock producers. Cows are much

less productive than buffaloes. Buffaloes tend to yield more with bigger

farmers. In fact, total gross income out of livestock per unit of livestock

is higher for bip'g~r farmers.

Family labour in agriculture earns often less than agricultural

labourers who are underemployed. Use <of f1ericultural labourers is more

concentrated on big Terni farms where the economics are somewhat reverse.

Overall labour proGuctivity in the Terni is higher uut for the small land

holdings the Hills shaw a better record. Number of ares per adult equivalent worker

ranges from 8 to 27 in the Hills and from 24 to 160 in the Terai.

Waec and salary earners were found to va employee for an average 163 days in bot

regions. In the Terai proportionally more households participat~ in wag" and/or

salary earnin~ and in the Hills the numl'er of Horl'ers per household is relatively

higher. In this category of income non-apricultural jobs prevail in the Hills

whereas a('"riculture is the main wage an~l saieTy earner in the Terai. It was

interesting t ...J not~ ti"at 8eri.cultural emplDyment was almost full time whereas

portera!;e in the Hills and all types of misc"llaneous jobs in the Terai offered

only tempnrary employment. The rate is at hnst NEs 1 per day hi:oher in the

Terai than in the Hills. In the survey cas). payll'er,ts appp.ared to 1::" more comoon in

the Hills. From Syangja district an important proFortiun of ,;ap,e and salary

earners got th~ir income from outside the district.

Th~ Hill households had on the average 2.77 adult equivalent workers

whereas the Terai households did with 2.00 on the average only. l;umber of

workers per household went up by stratum very clearly in both regions. Levels

of unemployment in the sense of 10>1 productivity employment tend to be very

high in lower Terai strata. This is reviewed against local avera8c labour

productivity. This is twice as low in the Hills as it is in the Terai. Thus,

this marts the major structural pro~l~m, a too hiph nnpulntinn >cnsity in the

Hills. Low productivity in the Terai can only partly be offset by existing

techniques anong the farID£rs.
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For one village (Semlar) crmparison betw~en recently mi~atec and other

households could be made. It appeare'] that migrated households .. froB the Hills

to the Te rai - were larcer in size. t-'.i"rants in the lower farm size strata earn more

than oth~r households. Xigrants also earn rel~tively more from wages, salaries

and animal husbandry.

Conclusions

The survey yielded a quite comprehen;i~e picture of income, employment and

production at household level and thus could be used as a benchmark towards

which future developments can be measured.

The overall p1cture the~ reveals startlinp, poverty almost throughout the

village community. The productivity lavels in apriculture are very low. There

is hardly a ste.rt· made with increase in thes,. low levels' and negative

correlation between input levels and bross income in crop production suggest

that currently c'evelopments are into the wrong direction. Manpower is "reatly

underutilized. Household enterprises yield lower remuneration per time spent

as compared to wage jobs. A major effrrt to increase productivity on household

enterprises is nae·~ed. Immediate scope fc.r improvement should be found in the

Terai where crop and animal husbandry production beth arc characterised by

extreme low p~r unit lovels of productivity. In the Hills there is an increase in aver.~

productivity to be expected from land reform maasures. The potential for increase

in productivity in agriculture is also present in the Hills but immediate

measures will mest probably have to be looked f(,r in the direction of findine

employment outside this region.

A number Gf more detailed actions could be cerived from the results of

this study but these are not treated here as it is felt that the relevant

chapters should be consulted if such usc of this survey report is inten"e,~.

All measures should be clearly ~irectec tewards improved use of th~ excess of

human resources available in rural Nepal.
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In a nutiber of cases in the report it has been suggested to investigate

certain details more carefully. This reflects indeed the limitation of this

exercise. It points to arees Hhere tasks fer developmEnt lie clearly barren

but it cannot l~ad to prCt~rammes unless the C9ses are saparately examined.

After a typ" of survey lik" this which 'reveals" a situation in fact already

widely perceived time has come for what could he called stratified purposive

sample surveys on c~rtain topics I!lakin~ use of a maximum of local knowle(lgable

information sources. If a list vf areas for such surveys shnuld be compiled

we may mention scme here on the basis of this report:

double cror-pin~ under un-irri~?ted conditions

yield increase potential in croppinr with interplanting

(like the w?ize/soyabean combination)

buffalo breecin£

porterage eC0nomy in the Hills

suitability of practices in crc? production ln the Hills for

application in the Terai

response on inputs in crop pro=uction.

This is first n short list because it only points to solutions and reI tionships

found within the household cifferentials. The al.:solute 101" level of livine .as compan

to modern societies points to the neec for drastic measures introduced frc!D. outside

the system if indeed mo.:ernization alone the lines cf most of the nations in this

twentieth century's worln is an objective of the Nepali society. If such measures

are taken this account !!lay he only of historical value.
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ANNEX 1

Rural Population and number of Panchayats in different regions in Nepal

I~ountains Hills Terai and Inner Terai
?eftions Pop Panch. Pop. Pop. Panch Pop. Pop. Panch. Pop.

Panch. Panch Panch

Far 55242 40 1381 177 8886 630 2824 569539 172 3311
West

!Jest 231755 108 2146 1611630 {21 2595, 565023 208 2716

Centre 353923 133 2661 1180856 386 3059 2037924 700 2911

East 304352 130 2341 985669 358 2753 1419246 437 3248

Nepal 945272 411 2300 5557041 1995 2789 4591732 1517 3027

Sources: Census 1971, CBS. Kathmandu

The classification or districts according to geographical region

was done on the hasis of table 1 .of Part A of the Reconnaissance. . .'

Survey of the U. N. - 11.1'. r. Nepal "oad "easibili ty Study by

Comtec in collaborati.on with J\lpina and "acchi, Kathmandu, Dec. 1970.
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!lnnex 2

General Village Panchayat Schedule

1. Name of village panchayat

2. District

3. Names of villages included in village panchayat:

(i)

(H)

(Hi)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

4. Distance of village panchayat from District headquarters

Is the connection to the District headquarters by road or by track?

What is the condition of the road or track?

"~~§;limproved.. ! mud/passable by horse and donkey. I

<~-_mud./not passable by torse and donk':}",'

What is the main means of transrort to the nistrict headquarters.

4. No. of households who left this place on a long-term basis during 1973

NaJ"ie of Village tJumber

village (i)

village (H)

village (Hi)

village (iv)

village (v)

village (vi)

Total
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- ii -

6. In which uay is measureroent of land generally done in this village

panchayat?

Please list the units of land measurement in use in the village

panchayat.

.. -".'

Unit Area in metric system

7. How is weighing generally done in this village?

Please list the units of veight in use in the village panchayat.

Product

wheat

rice

maize

milk

curd

wey

ghee

Unit Weight in (kilo)grams or volume in litres
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- iii -

8. Did the village panchayat produce enough foodgrains for its requirements

during 19731 yes
,..--

_0 I ,.

'._--'

And how about 19721

19711

19701

yes r--,·
!

yes I /
,
'--'

yes ,-----',
• i

.: ..---!

N°f-,
•._--.J

No ,_-eI I

/ ;'.---,
No '_

! I
• !

---'
If fluctuation in situation, please ~Xplain

9. Prices in the village panchayat

Commodities

l.orheat

rice

maize

potatoes

ghee

fish

skin

manure

eggs

....,001

fertilizer

pesticides

Units--- Price/unit



10. Forms of wage oayment (rate per day) for different groups of labourers:
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11. Hi's e. technician of the extension service ever visited the village

panchayat?

Outside V. P. in "town~'

,
I I.,.-'

Rate oer day in 'I.P.

no! ;yes

Group

Children (~ 16 yrs.)

Female adults

I'.ale adults

12. Are any of the following institutions or government projects to be

found here or nearby?

Item yes no Distance
fron the

V.P.

Year of establishment

Cooperative Creedit Society

Commercial Bank

IoIarket

School in village panchayat

Health service

Road construction

Any other project (apecify)

13. How many new houses vere constructed in the VP in 1973?

Village

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Number of new houses constructed
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- v -

• '. " -.l '

Village

(v)

(vi)

~umher of new houses constructed

Total

Name of person filling the schedule:

Names of respondents Date of filling the schedule
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Annex 3

Household Listing and Stratification Schedule

l'istrict

1. ~ame of Village Panchayat

2. lame of Village

3. Serial No. of household in the Panchayat list

4. House No. or other identification

5. Name of head of the household

Sex

Age

,. M.'
--'

Marital status: /' single/ / married 1/ divorced /1 >Jidow/widower/
. .._---- ------_. ,'--------

Caste

Principal occupation

6. (a) Docs the household own land?

(b) If yes, how much?

; yesl. ,---'
.' no /I .

Total ..••..••............. khet .•...•.......... Pakho ....•••.......

7. (i) Socio-economie status based on land'

(a) Owner-cultivator renting out land (landlord)

(b) Owner-cultivator (neither renting out nor
renting in land)

(c) Owner-cum··tenant cultivator

(d) Tenant cultivator not o,ming any land

(e) Landless wage-earner or craftsman not cultivating
land

(f) Landless but engaged in trading and money-lending

/-/
'-

J--'
! I
~--...,

r--··
... I
~__I

/-;!----l



(ii') If the household cultivated land in 1972-73 did it produce

(a) enough foodgrains for its mm need, but no surplus

to sell
~ t

/-1 ;'0 '/--7:I yes j /1
i ,. i.__ .

\ '-I' I . - .,

(b) not enough food grains for its own need

0

yes,r/: nor-.?'
"---'t --~,.

, ,

(c) enou~h foodgra'ins fot' its own need with a saleable surplus
I " "',

,-_.
no.' :', '--

8. Hhich'kind of animals are kept by the household?

i
'--I r: ,----;Buffaloes , sheep poultry'--' / .'-- --.-.

bullocks I goats ,--; others (-7,
" , ,',--, , ._--/-

cows i i pigs r-j "pc,cify..----,: --
horsrs /-

-"-

9. (a) Did the household mOV2 into this village within the
last five years (after 1968)?

yes' no
;--;

I '

01

Year

~'onth

. ... - --- -~_.. -- ~- L ""t-
And was the previo,us iresidence outside this dist'rtct?'

yes' / /
'--

'I
no / /
!.~

, ,
--:------t---

If yes, in which :di~trict did,the household
I

- ,

live previously?

(b) During the ~ast five years (since 1968) has somebody
previously a member of the household migr~ted from here
to another district and has been staying t~ere for more than
one year?

, /--1
yes r /

-/...---'
no /-'

C....../

}larne of person filling the schedule.

Date of filling the schedule:

Name of respondent and his/her relationship to household he~d:



Annex 4
Total [';umber of Households and the Sample Size in Each Stratum

ota umber of oOouseholds

~ = number of households in the samples

I I 4 0 Total
I 1 2. 3 LOCATION

LOCt-TION I !TiS
,

T S TiS
,

T s TiS T S TiS T S TiS T S T I S TiS
--

1 !'!athurapathi 206 15 3.7 119 12 9.S' 52 6 8.7 52 8 6.5 0 0 - 429 41 10.5 M"thurap"lthi 1

2 Sarsiyukhark 364 34 fLO.7 247 13 19.0 71 9 7.9 57 13 4.4 5 5 1.0 744 7l, 10.1 Sarsiyukharl: 2
,...

Kabhre 570 49 11.6 366 25 14.6 123 15 8.2 109 21 5.2 5 5 1.0 1173 115 10.2 Kabhre

\-. -
7 Tu1si Bhanjyang 429 35 12.3 79 5 15.8 14 8 I.e J3 11 1.2 4 4 1.0 539 63 8.6 Tu1si 7

8 Pau"aY Gaude 283 22 12.9 10e 13 8.3 31 5 6.2 25 5 5.0 3 3 1.0 450 48 9.4
Bhanjyang

8Pauway Gaude

Syangja 712 57 12.5 187 18 10.4 45 13 3.5 38 16 2.4 7 7 1.0 989 III 8.9 Syangja
.

Hills 282 106 12.1 553 l,3 12.~ 168 28 6.{1 1/,7 37 4.0 12 12 1.0 2162 no 9.6 Rills

3 llij alpura 1('0 24 4.7-

I
116 12 9.7 147 10 14.7 184 7 26.3 340 41 8.3 887 94 9.4 Bijalpura 3

4 Iteharawa 57 16 3.6 26 6 4.3 36 5 7.2 38 4 9.5 106 13 8.2 263 44 6.0 Itah?ra"a l,

Mapottari 1157 40 3.9 142 18 7.9 183 15 12.2 222 11 20.2 446 54 8.3 1150 138 8.3 ~1ahott:lri

5 Sel!11~r 81 20 4.1 I 134 14 9 .. 6 294 15 ] ~. £' l>09 17 2.4.1 164 J.8 9.1 1082 84 12..9 Sem1ar 5

6 Rayb~pur 41 12 3.4 101 10 10.1 201 12 16.8 ?6 9 10.7 11 5 2.2 450 48 9.4 RaYbapur 6

Rup,mdchi
.f'

f122 32 3.8 235 24 I a.R 495 27 18.3 5(,'5 26 19.4 175 23 7.6 1532 132 11.6 Pupandehi

, 279 I I
Ter.2i 72 3.9 377 42 9.0 678 42 16.1 727 37 19.6 621 I 77 8.1 268, 270 9.9 Terai

, I I
Grand Total ~561 178 8.8 930, 85 ! 10.9 ,846 ! 70 ·12.1 374 I 74 ; 1l.S 633 ! 89 ! 7.1 484~ 496 9.8, Grand Tot"l

! _J......-l. 1 I
, I

T = t 1 n h I



Locality

HILLS

Conversion rates of local area units into ares (1 are: 0.01 ha)

Local Unit in ares

Kabhre

Syangja

ropani

hale

muri mato .•.•...............

pathi mato •••.•..•..•.....•.

kodale ......................
pathi began (lm< land) ·......
manna began (low land) ·......
muthi began (low land) · ......
pathi began (upland) ·........
manna beg!ln(upland) ..........
muthi began (upland) ........•

ropani .•.•.•...............•••

hale .•.••........••..•.•..•..

anna

paisa

5.1

6.8

1.28

0.064

3.1

2.9

0.36

0.036

14.7

1.84

0.184

5.1

6.8

0.32

0.080

kodale .•.........•.......•...•. 3.1

TEBAI

pathi began (low land) ·.........
manna began (low land) ·.........
muthi began (low land) ·.........
pathi began (up land) ....•.••..•.

manna began (upland) · ...........
muthi began (upland) · ...........

unit

bigha

Khatta

dur

3.7

0.46

0.046

11.0

1.38

0.138

in ares

67.7

3.39

0.169

Source: Statistics section of Food and ~~riculture ~arketing Services
DepartBent, TABLES OF CONVERSION FACTORS, converting areas
of local units of land measurements in non-cadasterally surveyed
districts into uniform standard units of ropani (excluding
districts of the Himalayan ~egion)
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~~ain conversion rates on weight and volw'le of commodities.

1 n:m,i 20 klathis; 1 pathi = 8 manna; 1 dh~rni = 12 pau:

1 hap = 7 manna; 1 m~und = 40 seers OT 8 paseri (Terai).

Conu<lod ity Local Unit \ofeight in kg.

barley 1 muri 45.36

soyabean 1 :m..;,ri 63.5

wheat, maize 1 rnuri 68.04

paddy 1 muri 48.765

millet 1 muri 65.77

mugi, gahat (kurthi). 1 muri 72.58

siltun~, masyang

khessri, rahar 1 muri 67.90

groundnuts 1 muri 24.8

pindalu 1 muri 60

ghee 1 muri 60

milk 1 rnuri 91

gram (chana) 1 muri 65.77

mustard seed 1 muri 56.70

all commodities , msund 37.3242•

all commoditiee 1 dharni 2.393

all commodities 1 see" (~lills) 0.8
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Annex 7

Estimate on Value of Manure Used for Dung Cakes in the Terai

Livestock inventory at the time of the survey and value of manure used

Total Value of ¥.anure per
livestock manure livestock

Cows Buffaloes Goats/sheep/ Chickens units used(NRs) unit (NRs)
Hill pigs

** ** **v1l1ages*(1. 0) (1. 25) (.25)** (.05) (A) (B) (B) : (A)

1 99 38 87 -, 99 174 2725 16
"2 205 ;' ~,- 69 ·-188 222 349 7425 21

7 177 184 107 - _64 437 4458 10
- .

8 47 82 42 124 167 6272 38

Tarai Average 19
*villages

3 159 9 48 76 186 1967 11

4 46 7 24 61 966 16
;.i :

5 177 89 116 170 326 . 1332 4

_6 124 39 21 178 3488 20

Average 10

, [

* Villages code on P.6..

** Numoer of livestock units p-er animal in respective cateBories.

From the _above figures it appears that in the Terai per livestock unit

NRs. 9 less worth of manure has been used'as compared to the Hill villages.

Assuming that these nevertheless have been produced but used as dung cakes

and consequen~lyhave not been reported 9 X 751 (total number of livestock
.!"'t'"

units in the .Tera!) = NRs. 6759 has to.be added-to'e, 'the Te~'ai household&'._-

incomes. rpis means 6759 7 270 (the sample 1~ the Terai villages) = NRs. 25,-
-per household or 1% as the average per household income in the -Terai

villages is NRs. 2393.
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Annex 8

Number of Persons per Household

Villages
Strata

o 1 2 3 4 All

lolathurapathi (1) J.9 5.5 5.8 8.6 5.1

Sarsiyukhark (2) 3.2 4.6
"

7.2 11.2 9.0 6.4

Villages from Kabhre district (1+2) 3.2 4.3 6.6 9.0 8.8 5.9

Tulsi Bhanjyang (7) 1.8 4.3 7.0 8.4 10.9 5.0

Pauway Gaude (8) 5.0 4.1 5.5 7.6 6.0 4.8

Villages from Syangja district (7+8) 3.1 4.3 6.1 7.8 7.7 4.9

Hill villages 0-+2+7+8)
•..1

3.2 4.3 6.4 8.7 8.5 5.5
, '

Bijalpura (3) 4.4 4.7 5.3 5.0 6.7 5.1

Itaharawa (4) 5.4 4.9 5.0 5.6 6.0 5.4'

Villages from ~ahottari district (3+4) 4.7 4.8 5.2 5.1 6.6 5.2

Semlar ,(5) ,4.4 4.9
, "

4.2 6.2 8.0 6.3

llaybapur (6) 3.4 3.7 5.2 5.7 6.9 5.6

Villages from Rupandehi district (5+6) 4.3 '4.5 4.6 6.0 7.8 6.1

Terai villages (3+4+5+6) 4.6 4.7 4.9 5.8 7.4 5.7

All Villages 4.5 4.4 5.86'.3' 7.(,--'5.6
'..-'
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Annex 9

Example of calculation of Gini concentration ratio

We use the data on distribution of household income in the Hill villages:

Deciles 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Perc. of households 9.9 10.2 9.9 9.8 10.1 9.8 10.1 10.0 10.0 10.0

Cumulative perc. of 0.8 3.8 8.3 13.9 20.7 28.8 39.0 51.0 67.9 100.0
income

In a graph these data can be presented as follows:

_ 100.0

cumulative
percentage
of income

•• 67.9

, , .. 51.0

/

/ .-.39.0
X •. 28.8

. • .20. Z

----l-O"'O"'d:..-:-~-"i-l-e-i-n-t-e'-rv-a-l-s----'(~~J
The Gini concentration ratio represents the ratio of the area of Y and the "

area of the whole triangle.

The area of the whole triangle is equal to ~ x 100 x 100 = 5000

The area of Y is the area of the whole triangle minus the area of X.

The area of X is equal to ~ x 9.9 x 0.8 + ~ x 10.2(0.8+3.8) ~ x 9.9{3.8+8.3)

+ ~ x 9.8 (8.3 + 13.9) + ~ x 10 (13.9 + 20.7) + ~ x 9.8 (20.7 + 28.8) + ~ x 10.1

(28.8 + 39.0) + ~ x 10 (39.0 + 51.0) + ~ x 10.2 (51.0 + 67.9) + ~ x 10 (6.7+100)

= 2849.93.

The area of Y is equal to 5000 - 2849.93 = 2150.07

Gini concentration ratio is 2150.07 = 0.43
5000
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For the "caste" variable the fo11o.'ingclassification has been

used:

Verihar, Suri, Tiurani, Muran, Kohar, unknown caste names.

Brahmin, Bhumihar, Chhetri, P~jput, Thakuri

Newar

Kurmi, Kuwat (or Kewat), Dhanuk, Nuniya or Luniya, Das

Koiri, Haluw~i, Hajam, Badhai, Lohar, Yadav, Darji

Ka1war, Te1i, Dholi Kumhar

Mushar, Chamar, Dhusad or Dusadh

Kami, Lama, Damai, Sonar or Sunar, Sarhi, Gharti

Magar, Tamang, Gurung, Rai

Tharu

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

l'oslim .i

, .

This c1assification'was suggested by H.K. Zevering, specialist Rural

Employment Promotion, ARTEP.
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;,

Distribution of income by source per survey village in the Hills (%)..

Location ** 1 2 7 8 1+2 7+8 All Hill
villages

Crep production 64.8 49.9 38.1 33.4 54.2 35.8 45.2

lmimal Husb~ncry 2.8 11. 9 31. 7 23.8 9.3 27.9 18.4

Lgricultural 18.6 . 18.5 0.6 0.4 18.5 0.5 9.7
~veges an,~! salaries

Non-agricultural 11. 7 15.2 19.4 23.5 14.2 21.4 17.7
war..es ?!lC salar.-es

Non-agricu1tur~1 0.5 1.2 0.4 2.4 1.0 1 I, 1.2.~

household
'".-<.-<

Pensions 1.6 0.2 6.9 8.2 0.6 7.6 4.0

Remittanc~s 0.1 2.5 8.2 0.1 5.3 2.6

Other sources 3.0 0.3 2.2 0.2 1.2

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
----

* Positive contributions only

** Codes of villcges In paf'e 6



Annex 12

Distribution of income by source per survey villaRe in the Terai*(%)

Location ** 3 4 5 6 3+4 5+6 All Terai
villages

Crop production 39.5 38.3 59.3 83.7 39.2 64.4 57.0

Animal husbandry 1.2 0.5 5.9 1.0 2.5 2.1

Agricultural 47.1 32.3 12.1 43.0 10.7 20.1
wages and salaries

*** 12.9 12.8
Non-agricultural 7.5 25.9 12.0 15.7 12.6
wages and salaries

Non-agricultural 4.7 1.7 3.8 0.6 3.8 3.5 3.6
household enterprise

Pensions 1.2 3.8 0.3 3.4 2.5

Remittances 3.0 2.7 1.9

Other sou.rces

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

* Positive contributions only

** Codes of villages on p. 6

*** Source of wagEs and salaries in this village was often not mentionec.
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Distribution by Source of Per Capita Income within each stratum in the Hills

Stratum All Strata

a 1 2 3 4

S. No. Source of
income NRs. 7~ of N.s. % of NRs. 70 of Nfls. % of NRs. ;;; of nRs. Zct

total total total total t Jta 1 tetnl

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)-

1. Crop production 0.0 0.0 88.7 30.2 157.0 51.0 193.6 66.2 249.0 (,'1.3 139.0 45.2

2. t.nimal husbandry -23.1 NY 61.5 21.0 53.1 17.2 41. 3 14.1 65.7 It.9 56.5 18.4

3. Agricultural waf~s 31.6 10.6 38.5 13.2 30.7 9.9 14.2 4.8 7.6 2.0 29.8 9.7
and salaries

4. Non-aericultural 137.8 46.2 81. 9 28.0 31. 2 10.1 20.3 6.S 37.4 t' ,- 54.5 17.77.0

wages and salaries

5. Non-agricultural f-6.0 22.1 3.2 1.1 3.0 1.0 6.0 2.0 2.3 0.6 3.5 1.2
household
enterprise

,
Pensions 0.0 0.0 9.5 3.2 17.3 5.6 2.0 0.7 23.4 f;.J 12.4 I,. ao.

7. Reniittances 63.2 21.1 8.7 3.0 7.1 2.3 13.0 4.4 1.1 0.3 8.1 2.6

B. Other sources 0.0 0.0 0.9 G.3 9.1 2.9 2.7 0.9 1.2 '1.::; 3.6 1.2

f.J.l sources 275.5 100.0 292.9 100.0 308.5 100.0 293.1 100.0 387.7 l"J. ) 307.6 100.0

~I = Negative

The net contribution of source No.2, which is negative for stratum 0, is sho~~ in col. 3 but is
omitted while ~alculating the percentage distribution in col. 4



t.nnex 11,

Distribution by Source of Per Capita Income within Each Stratum in the T£rai

Stratum All Strata

s. ~~G. Source 0 1 2 3 4

NRs Per NRs Per HRs rer NP..s ?er :~Jl", Per NRs. Fer cent
cent cent cent :ent c.=ut of totel

of of of )f of

total totQl total :otal total

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) flU (] 2) (D) ( ]!,)

, Crop ;,roduction 0.0 e.o 36.0 12.1 91.0 31.2 207.3 54.3 48&.~ 32.3 240.1 57.0" .
0 ,·.!lima1 husbnndary -17.6 N Y -3.5 tI 1) 6.8 2.3 1.4 0.4 J1.3 5.3 8.7 2.1
~.

3. ,gricultural wages and 218.7 7l.4 189.3 63.1 97.3 33.4 53.5 14.2 6.5 1.1 84.3 ~O.l

sa1.z.ries

' .. ~on-a:ricultural wages 58.2 19.0 32.7 11.0 49.9 17.1 60.1 15.9 :>3. , S.0 53.8 12.B
and $al~tries

" ~on '''erlcultural household 29.4 9.6 38.8 12.9 35.3 12.1 7.6 2.v 0.2 0.0 15.0 3.6
entarprise

6. Pensions 0.0 0.0 2.1 0.7 11.5 3.9 30.8 8.2 2.9 0.5 10.5 2.5

7. Remittance3 0.0 0.0 0.0 o. ~) 0.0 0.0 16.6 4.4 10.-7 1.8 8.0 1.9

o r, 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~.O0 Other scurces
.,

0.

All sources 288.7 100.0 296.0 100.0 291. 8 100.0 IJO.O 593.9 10~).C 420.4 IGC.O
---

1/ (I; = Negative

The net contribution of Source 1 0 .2, which is negative for Strata a and 1, is shm·m in cols. :, aud j

Lut is omitted wt He calculating the percentage distribution in c:Jls. 4 and 6.



f..nnex. 15

Distribut10Lt ~y Sonrce of Per Capita Income of the Bottom 10% and 30% and the top 10% and 30% of Persons in the Hills

- ----- -----
Bottom 10% Bottom 30% Top 30% Top 107 All households

S.No. Source of inco!",Q lIRs. Per cent NRs. Per cent rm.s. Per cent Nl'.s • Per cent Nrs. Per cent

of total
of total of total of total of total

. -- ._-- -
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (e) (9) (10) (11) (12)

1. Crop procuctil n 27.3 70.1 60.3 60.4 217.5 3(, 7 250.8 29.2 139.0 45.2
2. :mirr~l husoaorry --9. I, N!/ 3.7 3.7 124.6 21.0 150.8 17.5 56.6 18.4

3. Agricultuu.l "ages 6.3 16.1 25.7 25.7 25.2 4.3 19.6 2.3 29.8 9.7
and s ~laries

4. Non-agricultur~l 3.1 7.9 7.2 7.2 146.0 24.7 259.5 30.2 54.5 17.7
wages anc salarieL

5. Non-agricultural 2.e 5.1 1.1 1.1 5.2 0.3 '5.0 0.6 3.6 1.2
hOllseholc eOLerpr;se 9.3 12.4 4.0"" 1.3 36.8 6.2 80.1N 6. Pensions 0.0 0.0 1.3....

7. Renitt3tlC~S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.9 4.5 67.7 7.9 8.1 2.6

8. OthE::;r sources 0.3 0.8 0.6 0.6 9.9 1.7 26.1 3.0 3.6 1.2

All sources 29.( 100.0 y99.9 100.0 592.l___ 100.0 859.6 100'.0 307.6 100.0

The differerce w~t:, tah 1e 2.3b arises because in that table negative total incomes have been set at zero.

1/ II

2/

= Negat1ve

The net contributiun Jf source No.2, ~hich is negative for the bottom 10% of persons,
is shown in col. 3 but is omitted while calculating the percenta~e distribution in col. 4.



t.rmex 16

Di~tribution by Source of Per Capita Income of the Bottom 10% an~ 30% and
Tha Top 10% and 30% of Persons in the Terai

frll sources -bv.O

Bottom 10% Bottom 30% Top 3D/! Top 10;~ AH persons

NI'...5. Per cent NRs Per cent Ni'.s Per cent Nll.s l'er cent NRs Per cent

of total of total of total of total of total

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) _.(9) (10) (H) (12)

-33.1 N
1/ 33.1 34.7 ·585.8 66.2 943.7 74.9 240.1 57.0

-45.5
1/ -18.6 NY 3(;.5 4.1 -6.9 NY 8.7 2.1

N -

14.9 79.4 38.5 40.4 81.1 9.2 44.7 3.6 84.3 20.1

2.9 ]5.7 21.8 22.~ HO.(, 12.5 161. 7 12.8 53.8 12.8

o .' 4 () 1.9 2.0 17.0 1.9 .41.3 3.3 15.0 3.6., "

(1) (2)

1. Crop protlucticn

2. !:..nimel husbandry

3. Agricultural wages
and salaries

4. Non-agricultural
wares and s:llarie s

-<t
5. Non-a~ricultural

N househoV.....
enterprise

6. Pertsions

7. :tenit t nnces

8. Other sc·urces

'\.0

0.:3

O.C

0.0 0.0 o r1 34.7 ~.9 39.2 3.1 10.5 2.5.~

0.0 0.0 0.0 19.7 2.2 28.5 2.3 8.0 1.9

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 76.7Y 100.0 885.4 100.0 1251. 9 100.0 420.4 100.0

1/ it :: Ner;ative

The net contribut~onJ of SOUrc-pg 1 and 2, which are negAtive for the bottom 10% of persons,
are shown in col. 3 but are omitted while calculating the percentage distribution in col.4.
Similarly, for tie net contrilution of source 2 in cols. 5 and 6, as well as in cols. 9 and 10.

2/ The difference ~i:h tabl~ 2.3b arises because in that table negative total incomes have been set at zero.
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Crops grown by one or more of the survey households.

Paddy Groundnut Khaini

Wheat Groundnut/tori Peas

Maize Teel Phaper

Chana (gram) Bamboo 11uji

Kurthi (gahat) 5,·/ee t potato Husuri

Millet Potato Arhar

50yebean Pulse (me-s) Onion

Barley Halledo 5ugarcane

Mustard 5iltung (lfJasyang) Pindalu
-

Khesari and rahar- Tobacco Aksa
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Average price of main crop's main product (maize grains in the

Hills and paddy grains in the Terai) per stratum per village

panchayat. (Rs/kg)

3 1.34 1.34 1.33 1.34 1.34

4 1.38 1.34 1.34 1.39 1.38

5 1.67 1.67 1.61 1.57 1.58

6 1.31 1.24 1. 27 1.32 1.30

TERAI 1.48 1.51 1.53 1.48 1.49
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Calculation of index of cropp~ng pattern

For calculation of the index of cropping pattern the following crops

were considered:

Terai

Paddy

Wheat

~laize

Finger millet

Other crops

Hills

Paddy

Wheat

Maize

Haize/Soyabeans

Finger millet

Other crops

First, the distribution of harvested area of these crops in the survey

villages was calculated in percentages of the total harvested area. Then
IIthe average gross margin per are - harvested for these crops in both regions

was compute.d on" the basis of the survey data. The results were as follows:

-
Crops Percentage of total harvested area l\verage gross margin

IIper are-

Terai Hills Terai Hills

,1. Paddy 53 24 15 43

'2. Wheat 14 18 ,8 11

, '3. Haize 10 26 5 29

"4_ Maize/Soyabeans 16 46

5,. Finger millet 3 8 4 40

6. Other crops 21 8 5 31

" 21Total 101 100

For each crop and for both regions separately the percentage figure

was mu~t~pled by t~e gross margin and the summary calculated for each

region, in,

percentage of total harve~ted_§re2 yJelding
'i

Yi = gross margin iniNRs or one are of ctop i

(N.B. Crop 4 is not singled out for the Terai and dqes therefore not continue)

'"

d

II In NRs; 1 are = 10xlO metres

2/, Not 100 due to rounding
, ) .

A similar calculation was' carried out for each household 1'n Hills and 'Terai

making use of average gross margins p~r are. Then for each household the ratio of

the household's summary over the overall summary in the region was used as

explanatory variable in the crop income regression.
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HILLS

S

- 128 -

l1ilk production per Buffalo (B) and Cow (C)

PANCHAYAT TOTAL

1 2 7 8

0 B 20 20

C

1 B 438 265 307 281

C 288 57 164

2 B 468.00 204 203 612 419

C 161 165 44 138

3 B 531.00 1320 298 263 527

C 102 28 52

4 B 913 1074 260 409 707

C 84 219 11 196 143

TOTAL B 677

C 130

840

231

253

50

411

196

374

144

TERAI PI,NCHAYAT

S 3 4 5 6 TOTAL

0 B

C 143 251 166

1 B 240 240

C 94 18 47

2 B - 370 417 382

C
.Y 63 63

3 B 306 249 289

C 104 140 84 126

4 B 327 313 630 352 572

C 137 375 180

TOTAl B 327

C 131 313

549

132

320

212

498

144

!/ One case of exceptional hi&h yield omitted.
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Annex 20. Kinds of feee distinctly coded

Haize flour

Nillet flour

Paddy straw

~lheat straw

lli11et straw

Mustard straw

Straw and maize stalks

Soyabean straw

Paddy bran·

1/ Local name

Salt
1/Kerao -

y
Bhusa

Kh .1/eser1-

1/Khari

Gunda 1/

Dhuto!/ and bhus 1/

Pina Y

Naize



Annex 21 Income and adult equivalent workers in households with wages as only income source

II
number of _'I,...E.W.' s equivalent days worked wage income I'un-cum under-

Panchayat households income
in days per worker employment" (%)

2 2 500 1.0 300 300 500 0

7 2 720 0.8 240 300 900 -25

Hills (weighted) 4 1220 1.8 540 600 678 -11

3 17 24055 26.2 7860 4590 918 42
4 6 7245 9.4 2820 2010 771 29
5 4 5280 6.9 2070 1440 765 30
6 4 2460 4.6 1380 850 535 38

....Terai (weighted) 235 312550 367.45 110235 69553 851 37 ., ....
0

I

!I This "un-cum under -" employment percentage is 100 (l-r) where r is the rat1.o of the number of days worked

and the number of days available assuming that one adult equivalent worker can deliver 300 days of work.

It thus expresses per aggregate (village-wise) of households solely dependent on wages for their"income

the un-and underemployment simultaneously.
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Annex 22. Number of landed households per decile of agricultural

income and total household income (HIL~S)

Agricultural Income

.. ~. ,.r,

DecHes 1 2 3 4 5 E 7 8 9 10 all• --",,'_~~ ~~==."';:...;"'__~,==._:::::;_:-=.•-;:..':-:...,.,.._.2..----"'--~_...!__~---"_~~___'=_:...___:

'\c._,"'" ..•.

l~~.'i""-':I(".q

18

21

19

31

30

____r_
19

19

19

18

1

20

13

1

1

1

11

1

2

2

'.2

1

2

11

1

·1
'.'
~

1

1

1

9 2 I 2 2--,
2 54 I '1 . 4

~ 3' '1 '~~', 5
~~ 1__··

1 \-L : - 1.1 :, ) "5 ',2

3 .. 13 1_4_' 1 :41_'_1_ 1 1
I '. I

2 l--L,:' 1 5 _~L, , 1

5 1 \.: 2 ,3 3 ~~ 2

1 '2\:....L 1 5 4 ,;..-..-L.
1 \ - 15

---")
3 I 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 ..

8

9

10_ ~ r

,~ ,

Household

all

x,.
x as perc of ali'

observations

17,

11
, 65

17

10

59

18

10

19

10

53

18

5

28

18

7

39

19

10

53

'19

8

42

27 .~" 41

21·.· 33

78 80

213

125

59,

-,,"" --.- "-~' -

...........--... , ...

x is th~'number of obs~rvations in same,apd v~rtical1y.adjacent strata.
"Ii:': ·d~
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Annex 23. Number of landed households per de~ile of agric~ltural income

and total household income (TERAI)

• .a
Agricultural Income

DecU•• 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 all
£

x as per~. of all

observations

30 51 52 44 50 38 69 67 89 100

22

24
24

18

Ie.
24

18

17

17

15

193

.99

51

-

1

1

2

33

12

7

6

35

18

...L 3
:

4 l 2-----,
I 5 5 3 i 2
'-"-l ---,

2L.1..- 241 -. I 1.-

641311\-

, 3 ~\2 3111

.---' ~2 1 1 2 t~5 - - -
3 1 - 313 3 3

111 7lL,4·~
2 2 - 2 11 a

~H J.B. 14 13 13 12 9 1O.

a I 5 9 a 8 10

9

5

9

6

3

6

6

1

1

46

14x

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

all

Income

Houeeholcl

X is the number of observations in the same and verti~al1y adjacent strata-
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Annex 24 Percentages adult equivalent
, 1/

according to village -

workers in wages and salaries employment

:,. .',

"". "

\' ~ " '.

1

16

3

35

2

21'····

t••• ,

4 .
,

50

7

'8

8

13

6

8

Hills

16

Terai.

25

:';,l'; .';"

. ,',

.~ . :;.: :.~:.~ ' ..

...~ ".;:

',','

.; '. ;,. •...

.' !I For village codes see p. 6
., .

';~ r

-.;.

l- :,' (

. ",'

'.,"
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Annex 25

Wage rate (salaries not included) in the Hills

0 1 2 3 4 all (weighted)

l receipta 8603 3667 560 159036

days 2957 1400 130 55502

wage rate 2.91 2.62 4.31 2.87

receipts 1) 12203 5040 598 222279

wage rate
1) 4.13 3.60 4.60 4.00

Z receipts 4820 23600 6780 2910 5580 433701

days 2100 9030 2670 1050 1560 164610

wage rate 2.30 2.61 2.54 2.77 3.58 2.63

receipts 1) 5720 35930 10695 4035 5805 650795

wage rate 1) 2.72 3.98 4.01 3.84 3.72 3.95

7 receipts 1470 1155 0 0 15677

days 600 285 4106

wage rate 2.45 4.05 3.82

8 receipts 150 1650 50 200 0 23090

days 60 330 30 300 6426

wage rate 2.50 5.00 1.67 0.67 3.59

Hills receipts 6440 405873 165538 29101 24552 631504

(weighted) days 2760 144894 64839 11286 6864 230643

wage rate 2.33 2.80 2.55 2.58 3.58 2.74

receipts 1) 7340 587124 253516 38319 25542 911841

wage rate 1) 2.66 4.05 3.91 3.40 3.72 3.95

1) Taken into account food distribution in Kabhre.
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Wage rate (salaries not included) in the Terai

..l..:J" :. ! '":' ,.,
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Annex 27 Consequences of labour force shift from agriculture to

industry. (see following two graphs)

Let us assume that the agricultural labour force declines without a

specific time limit with 20% or from 55 to 45. If we consider production

function Y
l

there will not be a decrease in production. The total value

of Y !I over the range 45-55 is zero. The productivity per worker will1m
have to go up from F to D. The remaining workers will have to work harder.

Farming systems will not change. If we consider production function Y3

we see that total production comes down while shifting the labour force

from 55 to 45. The decrease is equal to the area under Y3m over the 45-55

range, 2.25 units. A production function of the type Y
2

just covers this

deficit. The increment is equal to the area in between Y2m and Y
3m

over

the range 0 to 45, which comes to 2.25 units. If no shift in production

function would have taken place productivity should have increased from F

. to E. This would not have been sufficient to feed the leaving labour force.

An additional shift from E to D can only be achieved by an upward shift in

the production function which means an adjustment in farming systems. In

this example productivity increase within the same farming system (on :account

of harder work by remaining labour) is 10% while another 10% increase 1s

achieved with an improved farming system.

II m as a suffix denotes functions in their;marginal form, 80 Y
lm

refers to

dY
l

dx
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.Annex 28. Participation of females in labour force, Indian evidence.

From table (1.48) Tables with notes on Rural Employment and Unemployment,National Sample Survey,
July 1958 - June 1959, INDIA, 1965

Percentage distri.bution of gainfully employed females by hours at work, cultivato~s a~~ unpaid family
workers in cultivation RURAl, ItIDIA, 1958 - 59.



Annex .8 (continued)

from table (3.10.2) in 16th round of National Sample Survey: July 1960 - June 1961, tables with noteson employment and unemployment in rural areas, INDIA, 1967.
Fercentage distribution of gainfully employed females ty hours at work, dependent members of thehousehold, RURAL INDIA, 1960 - 1961.

dependent
member of
the house
hold

(

0.5

1-7

1.7,

8-14

6.3

15-28

22.5

29-42

28.8

43-56

28.1

57-70

11. 7

above 70

0.1

not
recorded

0.4

to~al

100

From table (3.~0.1) in op.cit. Idem, males

owner
operator,
not hiring
labour (I)
during tbe
current
"oeek

0.5 0.8 2.3 9.6 19.4 36.2 29.1 1.2 0.8 DO

dependent
member of 0.4
the house-(II)
hold

0.4 2.0 8.4 18.9 33.6 0.9 0.5 10:>

AV1'rage • "'rs of work females
males (I)
males (II)

37>.4
46.9

- 48.3 .'
Ratio average hours females/males I = 0.80

average hours females/males II = 0.77
.;



The Asian Regional Team for Employment Promotion-ARTEP
comprises an inter-disciplinary team of specialists whose
com~on aim is to .;,sis! Asbn Governments in focusing
development policies on employment generation and equitable
income distribution. The team is financed from a variety
of sources including UNDP. ILO and bilateral donors and is
an instrumellt of the ILa's Wcrld Employment Programme.
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&list rib.1tion

John b' bylon, ftoC)£I'IlIn &loncllll1at

:!§U .. he",ort J ".",J:J- hsiun
otion), lntem..ti uubor 0

..ub ect '>Urvey nas be n eummarizcd for c:.istribU ion 1\ co y
hat IlWllLIarJ is ttuCliOO. ! he r€.fJOrt Itself !}as not received \olae
irculat~on in ,. BP.

1he ,UI!" uun y w s r eded bJ an "u' J.1ss1on reI-art t 1. Q

!h (, 11 n for. 1: (, An with J:j!!lp.J. fit' July ~9'i4 ) wnich
also has not rccelveu wide i culatiO!l within 'jejXi.l Finally, prl
!Xi1 ..,n ~J staff ember MS 1.ton II UlOn r. 1'0 titled I! ricultural
,Jeveloliif ,lIt. !Ind, ..I rprian 41 Q1.urn in. 1 Bantkok, July 19'74, by
K. Zcv rint)

"'he ~rl-(lso of this ID= is not to "........rize the attached y,
but to toi( .lil ht two 1"..... er lont c;uo1.atiilns rom the ~uney, froa pat:es
65-b~

" wnd und livestook are 1.1.£1 IIlIlj or cu t items Capital on live
stoclo:, like that on farm buildings, CWl 1l0wever be accumulated by
1 l>ou~ within the fLo!J1ly. ..and cw only II acqu1red by purchase or
oy rcntinL 11.. roS has been txplu1ned before 1. e land l'rlce, especially
in the h lls, has becoma very h1(h as COlD Jared to the prod ctlV1ty of
11. '. he 1ntereot f rfe1ted cuUse of th pitul thus locke up
coul ."aite well _ ch the hiLh 11"'£11 of Q rents ..s w s also h.
earlier n tn1s report, interest. im..uted capital for Hill farms
wipes OJ.t Ii' of t 1 labour incO! there, ~ lI'eaa it brin{;a the 1 emi
labour i come doWII cons1ael'ably nltol;.et er this 1 aves us with a
struC'tural. picture that sho'JS .8 how label r loses out to CqitlU for
a 1arge .,art of the rural populatio!l, tha i a to sGJ', the Dooll t:Il1nly
oWLeJ'"Operutors in 1'Iepal1 f,riculture, es eclally In the hl11s

...lthou{;h it seems that there are not yet IIlI1D3 .il1ll families com
pletely lsndless, the trena ",hioh is far dvanced in sOIne pockets of
the Tcn.i, where there are lo.rfe r,roups of landless lnbourers. is
aplJUrent in the liil s as welL It is e s ow process 01' sltueezinf the
small r"rmer 1'rol,l h1e v1tul rlfollrcs - 1m "s produ tlV1ty In all
she classes 01' idl.l- faI1lle s It slmilarly w there does not, seem to
be an alt rnu1.ive to lo.%(;e scale exodas 1 t>eurch foJ.' land '1 he
£ovemment can tave an Importwt rerulut1 taak 1n this affair bJ
ensurinf that tt:e lund vlii n will be OIDe v ilo.blc in tho Hills
will let into tte h ods of t .8 most. needy remainin( families!

"I ft wcrkers leave al riC' lture, 11 sury us Is l.lutcmat1clllly created
if J:lllrti. 1 pI'OC<1ctiV1ty i ere "s is often o.sSUlted in treciitlonal
a{;riculture. 'ihis !:leans that with w;y ...[ricultural worker d prtin(
produce per worE-er n utriC'.llture increases 11' ..he reI::aininL w)rke



•

re not. l:0~ t.o cat. lIlore t.beD we will find u surplils loft. which t.h
industrial worker could, u banis and Fe1 rtvidJ,y depict., carry alonr,
OD the j .>b. &.loh a lNrp1ll. t.akes the fom of a wages fUnd, and is
most apparent in Illla.!JOlllla tood for work prog1'allllll8s for :rural infrastmcture

However, if mar{;inal product.iv1ty is not zero, t.hen t.he surplus will
not be sufficient to feed the departin€: work force. !!here agriculture
is traditional and IIlIliJL'~ teared towards producillt for own consumption,
the need for survival will 1IIIllt. labour foroe entreat. strive hard to
increase production. Although reaources in a SIIIllll area IIlB1 sometimes
be exploited to the rpaxipPJm SO that more labour indeed ,yields no addi
Ucmal produce, this cannot be sa1d of enUre cClWlt.ries generallyr If
we tD.ke the exaDlple of Nepal, some hill areas IIlB1 be at t.heir l1m1t.
of increase in production with ex1stint. resource base, but the 'i'emi
definitely offors scope for increased production. the production per
area unit is much higher in hill a~riculture, so that the hither poplla
tion density can be coped with. '4his is achieved by the applicat.ion
of a different farm1.nlo system, with IIlOre benefits from the livestock
enterprise direotly and nlso indirect.ly through manure applied to
crops. Labour requirements for this more intensive system are relatively
high, but 80 is the outplt. per area unit. It is questionable llhether
such u delicate fal'lll1.n€ system can yield similar results with less workers
and especially without the more enterprising part of the agrieultural
labe\4%' force that may opt for more remunerative industrial activities
and in the past. may have been the main pillar of the improved farming
system.

The overall conclusion for Ilepal agricultural conditions that
SUft ests ti $eli' 10 that a lAajor labour productivity increase on account
of improved farmin~ syst8lll8 and/or an increase in other inplts than
labour is urgently needed if sustained development is to be made possibler
ilp;;lied research in a IlWllber of areas, preferab],y those in the neie:hboull
hood of which industrialisation is foing to take place first, should
come up with nell farm practir.es, possibl.v new varieties of orops and other
systems of animal husband~. Only an agricultural sector that 19 thus
prepared for u jump in labour productivity can support the required
industrial development."

Dist ribution:
Mr. lJutterfield
Mr. Coles
~;r" J-eale
Hr. I.ilson
Hr. «ewbry
Mr. fllankstein /'
lJr. CampbellV
lJr" i>ennett
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Dr. Carlaw
Iir. timith
Dr. vrr
i',r. !Jerger
i'.r. SB i'epall (3)
llr. Yadav (3)
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Asian Re~ional Tewa for Employment Promotion, lnt.exuatio borOrganization. Bangkok, 2:hailand.; June 1976; 140 pages (Illimeo)

9.lrv ,y stated "not as repre.,entative of rural Nepal" (p.2) lutv-rlue.ace., on trends aDd diatribution of inc e can be generalizedwith quallficatioDa. Eight Y1llages aalllpled were within d!lJ'l a walkof a major road and were relativel3 mcleated"

:iuncy designed to yield hwsehold income data (total, distribution, contrilutions to, correlation to principal macro indicators,recent migrant versus settled).

Field work was done in Jama17-March, 1974. EDuIIlerators weregraduates in economics r cOIlIIIlerce.

Larger the crop production potential the larger hwsehold income.However, households with larger crop production potential tetld tohave more members, so that, f r llliddle strata, per capita treDd Ismixed.

Measured per capita income was ve17 101011 Ra,308 (hills) taldRa.420 (2:erai). 86:L of hill hou.seholda surveyed were in 3 low(less then .62 hectarea) stl'llta (or 5), while only 47 %of Teraihousehold., had a crop production potential of less then 1.7 hectares.

Low income hou.aeholda in the billa were concentrated ia thosewith lowest crop production potential, while in Terai were fair13eVenJ3 distributed.

High income householda were concentrated in tho.,e with lowcr< p production potential in the hilla, but 0Pp<i·j,te pattern in Terai.

Crnp production potential by individual income break followedsame pattern as for hwseholds with exception of Tera! low income, wherelow income individuals teDded to be concentrated in households withhigh crop productiCII potential (ahitt of !l percent).

l:o of hill houaeholdll . ere ~~===:'~;='C:roI"j~;M:~~~~+~~~vere landless. .;;{3 ~o <:i <Je:1fCl i hc)\tf.'e_koldS \lW-,;c \tlMd IQAA

7 %0 hill hWlleholdE "ere in the h:LiJ:I t orop produet.ion potentialstratum (more than .62 hectarell). 27 'J. of 1. erai hwseholds vere inhighest stratum (more then 1.7 hectares crop production potential).

On both hOllaehold aDd per capita basis, for both hills and Terai,the highest decile (le ~) of the salllple enjoyed !l. ve17 d1sproportioll!l.teproportion Qr total measured income (~h

ll111s
Tem

Household
32.1
38.6

Per capita
27.8
2907
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G1n1 coneeut. tion ratios were found as follova:

H1lla
Teral

t1ousehold
C.43
C.51

per capita
0.38
Cc44

These values are comparat1vely veX'¥ high.

S1m11ar l"8sults for land area cultivated were Obta1ned1 Gin1
con eut.ration ratios of .47 for h1lls and .55 for the Teral, with
the upper 10 1> of h1ll households cultivat1111 35 )'. of the land (45 :
in the Toral) and 50 1> of the houe,.}lolds culti ating 18 10 of hiU
land (14.5 j; in Teral).

IncCllll8 r f8Jll1l.Y worker cOlllpItat10ns sub ect to several Slbstal1o
tial q llf1cations. However, four relat10nships _erage ';'&ther clearly.
First, imp.ated-plJls -caah net in_s are veZ7 low for all but labor
on the largest teral farmeD (It 111 easy to calculate zero or DC'4!!1 Del

W ge rates for Illost of the pOpUation's ~ricultural labor.) SecOlld,
there 1s little real dll"ference between per wrker inomes of laDd-
l~se hOl1seholds SlId_ per wol'ke~ il:1_ OIlI8S of all wt~he lar~~ll
or Teral households. Third, the average area cultivated per hill
fi1ill1i:JXer 18 8 ares (800 square lIllrtera) SlId 64 ares per Temi worker.
Fourth, imputed ratUl1lS to labor and capital are veZ7 low (so low in
the hUb that a V8X'¥ 8ubet!iIltial change in use of the factora of
production is IIl1gglleted).

SystElllll1t1c attempts t.o explain variations in household 1ncalles
did not yield data of Ereat precis' on. However, irrigation appeared
to be a Illost s1gnU'1cant explsAato variable for both h1ll and 'feral
Ianaed households. although cnat \S household 'as the IIOst significant 'j.

varlable identif1ed for the Tera.1. The return to increased intenaity
of oultivat10n in the hUla was q te low. snd in the Temi intensity
showed no relation to income.

Soura.es of incOllle VaZ7 widely between villages and between hills
and Teral. IncOllla fraa crop production onlJ' aCClluut.ed for an average \
of 45.2 ~ Of. household in ClIlI8S in the hUls (range 33.4 %-04.8%) with
a.n1.DIal bIlsbo.ndZ7 aDd non-ago wages and salaries each accounting for
rouehl¥ 18).. For 'remi ople areas, income from crop production only
averaged 57 % (range .38.3 ,. - 83 7 ) with agrioultural wages and
salaries aoccunt1D£ for 20 %.

Contribution to the 1ncome of each size catagoZ7 (aocording to
crop production pot8Dt1al) of hous old shows sUbstantial differences
betwe.. the llIIIa1last oate-foozy Qf landed household and tho rest. In
the bills. households with the .~.1aJl!i Uou than .21 hectare) derive
only 30 :a. of thsir incOll8 from crop production. with 28 ,. cCD1n€ f1'Olll
nallo-a • es a Ii aries from animal wsiJan&U'7). ill
otherSt""ra a ve IIOre .ban half their income 1"CIID crop ~.~t,;~;l,oJ!;
and the overall pattal1l 1s s1al1lar between strata f1'Olll other li:lUrces.
In the Terai, onlJ' 12 :Ii of the lowest landed household catagoZ7 Q

8

(leBs than .35 hectare) incOM is from crop production, 1oI1th 63 ,..
frolll agricultural wages Wld aalarles.
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lAndless households in the hills derived 46 :t of" income from
non-agricultural wages and salaries. while l'orai laldlesa households
got 71 jl, of inoome from agricultural wages and salaries. Both experie oed
significant oalculated negative income from animal husbandlY.
renaIons did not aCOIUe to eittler hill or Tera.1 lalciless households,
blt remittances accounted for 21 :i> of hill landless householdis in.
C (although zero for the Tersi landless).

In the hill 8allIple. hOl1seho]ds with the least land supplelll8Ilted
their incomes lIIB.1nly through earnings in both agricultural and
non-af,ricultural emploj'lllento In tho Tersi. the smallest land-holding
households supplemented their incomes ma1nly through agricultural
wages and salaries and through miscellaneous actiVities.

Anima] husbllndr,y octiVitieB have a negative 1mpo.ct on the income
of the poorest 3C ,. of Terai households and the poorest 10 %of hill
households (and contriwte only .3.4 %of incomes of the pooreat V
.30 '" of hill householda) 0 The contrlwtion to all Terai households
is only 2.1 10 wt to hill hooseholds. animel husbandq contribltes
1804 " of incollleo

Idlille agricultural wages and salaries aooount for 48 10 of incomes
of the poorest hill households lUld 74 %of incomes of the poorest '1 ersi
households, the contribltion of orop production to the poorest Terai
households was negative while crop production accounted for .35 %of
the poorest hill household ns inoome.

The top 10 10 of hill hOUseholds derived .34 'J, of inoome from crop
production and .3C %from non-agricultural wages and salaries. Pensions
and rQlll1ttancell accounted for 15 %of the income of the richest hill
households, and onl¥ 5 1O or oomparable Tera1 households which were
dependent on crop production for 74 :£ or the household incomeo

While 95.5 %or hill households engage in both crop production
and Rnima l buahandry. the :'l1rvey population in the 'l'erai identified
280 4 %of households that were either exclusively crop production
(5•.3 ,,), exclusiVely an1meJ husbandr,y (1102,0) cr entirely non-agricultural
(11.9 jo as opposed to 0•.3 10 in the hills) 0 The relative importance
of crop production or an1mel husbandry varied widely f1'Olll district tc
district in the hills wt scarcely at all in the 'l'erai.

The :iurvoy found that absolute values cf livestock per bouse
hold were rouehly the same in tho hills and Terai. wt that the
vroductlv1tLof livestock in the hills was IIIlch higher.- . --

Average yields were found to be as follows( "g./are)s

hills
Te,rai

Wheat
7.6
60 1

Maize/soyabelUl
26.9/6.3

HUlet
2';0';
401



The conclusion that, "hill abriculture to a great extent proves I
that Tera! croppiDe can be wch more productive" (p. 54) is well
worth conaidering.

Anrage yileds did not vary mch between the three small hill
household (cropped area) clasles, but did show declines to the
clasa of 1a16e (relatively) landusers. No pattern of productivity/
area of cropland WaS found in the Tersi.

The report proposes that yields on wheat are so low becwse \linter
ater ill relativaly scarce, and bllclUlse labor inpllta are haphazard.

On a net retuI'lls/hectare basis. tho smallest hill farmers produce
at a level of efficiency which is 1.6 t1llles that of the largest hill
farmer class. and 3.5 times the efficiency of Tera! farmers. '1he
hill farmers used 6-7 times DIOre mallllr'3 and fertilizer than 'l'era! fanners
and, on Ilver<ige. employed 7.5 adult eq>livalent famiJ,y workers per
he tare harYested COlllpared to G.a in the Tersi sample.

ilired ca!lUal labor days per hectare harvested averaged 104
in the hills and 30 in the Tersi at an average wage rate of Rs.3.64/
day in the hills and lia.4.67/da,y in the Terai.

Costs of production per hectare decline with each increase in size
stratum for hill households (from Rs.1571 to Rs.934). However. the
only systematic decline ill in direct costs. particularJ,y for manure
end fertili.er. reflecting the decresaing intensity of cultivation rather
than economies of seale. A sharp drop in varieble costl from the
smallest to the next stratum is reoorded for hill farma, tnt no clear
pattern emerges for the other three (larger) size classes. 'l'he report
eonclud~hat economies of seale are apparent only in regardS to the
smanest of hill farm households. and not at all for '1 ersi farm households.

Actual oropping intensity (harvested area divided by cultivated
area) exceeded "potential orop)Jing intensity" (cultivated area plus
irri~able area divided by cultivated area) for eve17 stratum surveyed.
FrOlll the data it can be inferred that the smaller hill units practice
double croppilg without irrigation satisfaotorily.

An analysis of factors influencing the level of net crop income
for agricultural households in the sample unoovered two striking
chareterietics of the farm systems surveyed. First. aD additional Tera!
hectare would yield the av~,rage household Rs.949 while the caloulated
average household income in the lersi was Rs.7"i'l. The implication of
inoreasing retums to scale is not corroborated by the oost per hectare
data. \dl1 eh shows a pattern appI'(lXimating constant retlU!lS to scale
(a pa~ ,-~, oonsistent \11th a matured production system). Seoond. a
linear reE.ression analyais on crop inoome developed a relationship
of negative impact of oost oompOtlents on net income. In the lera!
an inoreaso in direct costs brought d01Jl1 ne inooma while in the hills
an increase in non-direct (operating) oosts had the same effect. 1his



ttem needs IlUcb IIlOre inv9tigation before its' impliclltioas are
le r. The ~rvel1s voZ'th quoting on this plb1nt:

"The results here pOint at a hith level or in.
effic1ellC)' in crop production which ~ be caused
bT invalldit)' or inplt recOllllJlBlldations or at least
their faultiness. It Tersi crop fa1'lllllrs tend. to
loose NHs.l.l7 per each additiona)]1 spent NHs.
on inputs and additiolllll labor (huinan lI1d animal)
and eql1p11aDt utilization in the hills leads to
losses in net crop income rather thBll to gains
there is sOIIlethine basically wrong with JIIllIlag~

ment or these fa1'lllll. W (pps. 61-62)

The ~rve1 found a consistent puttem of increasing lI.IiIbers of
livestock per size of household, and increasing eross income from animal

sbendry per livestock available per size strntUIII, in both the hills
aIId l'ersi. In the hills, animol Imsbsndry )'ieldod an average income
par livestock unit of Rs.ll8 as oCllllp8red to Rs.94 in the Torsi. Inoome
from animal Imsbnndry was II1ch lover for landless and very IlIlIllll
agricultUral households thaD larger households in both areas, and costs
were III1ch higher ovenmelm1ngl,y for straw and moize stalks ("fodder").
In both areae the produC1tion of bI!·:falo milk contrituted 1Il0st (about
one-third of total inoome from an1.mal Imsbandry). ;)ecolld in the hills
was gbee (26 ~) while draught power was seoond in the Tersi (25.4 :10).
There was u clear tendency for the productivity of tuffalos to increase
with the size of the household. The potential of the tuffalo was not
approehed in cat.tle: "fhe prowcurtt)' in milk of oows is so low that
we could almost oonclude that chaD".. of bringing thsir produl1tiv1.ty
within a reasonable range could be writtb orf. w (p.65).

COIIlpltation of inoome ~ted fl'Olll agricultural aC1t1v1.ties Oy adult
~ll1valeat tamily workers was l118de on an annual basis. 'this seriss
ot data showed negative i¥ted incOlles for lalldless laborers, due
to the ovenmelm1ng effect of anjma] tIl.sbandry, in both the hills and
Terai. In every case, .1..IIlplted income per agricultural family writer
increased per size stratum ot household. The average tor the h1lla
wae computed at &.453, and for tha 'fersi Us.lOOS. Ioages actual1,y
paid b)' the household for (eupp18ll18Dtary) labor services averaged Re.l095
per year f.,r hill households aOO. Ra. 1304 for Tersi agricultural house
hollis. Wages paid were cOlllpUted on a per adult ba148 aJid OOllpared
to illlpUted family per adult labor muml '1he 9urve¥ report. that the
ennue] rate of wage. ppld were moh higher (on a per adult baais) for
all stratUlll in both hill. aDd Tersi ucept for the largest Ter:.d
hOlleeholds (1.7 hectare crop produC1tion potential and above). When
an attempt is IIlBde to adjust for U!1-and ulldllr..emjllO;ytII8Dt IlIIlODg
wage ownerJI (oaloulated at 37 ). for Tersi agr1cult.ural labor in the
sample), the d1rf81"eDCe disappears tor the tersi bIt reDlains in the
hills!ns,.4S3 v8.Rs.678 rather thaD lis.l095). 'J:his means, ot couree,
thet. .ir,J -vel')' profitabla for hill faIDers, especiall,y those on lIIIa1.ler
holdiJag8, t.o replaoe paid labor with flllll1l,y labor.

o.verall, income or productiVity per lIOrkllr in agriaulture was found
to be as followa (=~., p. 7G)1



Iiize st. ratUlll
Hills
'remi

o 1
-451 417
-218 204

- 6

2
465
399

4
690
1616

all
483
1055

hen comb1ned with harYested area per adult equivalent \/orker, the
greater productivity of hill femers on SlIall ho1dil1€e is high1.1Ehted
(aroB, p. 70):

Size st.ratUlll
Hills
Teral

1
8.3

2305

2
1104
44.6

3
1601
70.0

4
27.2

160.3

all
1207

106.9

wheD the distribution or nat agricultural income per hpllsehold
is 8lllllyzed (as opposed to total incomes nated earlier), eve1'o8ll
concentration ratioll are increaeed (the inequality of distribution
i. increased) beceuse the COJDpeDsating effect of wages and salaries
disappears a In the hills, the sample survey found that the bottOlJl
30 %of households received 705 ;.. of net agrioultural incomes (4.2 %
in Teral). The top 10 :;. ot hill hculleholds reoehed 31 " of net Bgri
cultural incomes (43 %in Terei ) •

Incomes from wages and salaries show wide Yar1ations between
salllple siteso Receipts in ldnd especially partial payment of wage.
in food) alsO complicates an eDalysis. GeDeral SUrvey findings were
that; 16 %of adult equivalent workers wera occupied in wage and
salsZ)' earning in the hills (25 %in the Tarei) with a gradual
decrease in proportion of hOllsehold labor foroe as the crop pro
dilation potential or the household increased. Receipts rrOlJl wages
and salaries 8IIl0llDted to 42 %ot tatal household income in the hill.
(pa1DeIltor wages in rood included) and 33 %in the Teral. The
general pattem 18 for retuma from wages and salsries to exceed the
retums from pousehold work, per adult equiValent worker. In the
hill samples, 54 ~ of households eamed some wages or salsries (70 %
in the Teral), there were 1 05 workers for wagss or salsries per hill
household (1032 in'l'erai) and days empJoYed per worker ror wagss or
salaZ)' were 163 per yea1 tv' ~c.;, :l,':.H and'l'erei lIQrvey 10catioDSo

Days worked per worker for wage. were round to be 174 d83s/year
for porterage (hills), l27 daysl-rear for unspeoified jobs (Teral), 270
d83s/year for agricultural wages (hills and 250 daysl1ear for agri
cultural wages (T eral) •

Days works per salaried worker per year amounted to near rull
emplo~ent ror sllch workers; 295 in the hill and 293 in the Teral.
Service Jobs lIIOst.ly gOYer.oment elllployment) a oounted for nearly
50 ~ of naIl-f' rioultural employment in both hills and Teral.

Genernlly, the _ber of workers per household is a:lm1lar for
lalldlass and nell/med1\1l11 size agricultural households, l:ut inoreases
sllarply for the lsrgast. hill household and d8'l1rease. sharply for the
l.lrgest Teral hOllSeholdo

wago levels (excluding salaries) avera~ed Rs.3.95/day 1D the
hUls (including tood payments) and Rao4.38/day in thll Taral. Cash
~~~,~@ for ai...ri_~~uraJ. work-"!~J:!lJ9und j."p. aUJ:1lge lis 2'!~Ldq 1n_
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5019/u8), in the ' er~1,. The po ente "Ce-d
cd "I. bs/Z. 58/UliY. Miscellotneous Job 1u thu '1 er_i p:.l 1.::l
, • s 6.Cl/d"1. (hecull th'to the .:.urvcy Wll. contluc1.cd in O' rly

11 t<1:.d F,yments "ro relutive~ mOI'e co=on in the 'j en.!. 57"
of u 10. Le :.00 s::.l.. ry ;;:lYlllents were rel-0 toa to be Ill:tde i,l kind-
iR t.h(, J. en.i, compared to )4 P i. the hills (incluti1l:ll 1'000 payments
to da.l,y workers, excluainL llibor exehanLe work).

Lata ell 1I0R-4:ricultural hOUsehold enteJ1:risCls vas not collected
u wide eaoubh u;":;is to just-ify Ii sop:<rate ....:lal,ysis. A vicar ;;ample

covcr~Lc, or ...<1 are:;. cc<'~· s, wOule' be requ.ired. ',he [urvey il~cludes

Ii. oj ::l ch ent .rpriscs "mch were s~mploa in the ":llisccll..neous" eutq ory

income i'ro.Jl miscellaneouc sources is rel<.tivel,y most im;;orh.nt
1ur nill l:.ndless households, aocountin£. for 23 :.. of tot:.l income.
lOst of Lnis ...ctivity is willing of ~d<iy, rJilliuL 1'01 oil a.ld
const.ructio.~. }'or other mll and'lorn household;;, miscelLneous
couraoa ...ccousted for 7-16 ,. uf ',ot"l income, oxocj:ol. for the h.r[ost
• er..i households, where only 2.1 10 of houseilold income ia the lurLest
crop production households Clillle from miscellaneous sources.

III the hills, 4 )<. of total iDCO~C CiUlle from pensions, o..d 2.6 :>
from rem1tt~nces. I. the Terai, 2.5 p of incomc waB from pensions
...ad 1 9 " from remitthl1Ces.

Usia. the co.cept. of "adult equivalent ~ork.ers "(which ..ssiLftS
different wej (hts to time repo:'ted worked ac~ro:in€ to sex LIld hl e of
work.er) the' 'Jrvey calcullites labor particip....tioll rates of C.51 ill X
the hills au 0.)5 i. the 'J: er"i, .otin. that thc lower '1 erei rate
could lie du: to \;.de~reF0rtiu.l of work by reraales (especially in
the larlsr households) that would be Clone by meA ill the hills (oollecUlln
of fuel an(.[ tr::.in millllld.

'Ihis is illustr...ted in the followin( t"tlle showinf. perceiltat:e
COlltriootiOl1 tg the total surveyed labor foree:

ChildreP Mults
Hale FeIIll:.le

Hills
1'er-..1

44.8
19.1

" cle"r p..tter.ll. of the IIWIlber of lI.dult equ1valeRt ."orkel's per
household iRcre"si~. with the increasin{ crop production pote.ti..l
of the lIlousehold waB rouad ill both the hills ...d t.hc 'ieru, LoiRt
from I.;) to 4.)8 iR the hills ..nd rrOlll 1066 tg 2.35 1a tae 'ierUo

The f. itrvey reJ.Qrt calculates the .et income (net 'ulue added) to
laoor :.Ad ow. chpital per "dult equivalent f'wl;,' work<.r per house
hold str-~ta ~nQ divided into &~ricultural households oRJ.,y. V~be ~bor
householas oal,y aad :.11 hou!leholds. 'Jhe results show that wu{;;e-labol'
o.ly household workers ure raore productive tluta workers on SlIi&ll f",l'Wl
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1rst hree ot four aize lrtrata). Second. product1vity per workerc e with the abe of t.be howIehold'8 c p p 10n potent1alI'd work rs on IIIIIIll1 hill farms are IRore product1ve than il rssmall Tend holdings. Fourth, by far the most product1ve worker18 one on a large (greater than 1.7 hectare) Tend fatu. F1f't.h,ge-lnboz-onl,y Tem hou8ehold yorkers are more product1ve than1ihe1r h11l counterparts. Sixth, oveZ'-all the Tera1 worker 1n thesaJllple 10188 near13 twioe 88 product1ve a8 the average hill worker.

Following a series of a8sUIIlpt10na, the ~rvey report arrives atan un ployment-underemploymeDt. rate ot "Yi :' tor I end wage-onl,yworke • An ovel'-all uneaployment-uIlderemployment rate for workersin agrlCUlturs ot 16 " can be derived.

The SUrvey report concludes the discussion on product1vity withthe a8sessment that, "under existing technology there remains a bigportio I of underemployment or undez-productiv1ty which can only beallen lI.ted by a change in technology or a wider capital/outplt rationp.93). Fanna below 0.42 hectare in the hill8 and 1.7 hectare in theTend appear to be 80 gGall that thq operate below a..erage laborprOductivity (the capital/labor ratio is too low).

One (of eigbt) surveyed villages oontained a large sub-g1'Ol1p(42 ~) of reoeDt.ly migrated households. Data was anelyzed separate13on the8. hou8eholda and a couple of other reoeDt.ly-llligrated hOU8...holds iIlentlfied in other aaIIIp1ed villages. It wae found that theIII1grant households were SIRal1 tam households that ooDt.ained slight13more than the average IlWllber of persons and (possibly beosuse ofhaving more membera) which enjoyed somewhat higher incomes thaDaverage. The pr1nd.pal sources of incOIIle were wages 8Dd salarie8 andanimal hIlsband17. The llligrsnt households thus appeared to have
~cces.1'ull,y cOlllpenaated for having less land (only 14 l' of recently~mif,rated household8 were l.ancllees, compared to 26.5 l' of establishedhouseholds in the one Village with m£r recent migranta).

t-
After pointing QIlt some topica for further research, the Surveyreport conoludes:

"The absolute low level of living as cOlllpared to modem
soc1etiea po1Dt.s to the need for drastio measures
introduced from outside the 8yst8111 if indeed lIIOdenl1zatiCll along the lines of 11081'0 of the nations in thie
tweDt.ieth oeutUl')' vor:Jld is an objective of the Nepali

0.#A.J')0c1't7 • n
(p. 103)
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